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ABSTRACT

DISSECTING THE EXTRACELLULAR MECHANISMS OF NODAL AND ACTIVIN SIGNALING REGULATION

By

Senem Aykul

Transforming Growth Factor-β (TGF-β) family ligands are key regulators of multiple cellular processes including cell proliferation, differentiation, and death. Dysregulation of TGF-β family signaling thus contributes to many human diseases, including cancers, fibrosis, and musculoskeletal disorders. Because of its roles in human diseases, understanding the mechanism and regulation of TGF-β family signal transduction is essential and will help the development of new therapeutic agents that could be used to target the family for treating a number of devastating diseases.

The basic mechanisms of TGF-β family action are well established. A dimeric ligand binds two ‘type I’ and two ‘type II’ receptors to form a hexameric complex. Assembly of the ligand-receptor complex in the extracellular space leads to phosphorylation of SMAD transcription factors in the intracellular space, their translocation to the nucleus, and expression of target genes. However, beyond ligands and receptors, many additional factors contribute critically to physiological TGF-β family signaling, including membrane-bound co-receptors, secreted inhibitors, and other ligands that are present on or near the surface of a cell. Elucidating the molecular interplay of all the components that form the TGF-β signal transduction system of a particular cell type or tissue is essential for understanding TGF-β signaling in a cellular context. The goal of my thesis was to investigate the extracellular regulation mechanisms of the TGF-β family ligands, Nodal and Activin using biophysical approaches and to define the physiological consequences using cell-based approaches.
In the first chapter of my dissertation, I introduced the TGF-β family and described how I expressed and purified TGF-β family ligands, receptors, and extracellular regulators. I also introduced a powerful technique called Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) that I used to determine the binding modes between TGF-β family members. In the second chapter of my dissertation, I elucidated the molecular function of TGF-β family signaling co-receptor Cripto-1 and its homolog. I demonstrated that soluble Cripto-1 inhibits ligand induced signaling, but the membrane-anchored form potentiates the signaling, suggesting an extracellular capture and endocytic trafficking mechanism. In the third chapter of my dissertation, I characterized the function of the TGF-β family ligand Nodal and its natural inhibitor Cerberus in breast cancer cell lines. I found that Cerberus significantly suppresses migration, invasion, and colony formation of Nodal expressing breast cancer cells. In the fourth chapter of my dissertation, I defined the function of human Cerberus in TGF-β family signaling. I showed that full-length and short forms of human Cerberus share TGF-β family ligand binding and inhibition mechanism, but only full-length Cerberus suppresses MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell migration. In the fifth chapter of my dissertation, I evaluated how the population of different ligands affects signaling outcomes. I demonstrated that high affinity TGF-β family ligands compete with low affinity ligands for receptor binding and antagonize low affinity ligand signaling. In the sixth chapter of my dissertation, I discussed the possible future directions for this project. Collectively, the results of these experiments provide new information about TGF-β family signaling and regulation, and potentially lead to evaluation of new therapeutics targeting family members in different diseases.
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### KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ActRIIA</td>
<td>Activin receptor type IIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActRIIIB</td>
<td>Activin receptor type IIB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALK 1</td>
<td>Activin like kinases 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALK 2</td>
<td>Activin like kinases 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALK 3</td>
<td>Activin like kinases 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALK 4</td>
<td>Activin like kinases 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALK 5</td>
<td>Activin like kinases 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALK 6</td>
<td>Activin like kinases 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALK 7</td>
<td>Activin like kinases 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMHRII</td>
<td>Anti-muellerian hormone receptor type II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCC</td>
<td>The American type culture collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMD</td>
<td>Bone mineral density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>βME</td>
<td>Beta mercaptoethanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP</td>
<td>Bone morphogenetic protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMPRII</td>
<td>Bone morphogenetic receptor type II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHO</td>
<td>Chinese hamster ovary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-IP</td>
<td>Co-immunoprecipitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAN-family</td>
<td>The differential screening-selected gene in neuroblastoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECD</td>
<td>Extracellular domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGF</td>
<td>Epidermal growth factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGF-CFC</td>
<td>Epidermal growth factor-Cripto/FRL-1/Cryptic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMT</td>
<td>Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESC</td>
<td>Embryonic stem cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBS</td>
<td>Fetal bovine serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDF</td>
<td>Growth and differentiation factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gLuc</td>
<td>Gaussia Luciferase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPI</td>
<td>Glycosylphosphatidylinositol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS domain</td>
<td>Glycine serine rich domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIC</td>
<td>Hydrophobic interaction chromatography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC₅₀</td>
<td>Half-maximal inhibitory concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kₐ</td>
<td>Association rate constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k₅</td>
<td>Dissociation rate constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₅</td>
<td>Equilibrium dissociation constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kDa</td>
<td>Kilodalton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAP</td>
<td>Latency associated peptide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABP</td>
<td>Latency associated binding protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIS</td>
<td>Muellerian inhibiting substance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAH</td>
<td>Pulmonary arterial hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>Phosphate-buffered saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>Polymerase chain reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P/S</td>
<td>Penicillin/streptavidin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGM</td>
<td>Repulsive guidance molecule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLU</td>
<td>Relative luciferase units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPC</td>
<td>Reverse phase chromatography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RU</td>
<td>Response units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS-PAGE</td>
<td>Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Standard error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>Size exclusion chromatography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGF</td>
<td>Sarcoma growth factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smurf1</td>
<td>E3 ubiquitin protein ligase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>Signal peptide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPR</td>
<td>Surface plasmon resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBS</td>
<td>Tris buffered saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEV</td>
<td>Tobacco etch virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGF-β</td>
<td>Transforming growth factor-beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGFβRII</td>
<td>Transforming growth factor-beta receptor type II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1 –

INTRODUCTION
Discovery of the TGF-β family

The transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) family is composed of multifunctional growth and differentiation factors. Before the discovery of TGF-β in 1978, Dr. Michael Bishop and Dr. Harold Varmus published in 1976 the Nobel Prize winning breakthrough, which gave rise to the identification of TGF-β a few years later (1, 2). Dr. Bishop and Dr. Varmus found that a single viral gene (v-src, oncogene) causes neoplastic transformation of a normal cell (2, 3). In the same year, Dr. George Todaro proposed that murine viruses transform normal cells by inducing the secretion of an endogenous, epidermal growth factor (EGF) related molecule with transforming activity (later known as autocrine secretion) (2, 3).

In 1979, Dr. De Larco and Dr. Todaro found that secreted growth factors cause normal fibroblast cells to form colonies in soft agar (anchorage-independent growth in vitro is correlated with malignant cell growth in vivo) (2,4). In contrast to the v-src oncogene, secreted factors, but not genetic change, caused the phenotypic transformation (2, 4). Dr. Larco and Dr. Todaro identified these growth factors from Moloney sarcoma virus transformed fibroblast cells (NRK-2B normal fibroblast cells) and called them sarcoma growth factor (SGF) (5). In 1981, Dr. Harold Moses (at Mayo Clinic), and Dr. Michael Sporn and Dr. Anita Roberts (at National Cancer Institute) tried to purify SGF to homogeneity (2, 6, 7). They found that certain fractions didn’t have the colony forming ability when they were added to fibroblast cells. However, this property could be rescued with EGF (6, 7). At the end, both groups published that SGF was composed of two different molecules: TGF-α, a member of the EGF family that binds to EGF receptors, and TGF-β, which does not bind EGF receptors (2, 8). Dr. Roberts and Dr. Moses found that TGF-β in combination with EGF
was required for the forming activity (2, 8). From the discovery of first TGF-β family member to today, there are ~100,000 published research papers (2, 9, 10).

**TGF-β family ligands and receptors**

The transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) family ligands are key regulators of animal cell physiology (11-14). TGF-β family is composed of two main subfamilies: the TGF-β/Activin/Nodal and the BMP (bone morphogenetic protein)/GDF (growth and differentiation factor)/MIS (muellerian inhibiting substance) subfamilies (11-14). In mammals, TGF-β family consists of 33 ligand genes. These are secreted proteins which are stored in the extracellular matrix. Generally, the active form of the ligand is a disulfide-linked homodimer where each protomer is characterized by a ‘cystine knot’ structure. A cystine knot is characterized by 3-4 intramolecular disulfide bonds (11-16). TGF-β family ligands are synthesized as precursors that consist of a signal peptide, an approximately 300 amino acid ‘pro-’ domain, and an approximately 100 amino acid ‘mature’ domain. The pro-domain is required for effective folding and secretion of the mature domain (17-19). The precursors are processed by Furin family proteases (PACE), which cleave the polypeptide at the junction between pro- and mature domains. Furin family proteases are endoproteases cleaving after a basic RXXR amino acid motif (11, 13, 17, 20). After processing, the pro-domain remains noncovalently bound to the mature domain (17-19). Some mature ligands are inactive or latent when complexed with their pro-domains; others have signaling activity while they are stably associated with their pro-domains (11, 13, 17-19). However, the mature disulfide-linked dimeric ligand is usually considered as an active form of the protein.
Figure 1-1. Domain organizations of TGF-β family ligands and receptors.

(A) TGF-β family ligands are synthesized as precursors consisting of an N-terminal signal peptide, a pro-domain and a mature domain. Proteolytic processing by Furin family proteases occurs at the junction between pro-domain and mature domains. A disulfide-linked dimeric mature domain is the active form of the protein. (B) TGF-β family signaling type I and type II receptors are composed of an N-terminal signal peptide, an extracellular ligand binding domain, a single span transmembrane domain and a cytoplasmic kinase domain. An intracellular GS (glycine/serine rich) domain is a characteristic of TGF-β family type I receptors.

TGF-β family ligands signal by binding type I and type II receptor serine/threonine kinases on the cell surface (11-15, 18, 21-23). There are five type II receptors (Activin receptor type IIA or ActRIIA; Activin receptor type IIB or ActRIIB; Bone morphogenetic protein receptor type II or BMPRII; Transforming growth factor beta receptor type II or TGFβRII; Anti-muellerian hormone receptor type II or AMHRII) and seven type I receptors (Activin like kinases 1-7, ALK1-7) which are utilized by TGF-β family ligands for signaling. Both type I and type II receptors are composed of an N-terminal extracellular ligand binding domain, a transmembrane domain, and a C-terminal cytoplasmic serine/threonine kinase domain. A dimeric TGF-β family ligand initiates a signaling cascade by binding to two type I
and two type II receptors to form a hexameric complex on the cell surface (11-15, 18, 21-24). Type I receptors contain a ‘GS domain’ (glycine serine rich domain, SGSGSG sequence), which is located at the N-terminus of the serine/threonine kinase domain. When a TGF-β family forms a signaling complex, the constitutively active serine/threonine kinase type II receptor phosphorylates the GS domain of a type I receptor. This activated type I receptor initiates intracellular signal transduction by phosphorylating receptor SMAD (R-SMAD) transcription factors. R-SMADs are averagely 500 amino acid proteins. In mammals, there are eight SMAD proteins: receptor SMADs (R-SMADs), SMAD1, 2, 3, 5, 8; common SMAD (Co-SMAD), SMAD4; inhibitory SMADs (I-SMAD), SMAD6, 7 (12, 13, 15, 16, 24). There are two canonical signaling pathways that TGF-β family ligands activate; SMAD2/3 and SMAD1/5/8. Two phosphorylated (activated) R-SMADs form a complex with a common SMAD (Co-SMAD), SMAD4. This SMAD complex translocates to the nucleus and interacts with other transcription factors to modulate expression of target genes.

R-SMADs and Co-SMAD are composed of N-terminal MH1 and C-terminal MH2 domains connected with a linker region. Only R-SMADs have SXS motif at the C-terminus of the MH2 domain which can be phosphorylated by type I receptor kinases (12, 13, 24). The MH2 domain is responsible for receptor binding and homo/hetero oligomerization, but both MH1 and MH2 domains interact with DNA binding proteins to regulate expression of target genes. Under standard conditions, R-SMADs are mostly found in the cytoplasm, I-SMADs mostly found in the nucleus, and Co-SMAD is found in both. I-SMADs (SMAD6 and SMAD7) are composed of a non-conserved N-terminal domain and an MH2 domain. I-SMADs are negative regulators of TGF-β family signaling (12-14). There are different mechanisms suggested for the action of I-SMADs. In order to end TGF-β family signaling, I-SMADs
might move to the cytoplasm and compete with R-SMADs for receptor binding. SMAD7 can also make complexes with the ‘SMAD Specific E3 Ubiquitin Protein Ligase 1 or 2’ (Smurf1 or Smurf2) to induce degradation of SMAD complexes and type I receptors by ubiquitinating them. In addition, SMAD6 can compete with SMAD1 for SMAD4 binding and this property makes SMAD6 serve as a more specific inhibitor of SMAD1/5/8 signaling.

Figure 1-2. The overview of TGF-β family signaling.

TGF-β family pathways are activated when a dimeric ligand (molecular model) binds two ‘type I’ (light blue) and two ‘type II’ receptors (dark blue) to form a signaling complex. This leads to phosphorylation of R-SMAD transcription factors, their translocation to the nucleus, and expression of target genes. Ligands may require accessory ‘co-receptors’ for signaling.
Extracellular regulation of TGF-β family signaling

In TGF-β family, ligand accessibility to receptors and the consequent signaling outcomes are highly controlled (13, 15, 16, 21-25). TGF-β family signaling regulation begins at the ligand activation level. Ligands are synthesized as inactive precursors (11-13, 16, 17, 19). Inactive precursors (pre-pro-polypeptide) are composed of a pro-domain and a mature domain. There is a multistep regulatory process to release the active ligand. Firstly, the covalent bond between pro-domain and mature domain has to be cleaved by proteases like Furin convertase to release the biologically active form of the protein (11-13, 17, 20). However, pro-domain stays associated with the mature domain noncovalently (noncovalently associated prodomain is called as latency associated peptide, LAP) and secreted as a complex after intracellular cleavage by Furin protease. In the extracellular matrix, pro-complexes can be associated with different proteins, such as latency associated binding protein (LTBP) and fibrillin (11-13, 16-19). The activity of the cleaved pro-domain bound form depends on a ligand. For example, cleaved pro-Activin A complex (pro-domain bound Activin A) has the full activity like mature Activin A (12, 13, 17), but cleaved pro-TGF-β-1 (pro-domain bound TGF-β-1) has no activity (latent) (12, 13, 19). In this case, pro-domain of TGF-β-1 keeps mature domain inactive by preventing its binding to receptors. The removal of the prodomain depends on extracellular factors (i.e. the extracellular context), such as proteases, pH of the environment, $K_d$ (equilibrium dissociation constant) between pro-domain and mature domain, the presence of Integrin (transmembrane receptor) to create a physical pulling force by binding the pro-domain, and the presence of other high affinity molecules for the mature domain binding.
Once active TGF-β family ligands are produced, there are also natural antagonists that bind to ligands and inhibit their access to type I and type II receptors. These antagonists are generally soluble extracellular molecules (11, 13, 16, 26, 27). There are four main families of extracellular regulators: The Follistatin, Noggin, Chordin, and DAN- (the differential screening-selected gene in neuroblastoma) families. Each family is composed of several members, but the common feature of these extracellular regulators is blocking one or both receptor binding surfaces to neutralize the activity of a TGF-β family ligand. These regulators have differential affinities for different TGF-β family ligands. For example, Cerberus (a member of DAN-family) binds Activin B and Nodal with high affinity ($K_d \sim 1.0$ nM), but binds BMP-6 with 20 fold lower affinity ($K_d \sim 20.0$ nM) (28, 29). Especially during embryonic development, extracellular regulators have major roles (13, 16, 26, 27, 30). For example, in mouse development, deletion of the Cerberus gene caused defects in primitive streak formation as a result of Nodal signaling inhibition (26, 27, 30, 31). In addition to their differential expression profile, the diffusion of these regulators creates a signaling gradient where cells respond differently to the local concentration of a signaling molecule (13, 16, 26, 27, 30).

In addition to these secreted antagonists, there are also membrane anchored accessory proteins (co-receptors) that mediate ligand accessibility to receptors (13, 16, 32). There are four types of co-receptors, which are utilized by TGF-β family ligands: BAMBI, RGMs (repulsive guidance molecule), TGFβRIII (betaglycan), and Cripto-like. Co-receptors are either GPI (glycosylphosphatidylinositol) anchored or have a transmembrane region and a short cytoplasmic domain, which doesn’t have kinase activity. Soluble extracellular domains of co-receptors can be released from the membrane-anchored form in the presence of certain
enzymes like metalloproteases. These soluble co-receptor forms regulate TGF-β family signaling either by binding to ligands or their signaling type I and type II receptors. Originally, their role was identified as enhancing signaling by promoting ligand binding to receptors. However, recent studies have shown that co-receptors have a broader role in TGF-β family signaling regulation. For instance, in 2015, Dr. Christian Siebold’s group published the crystal structure of RGMC in complex with BMP-2 (a TGF-β family BMP subgroup ligand) (33). This crystal structure in combination with other biochemical studies demonstrated that RGMC binds the type I receptor binding surface of BMP-2. The soluble form of RGMC inhibits BMP-2 induced SMAD1/5/8 signaling by competing with type I receptor binding (BMPR1A). By contrast, the membrane bound form of RGMC potentiates BMP-2 induced SMAD1/5/8 signaling (33-36). This and other evidence from co-receptor functional studies (including our lab) have supported a generalized model that co-receptors have dual functions (32, 33, 37-40). Like other factors in TGF-β family signaling, the role of co-receptors is context dependent, and their expression is critical for the normal development of the vertebrate embryo, but their misregulated expression is also observed in many diseases (32, 41-46). For example, Cripto-1 knockout is embryonically lethal, and its overexpression is associated with breast, colon, pancreas, and several other cancers (43-46, 49, 50). Generally, co-receptors are more selective for ligand binding than type I or type II receptors and their activities depend on their localization (32, 37). On one hand, membrane anchored forms can potentiate signaling, possibly by directing ligand internalization (32, 37, 51). On the other hand, soluble forms can act as signaling antagonists by making stable complexes with ligands and blocking their binding to their type I or type II receptors (32, 37-39).
The current population of ligands in the extracellular space is also a crucial factor in the TGF-β family signaling regulation. TGF-β family ligands can bind several different receptors, and receptors can bind multiple distinct ligands (11, 13, 16, 18). Significantly, receptor-ligand binding affinities vary greatly (15, 21-23, 25). As a rule, it is suggested that Activins, Inhibins, and TGF-βs first bind type II receptors with high affinity, and then recruit low affinity type I receptor for the signaling complex assembly. On the other hand, it has been proposed that BMPs and GDFs first bind type I receptor with high affinity, and then recruit low affinity type II receptor for signaling complex assembly. This mechanism is called as sequential signaling complex assembly model. There are also exceptional ligands (such as BMP-10) that bind both type I and type II receptors with high affinity. Based on existing ligand-receptor crystal structures, it is well established that high affinity and low affinity ligands bind the same type II receptors at the same epitope (18, 22, 25). Originally, it was believed that the signaling of low affinity BMP and GDF subgroup ligands is independent of the one of high affinity ligands because low affinity ligands uniquely utilize BMPRII as signaling type II receptor (13, 23, 52, 53). However, recently, we and other groups have shown that there are also high affinity ligands for BMPRII (28, 54). In addition, we and other groups have established that high affinity ligands compete with low affinity ligands for type II receptor binding, and they can shut down the signaling mechanism of low affinity ligands and induce theirs. This cross-inhibition mechanism has proved that ligands can also act as antagonists, and added an extra level to the regulation of TGF-β family signaling (55, 56).
Why is it important to study TGF-β family signaling?

TGF-β family proteins are critically important for human health (11-14, 30). Family members regulate cell differentiation, proliferation and maintain homeostasis in healthy tissues (57, 58), but mutations or misexpression cause many fatal human diseases, including cancers, Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension (PAH), and bone loss (57-63).

For example, recent studies have shown that expression of the TGF-β family ligand Nodal is strongly associated with tumorigenesis and metastasis of several human cancers, including glioma, melanoma, breast, pancreatic, and prostate cancers (64-70). Nodal is a key regulator of embryonic development (30, 31). However, Nodal is mostly absent in the adult tissues. This differential expression pattern makes Nodal an attractive target to create potential therapeutics for treating different cancers (66, 70-73).

Another example showing the importance of the TGF-β family in human diseases is BMPRII (one of the ‘type II’ TGF-β family receptors). Heterozygous loss-of-function mutations in BMPRII are highly correlated with heritable form of Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension (PAH) (74-76), a fatal lung disease characterized by remodeling of pulmonary arteries that leads to elevated pulmonary arterial pressure and ultimately heart failure (77). 80% of heritable PAH and 40% of acquired PAH patients have identified with BMPRII mutations localized throughout the entire gene (13, 57, 58, 74-77). PAH causing mutations lead to reduced BMPRII signaling, leading to PAH onset and progression (74-78). Finding new ways to rescue the reduced BMPRII signaling is important to develop new therapeutics to treat this fatal disease.

Clearly, much evidence shows that targeting the TGF-β family for therapeutic purposes is important. However, development of therapeutics has been challenging. One
underlying reason is that although TGF-β family signaling mechanism seems straightforward, the regulation is highly complex and depends on the context (i.e. the network of receptors, membrane-bound co-receptors, secreted inhibitors, and other ligands that are present on or near the surface of a cell). This complexity makes target identification and drug discovery very challenging. Clarifying the complexity underlying TGF-β family action in normal cell physiology and disease will greatly help the development of new therapeutics for treating cancers, PAH and many other devastating diseases.

Notably, there is currently several advanced clinical developments that target TGF-β family signaling (79-81). Many of these agents inhibit specific TGF-β family ligands. For example, Luspatercept (or ACE-536) (developed by Acceleron Pharma) is a potential drug consisting of a modified extracellular domain of ActRIIB (one of the TGF-β family type II receptors) fused to the Fc domain of human immunoglobulin G1. Luspatercept is currently in phase III clinical trials to treat anemia. Luspatercept specifically targets the TGF-β family ligand, GDF-11 (82, 83). GDF-11 is known as a negative regulator of blood cell differentiation. Luspatercept binds free GDF-11, blocks GDF-11 binding to its signaling receptor, and as a consequence, it inhibits SMAD2/3 signaling. This is an example of the therapeutic significance of TGF-β family.

A general approach for expression of TGF-β family ligands and receptors

Because of its important roles in human diseases, the TGF-β family has enormous therapeutic potential and many biotechnology companies have worked to develop therapeutic agents that target the family. However, it is essential to overcome the difficulty in producing TGF-β family ligands to be more successful in the development of therapeutics. By this way, we can obtain more information about functional, structural and biological characterizations
and, as a result, understand more deeply the specific roles of individual members of the TGF-β family in cell physiology and in human diseases. Several important features of the TGF-β family have to be considered to produce biologically active ligands. First, the mature domain contains a disulfide rich core and generally exists as a disulfide-linked dimer, making the expression of a biologically active protein in prokaryotic systems extremely unreliable, even after refolding from inclusion bodies (11, 13, 18, 84). Second, the C-terminus of the mature domain is highly conserved and buried at the dimer interface, which rules out the introduction of purification tags at the C-terminus of the mature domain (85). Third, TGF-β family ligands require a functional signal peptide for secretion, restricting the use of purification tags at the N-terminus of the pro-domain. Fourth, TGF-β family proteins are processed by Furin family proteases, often necessitating co-expression with these enzymes for proper maturation (11-14, 20, 86-89). And fifth, glycosylation might be required for the stability or the full activity of the growth factor moiety.
Figure 1-3. Expression constructs to make TGF-β family ligands.

(A) Ligands are synthesized as precursors consisting of pro- and mature domains. According to the crystal structure of ligands in pro-domain bound forms, pro-domains are categorized into TGF-β-like (left, brown) and BMP-9-like (right, green) ones. Mature domains (orange oval represents TGF-β-like mature domains, yellow oval represents BMP-9 like mature domain) lose activity when tagged at the C-terminus. Therefore, purification tags are introduced at the N-terminus of the pro-domain. TGF-β-like ligands have Fc tags, but BMP-9-like ligands only have an 8XHis tag. Gaussia luciferase (Luci) helps secretion and tracing.

(B) An SDS-PAGE gel shows purified mature domain of Activin B and BMP-4 under reducing and non-reducing conditions (with and without βME).

In order to overcome these obstacles, we engineered a mammalian expression and purification tag after taking into consideration pro-domain bound crystal structure of TGF-β-1 (19, 86) and BMP-9 (90). TGF-β-1 has four intramolecular disulfide bonds and has a more constrained structure in the pro-domain bound form. BMP-9 has three intramolecular disulfide bonds and has a more flexible structure in the pro-domain bound form. For ligands that have four intramolecular disulfide bonds, the tag includes, from N- to C-terminus, Gaussia Luciferase (gLuc) for secretion, human IgG1-Fc (Fc) for purification, a Tobacco Etch Virus (TEV) protease cleavage site, a hexahistidine tag, and the full-length ligand. For ligands that have three intramolecular disulfide bonds, the tag includes, from N- to C-terminus, gLuc for
secretion, a hexahistidine tag for purification, a TEV protease cleavage site, and the full-length ligand. We found that it was not beneficial to use Fc tag for the expression of ligands having three intramolecular disulfide bonds, speculating that dimerization of Fc tag constrains these molecules, preventing their proper folding and secretion. We express TGF-β family ligands in CHO (Chinese Hamster Ovary) cells. Generally, the mature domain remains stably associated with the pro-domain throughout purification for most of the ligands, and it can only be removed by acidification, urea or guanidine hydrochloride treatment and reversed phase chromatography (RPC). If the molecule has an Fc tag, it is captured from conditioned medium with a Protein A column, and further purified with RPC in the presence of denaturing urea or guanidine hydrochloride. If the molecule doesn’t have an Fc tag, it is captured from conditioned medium with heparin or anion/cation exchange column, and further purified with phenyl sepharose column (hydrophobic interaction chromatography, HIC) and/or RPC in the presence of urea or guanidine hydrochloride. The buffer of RPC purified samples is removed in speedvac and samples are reconstituted in 0.1 M acetic acid, and stored at -80 °C. By following this approach, we have obtained biologically active Activin A, Activin B, TGF-β-1, GDF-8, and BMP-4 (Nodal and Lefty-1 purifications are ongoing). Yields of active, mature growth factor range between 0.5 mg/L and 2.0 mg/L culture.

In contrast to TGF-β family ligands, expression and purification of other TGF-β family members, such as type I receptors, type II receptors, co-receptors, and antagonists are comparatively easy. For these molecules, we engineered a mammalian expression construct consisting of (from N- to C-terminus) signal peptide for secretion, the extracellular domain of the protein, TEV protease cleavage site, and an Fc tag for purification. We also express TGF-β family signaling partners in CHO cells. The secreted Fc fusion molecules are purified from
conditioned medium by Protein A affinity capture, and further purified with size exclusion chromatography (SEC). Yields (after SEC) range between 30 mg/L and 300 mg/L. The Fc tag can be removed by cleaving the fusion protein with TEV protease. In that case, cleaved protein is passed over Protein A column to remove Fc tag, and then further purified with SEC. SEC purified protein is dialyzed in 1X PBS, filter-sterilized and stored at -80 °C.

**Figure 1-4. Expression constructs to make TGF-β family signaling partners.**

(A) Extracellular domains of TGF-β family signaling receptors and co-receptors are fused to human IgG1-Fc via a linker containing a TEV site. (B) An SDS-PAGE shows protein A column purified TGF-β family signaling partners under reducing conditions (with βME).

**A general approach to examine the interactions between TGF-β family signaling components**

In order to investigate the interactions between TGF-β family signaling components, early research studies mostly relied on co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP). Although Co-IP is a very useful approach, it might give ambiguous results as a consequence of high concentrations of overexpressed proteins, poorly defined material composition and activity, and the presence of other interacting proteins in the medium. Co-IP has been mostly the preferred approach due to the fact that pure, active TGF-β family ligands and receptors are exceptionally difficult to obtain. Because we have been using a reliable CHO cell expression
system to obtain active TGF-β family ligands and signaling partners, Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) has been our main approach to analyze the TGF-β family interaction network. SPR can identify the interactions between ligand-receptor/co-receptor and ligand-antagonist complexes, and how good these interactions are (91). In a standard SPR binding-experiment, one binding partner (the ‘ligand’ in SPR lingo) is immobilized or captured on a sensor chip while the other binding partner (the ‘analyte’ in SPR lingo) is injected over the sensor chip surface. If analyte binds to the ligand, the SPR response increases with increasing analyte concentration until the surface is saturated by the analyte. Binding is detected by measuring changes in the refractive index at the sensor chip surface. The refractive index increases as mass accumulate due to ‘analyte’ binding to the captured ‘ligand’. Changes in the refractive index reveal the association and dissociation of molecules, informing on the kinetic rates of an interaction. Equilibrium binding constants can be derived from these kinetic rates. As SPR is extremely sensitive, it requires relatively small quantities of a test material. Importantly, test proteins do not require molecular labels which can affect their activity. Taken together, these characteristics make SPR especially useful and powerful for studying the TGF-β family interaction network.
(A) In a typical SPR binding experiment (left panel), the ‘analyte’ (blue triangle, an example: TGF-β family ligand) is injected at increasing concentrations over the captured ‘ligand’ (an example: Fc fusion TGF-β family signaling partner). If analyte binds to the ligand, the SPR response increases with increasing analyte concentration until the surface is saturated by the analyte. The representative binding isotherm for this model is shown in the right panel. (B) In the competitive inhibitor format (left panel), the analyte concentration is fixed at a level that results in ~ 80% saturation. The injected sample is preincubated with increasing concentrations of ‘inhibitor’ (dark green circle, an example: Fc-free natural antagonist). The analyte mediated SPR response decreases with increasing inhibitor concentration. The representative binding isotherm for this model is shown in the right panel. (C) If the putative inhibitor forms a complex with the analyte that can bind the captured ligand (left panel), the starting SPR response corresponds to the free analyte response. The SPR response increases with increasing concentration of the co-binder (light green square) until all analyte is captured in a complex. The representative binding isotherm for this model is shown in the right panel.

In addition to this traditional use of SPR, we have also used it to characterize co-operative or inhibitory interactions in the TGF-β family (28, 29, 37, 92). In order to analyze co-operative and inhibitory interactions, one binding partner (the ‘ligand’ in SPR lingo) is immobilized or captured on a sensor chip surface and the fixed concentration of binding
partner (the ‘analyte’ in SPR lingo) preincubated with increasing concentrations of agonist or antagonist (the agent) is injected over the sensor chip surface. Increasing concentrations of the agent are also injected over the ‘ligand’ immobilized surface alone (without the ‘analyte) to be used as a blank. If there is an increase in the SPR response with increasing agent concentration, this shows that the agent works as an agonist, but if there is a decrease with increasing agent concentration, this shows that the agent works as an antagonist. In this setup, SPR can be used to determine half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC$_{50}$, how much of a specific pharmacologic agent is required to inhibit a given biological activity by half) between a specific TGF-β family ligand and an inhibitor (or ligand trap) (91-93). Although IC$_{50}$ values are generally obtained from whole cell system (94-95), it is also very informative to know the efficacy of blocking a specific interaction because TGF-β family signaling is context dependent and regulatory components in different contexts may vary significantly.

By comparing theoretical and experimental IC$_{50}$ values from different approaches, we have found that simple plotting of normalized RU values from the association phase (any time point) of SPR as a function of an inhibitor concentration using the non-linear regression algorithm for log (concentration) versus normalized response implemented in GraphPad gives very accurate IC$_{50}$ values for blocking specific interactions (92).
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CHAPTER 2 -

BIOCHEMICAL AND CELLULAR ANALYSIS REVEAL LIGAND BINDING SPECIFICITIES, A MOLECULAR BASIS FOR LIGAND RECOGNITION, AND MEMBRANE ASSOCIATION DEPENDENT ACTIVITIES OF CRIPTO-1 AND CRYPTIC
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Abstract

Epidermal Growth Factor-Cripto/FRL-1/Cryptic (EGF-CFC) proteins are membrane-associated regulators of TGF-β family signaling. Although their biological functions have been widely studied, their molecular functions remain speculative. For example, it is unclear how many TGF-β family ligands the mammalian EGF-CFC family homologs Cripto-1 and Cryptic regulate, or what their mechanism of action is. Here we show using highly purified human Cripto-1 and mouse Cryptic produced in mammalian cells that these two homologs have distinct, highly specific ligand binding activities. Both Cripto-1 and Cryptic can block ligand binding to the type II Activin Receptors 2A and 2B (ActRIIA and ActRIIB), the type II Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP) Receptor 2 (BMPRII), and the type I Activin-Like Receptor Kinase 3 (ALK3). These findings suggest both Cripto-1 and Cryptic contact receptor binding-surfaces on ligands and thus could function as inhibitors of their cognate ligands. Indeed, soluble Cripto-1 and Cryptic inhibited ligand signaling in various cell-based assays, including SMAD mediated luciferase reporter gene expression, and multipotent XEN cell differentiation (data not shown). But the membrane bound form of Cripto-1 potentiated signaling as previously reported, revealing a critical role of membrane association for biological function. In conclusion, our biochemical studies clarify the molecular mechanism of ligand recognition by this enigmatic family of membrane-anchored TGF-β family signaling regulators and link membrane association with their signal potentiating activities.

Introduction

The mammalian ‘Epidermal Growth Factor-Cripto/FRL-1/Cryptic’ (EGF-CFC) family proteins Cripto-1 and Cryptic are membrane-anchored regulators of TGF-β family
signaling that have key roles in early embryonic development (1-6). Cripto-1 (a.k.a. TDGF1) is a marker of stem cell pluripotency that is implicated in embryonic patterning (7-11). Cryptic (CFC1) is associated with heart morphogenesis and left-right asymmetry specification (12-14). Biological functions beyond embryogenesis are not known, but both play major roles in human diseases. Cripto-1 is associated with colon, breast, pancreatic, ovarian, lung and other cancers (15-18). Cryptic is associated with heterotaxy syndromes and other laterality defects (19-21).

Molecular genetic studies have established a functional link between Cripto-1 and the TGF-β family ligand Nodal (4, 22): Nodal co-IPed with Cripto-1 and required Cripto-1 for signaling (9, 13, 23-29). These findings have supported the idea that Cripto-1 and the EGF-CFC family are obligate Nodal ‘co-receptors’ that potentiate Nodal signaling (3, 30, 31). However, the fundamental requirement of Cripto-1 for this function is not certain, as some studies indicated that Nodal can bind its receptors and can have signaling activities without Cripto-1 (8, 25-27, 32, 33). Intriguingly, a number of studies discovered a seemingly contradicting function. Namely, Cripto-1 blocked signaling by the TGF-β family ligands Activin A, Activin B and TGF-β1, indicating Cripto-1 could also act as antagonist of some ligands (28, 34-36). Together, these findings indicate that the function of Cripto-1 remains unclear. And while Cripto-1 has been widely investigated, less is known about Cryptic, except that it is also implicated in Nodal signaling (13, 29, 30).

To clarify the functions of Cripto-1 and Cryptic, we examined their molecular mechanisms in TGF-β family signaling. Using purified proteins expressed in mammalian cells and protein-protein interaction analysis, we showed human Cripto-1 binds Nodal as expected, but not Activin A or Activin B as previously suggested. Notably, we discovered
Cripto-1 also binds BMP-4 with high affinity, revealing a new regulatory function. By contrast, mouse Cryptic only bound Activin B, indicating its biological activities are different from Cripto-1. We also investigated how Cripto-1 and Cryptic recognize ligands. Using a surface plasmon resonance competition assay (37), we discovered both Cripto-1 and Cryptic inhibited ligand-receptor binding, indicating that they contact the type I and type II receptor recognition surfaces on ligands (38). As both Cripto-1 and Cryptic blocked ligand-receptor binding, we speculated they could inhibit signaling. Using reporter gene expression assays, and an extraembryonic endoderm stem (XEN) cell differentiation assay (data not shown) (39, 40), we demonstrated that soluble forms of Cripto-1 and Cryptic respectively inhibited BMP-4 and Activin B signaling in a cellular context. But in agreement with earlier reports on the role of Cripto-1 in Nodal function, membrane bound Cripto-1 potentiated BMP-4 signaling. This finding reveals a potentially critical role for membrane association in signal potentiation. In sum, we provide a molecular framework that helps explain the function of these enigmatic TGF-β family signaling-regulators. While soluble Cripto-1 and Cryptic can act as inhibitors, membrane-anchored forms could exploit this ligand capture function and localize ligands to endosomal vesicles as a way to potentiate signaling (41, 42).

Materials and Methods

TGF-β family ligands

Activin A (338-AC/CF), Activin B (659-AB/CF) and TGF-β1 (240-B/CF) were purchased from R&D Systems or produced in house. Nodal (3218-ND/CF), GDF-1 (6937- GD/CF), GDF-3 (958-G3/CF), GDF-8 (788-G8/CF), GDF-11 (1958-GD/CF), GDF-15 (957-GD/CF), BMP-4 (314-BP/CF), and BMP-9 (3209-BP/CF) were purchased from R&D Systems. BMP-2 (C-67309), BMP-6 (C-67307), BMP-7 (C-67319), BMP-10 (C-67317), TGF-β2 (C-63498),
and TGF-β3 (C-63508) were purchased from PROMOCELL. We note both BMP-4 and GDF-3 lose activity within 8 weeks of reconstitution.

**Expression plasmids**

Synthetic Cripto-1-hIgg-Fc, and Cryptic-hIgg-Fc genes were obtained from GeneArt. Full-length fusion constructs included the human Cripto signal peptide (1-25), and the extracellular domains (ECD) of human Cripto-1 (amino acid 31-163) and mouse Cryptic (amino acid 36-175). Functional domains were linked to human IgG1-Fc via a 22 amino acid long linker containing a TEV cleavage site, a glycine/serine rich region, and a FLAG-tag. Domain deletion constructs were generated by PCR or were purchased from GeneArt.

**Protein purification**

Proteins were expressed using stably transfected Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cell pools. The secreted fusion constructs were captured from condition medium using protein A affinity chromatography, eluted with 100 mM Glycine pH 3.0, subjected to size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), dialyzed into phosphate-buffered saline, pH 7.5, and stored at -20 °C or -80 °C. For inhibition assays, cleaved Fc was removed using TEV protease followed by protein A affinity chromatography and SEC. Purity was determined with SDS-PAGE.

**Cell lines**

CHO cells were obtained from Life Technologies. HepG2 cells (HB-8065) and NTERA2 cl.D1 (NT2/D1) cells (CRL-1973) were obtained from ATCC (American Type Culture Collection) and maintained as indicated by the manufacturer. Briefly, HepG2 and NT2/D1 cells were grown in Eagle's Minimum Essential Medium supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% P/S at 37 °C in 5% CO2 and 10% CO2, respectively. Cells were passaged at least three times before performing assays. Passage number did not exceed 15. XEN cell lines were
cultured as described (43).

**Surface plasmon resonance**

Binding affinities and inhibition were determined using the Biacore 2000. Anti-human IgG (Fc) antibody was immobilized onto four channels of a CM5 chip using amine coupling chemistry. 200-300 RU of purified Cripto-1-Fc, Cryptic-Fc, ActRIIA-Fc, ActRIIB-Fc, BMPRII-Fc, ALK3-Fc or ALK4-Fc were captured on the experimental channels. A reference channel was monitored to account for nonspecific binding, drift, and bulk shifts. To determine ligand-binding specificity, 80 nM of each ligand (see ligands above) was injected over captured Cripto-1 or Cryptic. For analysis of Cripto-1/Cryptic binding to receptors, Fc-free forms at concentrations up to 24 µM were injected over captured receptors. For ligand binding kinetics, a concentration series of interacting ligands (BMP-4, Activin B or GDF-3) was injected over captured Cripto-1 or Cryptic. To determine if Fc dimerization causes difference in ligand binding, 4000 RU of Cripto-1 was cross-linked on the experimental channel and a concentration series of BMP-4 was injected over immobilized Cripto-1. For inhibition analysis, BMP-4 or Activin B at one concentration preincubated with various concentrations of Fc-free Cripto-1 or Cryptic was injected over captured receptors. To determine if the presence of a ligand affects the interaction between Cripto-1 and receptors, BMP-4 or Nodal at one concentration were preincubated with Fc-free Cripto-1 or Alk4 and injected over captured receptors. For deglycosylation experiments, Cripto-1 constructs were treated with PNGase F and Sialidase and captured on the sensor chip. SDS-PAGE was used to evaluate the glycosylation status. All experiments were carried out at 25 °C. HBS-EPS buffer (0.01 M HEPES, 0.5 M NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, 0.005% (v/v) Tween 20, pH 7.4) containing 0.1 % BSA was used as running buffer at a flow rate of 50 µl/min. Nodal
containing samples were kept without BSA, as it causes rapid inactivation. After each binding cycle, the antibody surface was regenerated to base line. Sensograms were analyzed by double referencing. To obtain kinetic rate constants, the processed data was fitted to 1:1 ‘two-state reaction model’ using BiaEvaluation software. The equilibrium dissociation constant $K_d$ was determined by calculating the ratio of binding rate constants $k_d/k_a$. Results are summarized in Table 2-1. For Cripto-1 – ALK4 binding, we used BiaEvaluation and GraphPad Prism Version 6.0h. We obtained best-fit curves by nonlinear curve fitting using a ‘one-site total binding’ model. We determined $B_{\text{max}}$, $K_d$ and non-specific (NS) binding contributions. For competition experiments, we obtained a best-fit inhibition curve using a non-linear regression algorithm for log(antagonist) versus normalized response model (37).

**Cross-linking**

Approximately 4 μg of protein samples were cross-linked with 0.01% or 0.02% glutaraldehyde for 20 min at room temperature. Native cross-linking reactions were performed in PBS. The cross-linking reaction was quenched with Tris buffer pH 8 (final concentration: 200 mM). Samples were analyzed by 12% SDS-PAGE under reducing conditions.

**Reporter assays**

For standard reporter assays, ~ 10,000 HepG2 cells/well in complete medium (Eagle's Minimum Essential Medium supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% P/S) were seeded in a 96-well plate and grown overnight. Each well was transfected with 0.25 μl lipofectamine 2000, 200 ng of the SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter plasmid pGL3 [luc2P/BRE] or the SMAD3 responsive reporter plasmid pGL4.48 [luc2P/SBE] and 2 ng of the [Luc2P/hRluc/TK] vector (control luciferase reporter plasmid, Promega, E6921). Transfection medium was removed
the following day, and replaced with assay medium (FBS free growth medium with 0.1% BSA) containing BMP-4, Activin B, Cripto-1-Fc, Cryptic-Fc and/or ActRIIA-Fc was preincubated at 37 °C for 1 h before adding to cells. For Cripto-1 overexpression studies, ~10,000 HepG2 cells/well were seeded in a 96-well plate and grown overnight. Each well was transfected with 0.4 μl lipofectamine 2000, 100 ng of human TDGF-1 natural ORF mammalian expression plasmid (Sino Biological, HG10908-UT) or 100 ng of empty pCMV control vector, 100 ng of the SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter plasmid and 1 ng of the control reporter plasmid. Transfection medium was removed the following day, and replaced with assay medium containing a concentration series of BMP-4, BMP-2 and/or Cripto-1-Fc. Assay medium was preincubated at 37 °C for 1 h before adding to cells. For Cripto-1 knockdown assays, ~10,000 NT2/D1 cells in complete medium were seeded in each well of a 96-well plate and grown overnight. Each well was transfected with 0.3 μl lipofectamine 3000, 100 ng of TDGF1 shRNA (5'-CCGGACACGCACAGTAAGGAGCTAAAACGCTCGATTTTAGCTCCTTACTGTGCTGCTTTTTT-3') (Sigma-Aldrich, SHCLNG-NM-003212) or scrambled TRC1 control vector, 100 ng of the SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter plasmid and 1 ng of the control reporter plasmid. Transfection medium was removed the following day, and replaced with assay medium. After 48 h, assay medium was replaced with fresh assay medium containing 0, 1 and 10 nM BMP-4. After addition of assay medium, cells were incubated for 16 h at 37 °C, luciferase activity was detected using a homemade dual-glow luciferase assay (44). Luminescence was determined using a FluoStar Omega plate reader. Relative luciferase units were calculated by dividing firefly luciferase units with renilla luciferase units. To obtain IC\textsubscript{50} values, we used a non-linear regression algorithm for log(antagonist) versus normalized response model.
Immunoblotting

Cell lysates were prepared in RIPA buffer as previously described (44). Protein concentration of total cell lysate was determined with the Bradford assay. 10 µg of cell lysate were loaded on 12% SDS-polyacrylamide gels under reducing conditions. Western blot analysis was performed with antibodies specific for Cripto-1 (Abcam, ab108391) and beta-actin (Cell Signaling, 8H10D10). WesternBright Sirius HRP substrate was used for detection (Advansta, K-12043-D10). Western blots were visualized by exposing the membrane to autoradiography film.

Statistics

Cell-based assays were performed in quadruplicates and were repeated at least two different times. Statistical significance was determined using a two-tailed T-test. P values < than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results

Production of soluble Cripto-1 and Cryptic

A critical bottleneck in the molecular analysis of mammalian Cripto-1 and Cryptic has been the lack of purified, active proteins. Several complicating factors contribute to this problem. Both Cripto-1 and Cryptic are expressed as secreted precursors that attach to the membrane via a glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor, both have six disulfide bonds distributed between two separate domains, and both may require post-translational fucosylation for biological activity (5, 46-48). To obtain active Cripto-1 and Cryptic we used stably transfected CHO cells, as they can carry out the required modifications. We created a
Cripto-1 expression construct that included the Cryptic signal peptide and human Cripto-1 extracellular (ecto)-domain amino acids 31-163. We also created a mouse Cryptic expression construct that included the native signal peptide plus ecto-domain amino acids 36-175 (Fig. 2-1A). Both fragments were fused at their C-terminus, which is near the predicted GPI processing site, to human IgG1-Fc (Fig. 2-1A, B). Fusion proteins were purified from conditioned medium by protein A affinity capture. A size exclusion chromatography step was further required to remove inactive aggregates (Fig. 2-1C). Overall, we obtained approximately ~150 mgs highly purified hCripto-1-Fc and ~50 mgs mCryptic-Fc per liter culture. Notably, the C-terminus was critical for expression, as constructs that ended near the C-terminal cysteine were more highly aggregated, and constructs that ended at the putative GPI processing site failed to secrete.
Figure 2-1. Construct design and purification.

(A) Multiple sequence alignment of human and mouse Cryptic and Cripto-1. Both molecules have a signal peptide for secretion (not shown in the alignment), a Low Homology Region (LHR, teal), an Epidermal Growth-Factor-like domain (EGF, orange), a Cripto-1-FRL-Cryptic domain (CFC, grey), and a Glycophasphatidylinositol (GPI) signal peptide (represented by the purple box). The Cripto-1 GPI signal peptide is cleaved after Ser169 (residues in yellow box). Cryptic of mouse origin has a canonical GPI signal peptide, whereas Cryptic of primate origin has a large, non-canonical GPI signal peptide. The GPI modification site of Cryptic is not known. For expression constructs, human Cripto-1 and mouse Cryptic were truncated at the ‘Fc-Fusion site’ (light blue). The open circle marks the N-linked glycosylation site. The black diamond marks the O-linked fucosylation site. Numbering represents amino acid positions of human Cryptic (top) and human Cripto-1 (bottom).

(B) Domain organization of Cryptic/Cripto-1 constructs colored as in A. Both were fused to human IgG1-Fc via a 22 amino acid linker at the ‘Fc-Fusion site’. Numbering
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represents amino acid positions of human Cripto-1. (C) Purification of Cripto-1-Fc and Cryptic-Fc fusion forms expressed in CHO cells. Fc-fusion form constructs were captured from conditioned medium using protein A affinity chromatography and further purified using SEC. Constructs migrate as a single, well-defined peak in a size exclusion chromatographic column. The molecular weight of the protein corresponds to the dimeric species. Non-reducing and reducing SDS-PAGE gels show the disulfide-linked dimeric species and the reduced, monomeric species. Dimerization occurs via free cysteine in the Fc region.

**Cripto-1 and Cryptic bind distinct ligands**

Genetic and co-immunoprecipitation studies have indicated that Cripto-1 and Cryptic interact with the TGF-β family ligands Nodal and Activin A (9, 13, 28, 35). Using SPR, we confirmed earlier that Cripto-1 binds Nodal with high affinity (33), but we did not detect Activin A binding to Cripto-1 or Nodal binding to Cryptic. These findings indicated that previously proposed ligand-binding and regulatory activities of Cripto-1 and Cryptic are inaccurate. To identify ligands that interact directly with (and thus are regulated by) Cripto-1 or Cryptic, we used a high-throughput, SPR-based binding-assay. We captured purified human Cripto-1-Fc or mouse Cryptic-Fc on an SPR sensor chip cross-linked with an anti-Fc antibody and injected 16 different TGF-β family ligands at an 80 nM concentration (Fig. 2-2A, B). Cripto-1-Fc bound Nodal and to a lesser degree GDF-3, but not Activin A as had been proposed. Notably, we discovered that Cripto-1-Fc interacts very strongly with BMP-4 (Fig. 2-2A). By contrast, mouse Cryptic-Fc did not bind Nodal, Activin A, BMP-4 or GDF-3, but interacted very specifically with Activin B (Fig. 2-2B). We did not observe appreciable binding of any other tested TGF-β family ligand to either Cripto-1 or Cryptic, including TGF-β1, TGF-β2, TGF-β3, GDF-8, GDF-11, GDF-15, BMP-2, BMP-3, BMP-6, BMP-7, BMP-9 or BMP-10. We confirmed our single injection findings with systematic ligand titrations and obtained kinetic rate and equilibrium binding constants for BMP-4, GDF-3 and
Activin B (Fig. 2-2C-F, Table 2-1). To determine if the Fc moiety affects ligand binding, we cross-linked Fc-free Cripto-1 directly on the sensor chip. Notably, Cripto-1 captured in this way bound BMP-4 with approximately 40-fold lower affinity, indicating that the Fc moiety or the capture method impact ligand binding (Fig. 2-2C, D). We speculate three factors could contribute to the difference in affinity: 1) a loss of avidity due to use of the Fc-free, monomeric form, 2) a loss in binding activity due to chemical modification of lysine residues on Cripto-1, and/or 3) a gradual loss in binding activity caused by repeated regeneration of the Cripto-1 bound surface. In spite of the observed differences in binding rates, our findings show that Cripto-1 binds BMP-4 with high affinity regardless of capture method. In conclusion, we have identified two new TGF-β family ligands that are bound (and thus regulated) by Cripto-1 or Cryptic, namely BMP-4 and Activin B. Importantly, we show Cripto-1 and Cryptic interact with different ligands, indicating that they have markedly distinct biological functions.
Figure 2-2. Ligand binding specificity.

Approximately 250 response units (RU) of (A) Cripto-1-Fc or (B) Cryptic-Fc were captured on an SPR sensor chip, and 80 nM Activin A, Activin B, GDF-1, GDF-3, GDF-8, GDF-11, TGF-β1, TGF-β2, TGF-β3, BMP-2, BMP-3, BMP-4, BMP-6, BMP-7, BMP-9, BMP-10, or Nodal (lot 1 and lot 2) were injected. Ligands that elicited an SPR response are shown in relevant panels. Ligand name and corresponding binding curves are color-matched.
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(C) Human Cripto-1-Fc was captured on the sensor chip and different concentrations of BMP-4 as shown were injected. (D) Human Cripto-1 was cross-linked to the sensor chip and different concentrations of BMP-4 as shown were injected. (E) Human Cripto-1-Fc was captured on the sensor chip and different concentrations of GDF-3 as shown were injected. The inserted panel shows the equilibrium-binding analysis. (F) Mouse Cryptic-Fc was captured on the sensor chip and different concentrations of BMP-4 as shown were injected. Colors of injection curves are matches with corresponding concentrations. Fitted curves (black lines) are superimposed over all experimental curves. Calculated binding rate constants and equilibrium dissociation rate constants are shown in Table 2-1. (G) Cripto-1-Fc domain deletion constructs were captured on the sensor chip and 80 nM BMP-4 was injected. Cripto-1 constructs are named according to their domain composition, i.e N constructs have the N-terminal Low Homology Region, E constructs have the EGF domain and C constructs have the CFC domain. Injection curves are color-matched with corresponding constructs. (H) Glycosylated and deglycosylated (DG) full-length Cripto-1 (NEC) and N-terminal domain deletion construct (EC) were captured on the sensor chip and 80 nM BMP-4 was injected. Injection curves are color-matched with corresponding constructs and glycosylation status.

Table 2-1. Binding rate and equilibrium dissociation constants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyte</th>
<th>Chip</th>
<th>$k_a$</th>
<th>$k_d$</th>
<th>$K_d$</th>
<th>Chi$^2$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMP-4</td>
<td>Cripto-1-Fc</td>
<td>$8.390 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$4.000 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>4.770</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-4</td>
<td>Cripto-1-XL</td>
<td>$1.930 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$3.650 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>1.490</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDF-3</td>
<td>Cripto-1-Fc</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activin B</td>
<td>mCryptic-Fc</td>
<td>$1.260 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$1.410 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>1.120</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALK4</td>
<td>Cripto-1-Fc</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>1307</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALK4</td>
<td>Cripto CFC-Fc</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>750.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cripto-1</td>
<td>ALK4-Fc</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>725.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Units are: $k_a$ (M$^{-1}$·s$^{-1}$), $k_d$ (s$^{-1}$), $K_d$ (nM), Chi$^2$ (RU$^2$).

All Cripto-1 domains are required for ligand binding

EGF-CFC family proteins comprise three structural domains, an N-terminal low homology region (N), an epidermal growth factor (E)-like motif, and a C-terminal Cripto-FRL1-Cryptic (C) domain (Fig. 2-1A). The molecular functions of individual domains have been investigated, but results are inconclusive. For example, some studies indicate the EGF domain is required for signaling, while others suggest it is not (26, 30). Some indicate the
EGF domain binds Nodal, while others indicate it does not (30, 42, 49). Some suggest the CFC domain interacts with ALK4, while others indicate it may not (26, 30). To clarify the contribution of Cripto-1 domains in ligand interactions, we created constructs that consisted of two domains (NE, EC and NC) or single domains (N, E or C) and compared their ability to bind ligands with that of full-length Cripto-1-Fc (NEC). We expressed and purified the six domain deletion constructs as described for the full-length form, and tested their ability to bind BMP-4 using single injection SPR binding. Of the six constructs, five were readily expressed and purified. The N-terminal domain construct (N) was severely degraded and thus was not used in these studies. Both two-domain constructs that included the EGF region (NE and EC) bound BMP-4, although binding was significantly weaker compared with full-length Cripto-1-Fc (Fig. 2-2G). Single domain constructs did not bind BMP-4. Taken together, these findings indicate all three Cripto-1 domains are required for the BMP-4 interaction. However, whether all three domains contact BMP-4 directly or whether they help support a Cripto-1 conformation that recognizes BMP-4 remains to be determined. We did not test Cripto-1 domain functions against Nodal, as we do not have consistently active Nodal (Fig. 2-2A). But we expect Nodal to parallel our BMP-4 findings.

**Cripto-1 glycosylation is necessary for ligand binding**

Human Cripto-1 is glycosylated at asparagine 79. This glycosylation site appears to be conserved across all mammalian species (Fig. 2-1A), indicating the glycan moiety may have functional relevance. To determine if N79 glycosylation has a role in ligand binding, we enzymatically processed Cripto-1 with the endoglycosydases PNGase F or ENDO-F3. PNGase F removes the entire glycan. ENDO-F3 leaves the N-acetylglucosamine moiety on the protein. Strikingly, both PNGase F and ENDO-F3 treated Cripto-1-Fc lost the ability to
bind BMP-4, indicating N79 glycosylation is critical for Cripto-1 function (Fig. 2-2H). Importantly, this finding supports our previous conclusion that Cripto-1 – ligand recognition requires multiple structural features. However, whether N79 glycosylation is directly involved in ligand binding or whether it plays a structural role remains to be determined. Notably, N79 is at the junction between N and E domains. Only three of our domain constructs, NE, EC and E, carried this glycosylation site. NE and EC constructs also lose their binding activity after deglycosylation (Fig. 2-2H).

**Soluble Cripto-1 does not bind type I receptors strongly**

The commonly accepted model of Cripto-1 action is that it binds both Nodal and the type I TGF-β family receptor ALK4 to stabilize Nodal-ALK4 complexes and thus potentiate Nodal signaling (26, 30, 49, 50). Specifically, it is suggested the EGF domain contacts Nodal and the CFC domain contacts ALK4, thus linking Nodal with its type I receptor and stabilizing an active signaling complex (51, 52). But our previous findings show the function of Cripto-1 is more complex. Namely, ligand binding necessitates all three domains, including the CFC domain (Fig. 2-2G). To investigate the function of Cripto-1 in ligand-receptor complex stabilization, we first examined if Cripto-1 binds TGF-β family receptors directly. We captured the type I receptors ALK2, ALK3 and ALK4, or the type II receptors ActRIIA, ActRIIB, BMPRII and TβRII on a sensor chip, as these receptors interact with the cognate Cripto-1/Cryptic ligands Nodal, BMP-4 and Activin B (44). We injected 6 μM Fc-free Cripto-1 or Cryptic (Fig. 2-3A). Cripto-1 elicited a strong SPR response when injected over ALK4. But the response was dominated by extremely fast on- and off-rates, indicating it is dominated by significant bulk-shift or non-specific binding components (Fig. 2-3A). A weaker response with similarly fast kinetics could also be observed with other receptors. In
contrast to Cripto-1, Cryptic did not elicit an SPR response with any captured receptors (data not shown).

To identify the source of the SPR response, we evaluated the Cripto-1 – ALK4 dose-response relationship. We titrated Fc-free Cripto-1 over ALK4 at concentrations ranging from 46 nM to 24 µM (Fig. 2-3B). As anticipated from our single injection studies, the SPR response increased with Cripto-1 concentrations. But the SPR response did not follow Langmuir adsorption kinetics (Fig. 2-3B). Thus, we fit our binding data using a “one-site total binding” model and obtained a $K_d$ of ~ 750 nM with a maximum specific binding value ($B_{\text{max}}$) of 62.5 RU (Fig. 2-3B) (53). Based on this analysis and the observation that Cripto-1 caused small SPR responses with other tested receptors (Fig. 2-3A), we propose that the Cripto-1 – ALK4 interaction is weak, and that Cripto-1 can interact non-specifically with receptors. Notably, when we injected ALK4 over captured Cripto-1, we observed a similar response dominated by bulk shift and kinetic rate constants (data not shown).

Earlier studies indicated the CFC domain interacts directly with ALK4 (54). To assess this observation, we captured domain deletion constructs on a sensor chip and injected 24 µM ALK4. We speculated constructs that include the CFC domain bind ALK4, but constructs that lack the CFC domain do not. As anticipated, we observed an SPR response with all CFC domain constructs, but not with constructs lacking this domain (Fig. 2-3C). However, responses were again dominated by bulk shift, indicating the interaction is weak and has significant non-specific elements. To obtain an independent measure of Cripto-1 – ALK4 binding, we used glutaraldehyde cross-linking approach. We hypothesized that a cross-linking product would show if Cripto-1 – ALK4 complexes are stable. But we failed to detect adducts using this approach (Fig. 2-3D).
To determine if ligands help stabilize Cripto-1–ALK4 or other Cripto-1–receptor complexes, we performed two independent SPR experiments. First, we captured ALK4-Fc, ActRIIA-Fc or ActRIIB-Fc on the sensor chip and injected Nodal or Nodal preincubated with Fc-free Cripto-1 (Fig. 2-3E, F). Strikingly, while Cripto-1 did not have a noticeable effect on the Nodal–ALK4 interaction, indicating Cripto-1 does not stabilize Nodal–ALK4 complexes in this format (Fig. 2-3F), Cripto-1 prevented binding of Nodal to the type II receptors ActRIIA and ActRIIB (Fig. 2-3E). In a second experiment, we captured Cripto-1-Fc and injected Nodal alone or preincubated with ALK4 (Fig. 2-3F). ALK4 did not enhance Cripto-1–Nodal complexation. We therefore conclude that Cripto-1–ALK4 complexes are weak and that a direct interaction between these two proteins may not be consequential.
Figure 2-3. Cripto-1 and Cryptic – receptor interactions.

(A) Binding of Cripto-1 to TGF-β family receptors. Type I receptors ALK2-Fc, ALK3-Fc, and ALK4-Fc, or type II receptors ActRIIA-Fc, ActRIIB-Fc, BMPRII-Fc, and TβRII-Fc were captured on the sensor chip. 6 µM Fc-free Cripto-1 or Cryptic was injected. Receptors and corresponding binding curves are color-matched. Cryptic binding curves are not shown, as Cryptic did not elicit an SPR response. (B) ALK4 – Cripto-1 interaction analysis. ALK4-Fc was captured and Fc-free Cripto-1 was injected (blue = 24.0 µM, red = 12.0 µM, magenta = 6.0 µM, green = 3.0 µM, maroon = 1.5 µM, dark blue = 750.0 nM, purple = 375.0 nM, light green = 187.5 nM, teal = 93.75 nM, and grey = 46.875 nM). Nonlinear curve fitting using a ‘one-site total binding’ model was inserted (solid line, circles). B\textsubscript{max}, K\textsubscript{d} and non-specific contribution were determined. The theoretically determined non-specific contribution is also shown (insert, dotted line, triangles). (C) Binding of ALK4 to Cripto-1 domain deletion constructs. Deletion constructs were captured on the sensor chip and 6 µM Fc-free ALK4 was injected. Constructs and corresponding binding curves are color-matched. (D) Glutaraldehyde cross-linking of Cripto-1 and ALK4. The SDS-PAGE gel shows Cripto-1, ALK4, cross-linked (XL) Cripto-1, cross-linked ALK4 and cross-linked complexes. 0.01% (left lane) and 0.02% (right lane) glutaraldehyde was used. Molecular weight markers are shown on the right side. (E) Binding of Nodal ± Cripto-1 to Nodal receptors ActRIIA (blue),
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ActRIIB (red) and ALK4 (green). The minus sign denotes curves obtained with Nodal only (thick, light colored lines), the plus sign denotes curves obtained with Nodal preincubated with Cripto-1 (thin, dark colored lines). A Cripto-1 – ALK4 injection was subtracted from the Nodal – Cripto-1 – ALK4 injection to eliminate the non-specific Cripto-1 – ALK4 binding contribution. (F) Binding of Nodal ± ALK4 (green) to Cripto-1. The presence of ligand does not appear to alter the SPR signal obtained for Cripto-1 and ALK4 significantly.

Cryptic block ligand association with type II and some type I receptors

It is well established that Cripto-1 and Cryptic interact with TGF-β family ligands (9, 26, 33, 34), but how they bind ligands is not clear. Based on molecular knowledge about the TGF-β family ligand–receptor interaction (38), we hypothesized Cripto-1 and Cryptic either contact ligand surfaces that overlap with receptor binding sites (and thus compete with receptors for ligand binding), or they contact ligand surfaces that don’t overlap with receptor binding sites (and thus form multimeric complexes with ligands and receptors, as is suggested). To test this hypothesis we used an SPR based co-binding/inhibition assay (37). In this format, receptor-Fc fusion constructs were captured on the sensor chip and a constant concentration of ligand preincubated with increasing concentrations of Cripto-1 or Cryptic was injected. If Cripto1/Cryptic and receptors occupy the same ligand surface, the SPR signal is expected to decrease with increasing Cripto-1/Cryptic concentrations. But, if Cripto1/Cryptic and receptors occupy different ligand surfaces, the SPR signal is expected to increase with increasing Cripto-1/Cryptic concentrations (37).
Figure 2-4. Mapping of Cripto-1 – ligand interaction.

(A) BMPRII-Fc, (B) ActRIIA-Fc and (C) ALK3-Fc were captured on the sensor chip. 60 nM BMP-4 was preincubated with 0 nM (blue), 11.72 nM (red), 23.44 nM (magenta), 46.88 nM (dark green), 93.75 nM (maroon), 187.5 nM (dark blue), 375.0 nM (purple), 750.0 nM (bright green), 1500.0 nM (teal), 3000.0 nM (cyan), and 6000.0 nM (grey) Fc-free Cripto-1. Cripto-1 – BMP-4 mixtures were injected over the sensor chip. (D) IC50 determination. Raw RU values at 150 seconds post injection were taken for each Cripto-1 concentration. RU values were normalized and fitted using the non-linear regression algorithm implemented in GraphPad. Standard errors (SEs) are small and were omitted for clarity (37).

Using this approach, we discovered soluble Cripto-1 prevents BMP-4 binding to the type I receptor ALK3 and the type II receptors ActRIIA and BMPRII in a concentration dependent manner (Fig. 2-4A-C), replicating our earlier observation with Nodal (Fig. 2-3E). The reaction followed a sigmoidal inhibition curve (Fig. 2-4D), indicating Cripto-1 competitively inhibited BMP-4 binding to its receptors. Based on the changing SPR response (37), we calculated IC50 values for inhibition of BMP-4 binding to ActRIIA (705 nM), BMPRII (164 nM) and ALK3 (288 nM). Soluble Cryptic showed a similar behavior (Fig. 2-
5A, B). But its effect was more sensitive, as it blocked Activin B binding to the type II receptor BMPRII much more effectively than to ActRIIA (Fig. 2-5C) we calculated IC$_{50}$ values for inhibition of Activin B binding to BMPRII (288 nM) and ActRIIA (1024 nM). We did not investigate the function of Cryptic in the Activin B–type I receptor interaction, as type I receptors for Activin B are not known. Significantly, Cripto-1 also prevented Nodal binding to type II receptors (Fig. 2-3E), but these findings are preliminary, as the activity of currently available Nodal is not consistent. Even so, our studies support the conclusion that Cripto-1 and Cryptic contact ligands at or near their type I and type II receptor binding sites.
Figure 2-5. Mapping of Cryptic – ligand interaction.

(A) BMPRII-Fc and (B) ActRIIA-Fc were captured on the sensor chip. 10 nM Activin B was preincubated with 0 nM (blue), 11.72 nM (red), 23.44 nM (magenta), 46.88 nM (dark green), 93.75 nM (maroon), 187.5 nM (dark blue), 375.0 nM (purple), 750.0 nM (bright green), 1500.0 nM (teal), 3000.0 nM (cyan), and 6000.0 nM (grey) Fc-free Cryptic. Activin B – Cryptic mixtures were injected over the sensor chip. (C) IC₅₀ determination. Raw RU values from SPR measurements were taken for each Cryptic concentration at 150 seconds post injection. RU values were normalized and fitted using the non-linear regression algorithm implemented in GraphPad. Standard errors (SEs) are small and were omitted for clarity (37).
Soluble Cripto-1 and Cryptic inhibit signaling

As Cripto-1 and Cryptic inhibited ligand – receptor binding, we hypothesized that they could also inhibit ligand signaling. To test this hypothesis, we used reporter gene expression assays. We transfected HepG2 hepatocellular carcinoma cells with control plasmid pGL4.74 [hRluc] and the SMAD3 responsive reporter plasmid pGL4.48 [luc2P/SBE] or the SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter plasmid pGL3 [luc2P/BRE] (Fig. 2-6) (55, 56). We treated transfected cells with 10 ng/ml BMP-4 or Activin B and increasing concentrations of Cripto-1-Fc or Cryptic-Fc (0-5000 nM). Both ligands induced luciferase reporter activity and both Cripto-1-Fc and Cryptic-Fc reduced the luciferase signal in a concentration dependent manner. Cripto-1-Fc abrogated the BMP-4 mediated SMAD1/5/8 response completely (Fig 2-6A). Cryptic-Fc exhibited an intriguing behavior. It blocked Activin B mediated SMAD1/5/8 signaling completely. But inhibition followed a biphasic dose response (Fig. 2-6C), indicating it blocks at least two distinct Activin B signaling complexes with different potency. Notably it only inhibited the Activin B induced SMAD2/3 signal by about half (Fig. 2-6D), suggesting signaling is activated differentially by type II receptors and that Cryptic-Fc may block activation by one receptor (BMPRII) much better than activation by another (ActRIIA, ActRIIB).

To validate Cripto-1 domain functions, we also evaluated their inhibitory potency (Fig. 2-6B). We treated transfected HepG2 cells with 10 ng/ml BMP-4 and 1000 nM Cripto-1-Fc domain constructs. Matching our SPR results (Fig. 2-2E), only full-length Cripto-1-Fc (NEC-Fc) exhibited full inhibitory potency (a 5-fold reduction in signaling from 30 RLU to 6 RLU). Both two-domain constructs (NE-Fc and EC-Fc) showed residual inhibitory activity, but were far weaker than the full-length construct. They reduced signaling only from 30 RLU to
about 20 RLU. Single domains (E-Fc and C-Fc) did not inhibit signaling.

Figure 2-6. Signaling inhibition by soluble Cripto-1 and Cryptic.

(A) Cripto-1-Fc suppresses BMP-4 signaling. BMP-4 (10 ng/ml) induces expression of a SMAD1/5/8-responsive luciferase reporter. Cripto-1-Fc inhibits the BMP-4 dependent luciferase signal in a concentration dependent manner. The Y-axis shows RLU (relative luciferase units). The X-axis shows Cripto-1 concentration in log scale (M). (B) Individual Cripto-1 domains lack inhibitory potency. BMP-4 (10 ng/ml) induces expression of a SMAD1/5/8-responsive luciferase reporter. Full-length Cripto-1-Fc (NEC) almost completely inhibits BMP-4 signaling, Cripto-1 constructs that comprise two domains (NE and EC) reduce BMP-4 signaling but are much less potent than the full-length (NEC) form. Single domain constructs (E and C) do not inhibit BMP-4 signaling. Statistically significant differences are marked by an asterisk and are linked to the comparison value by a black bar. (C, D) Cryptic-Fc suppresses Activin B signaling. 10 ng/ml Activin B induces expression of both SMAD2/3 (C) and SMAD1/5/8 (D) responsive luciferase reporters. Cryptic-Fc (triangles) inhibits the Activin B dependent luciferase signal in a concentration dependent manner. Inhibition follows a biphasic curve and inhibits SMAD1/5/8 pathways more effectively more effectively than SMAD2/3 pathways. Standard errors of biphasic curve-fitting are not calculated. For comparison, inhibition of Activin B signaling by ActRIIA-Fc (squares) is also shown. The Y-axis shows RLU (relative luciferase units). The X-axis shows the Cryptic-Fc concentration in log scale (M). All values are shown as average of 4 biological replicates. Error bars correspond to standard error. Errors from ActRIIA-Fc inhibition are less than 5% and thus are not shown.
Table 2-2. Half-maximal inhibitory concentrations (IC₅₀)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*SPR-BINDING (IC₅₀ (nM))</th>
<th>Chip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analyte</td>
<td>Inhibitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-4</td>
<td>Cripto-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activin B</td>
<td>mCryptic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REPORTER-SIGNALING (IC₅₀ (nM))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Reporter</th>
<th>Inhibitor</th>
<th>IC₅₀-1ˢᵗ phase</th>
<th>IC₅₀-2ⁿᵈ phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMP-4</td>
<td>SMAD1/5/8</td>
<td>Cripto-1-Fc</td>
<td>207.1 ± 34.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activin B</td>
<td>SMAD1/5/8</td>
<td>mCryptic-Fc</td>
<td>6.400</td>
<td>13061.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activin B</td>
<td>SMAD2</td>
<td>mCryptic-Fc</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activin B</td>
<td>SMAD1/5/8</td>
<td>ActRIIA-Fc</td>
<td>0.4220 ± 0.011</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activin B</td>
<td>SMAD2</td>
<td>ActRIIA-Fc</td>
<td>0.5100 ± 0.035</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 10 concentrations of inhibitor were used. *SPR-study was performed in duplicate, **Reporter-gene expression study was performed in quadruplicate.

**Membrane associated Cripto-1 potentiates BMP-4 signaling**

Endogenously expressed, membrane-anchored Cripto-1 is known for its ability to potentiate Nodal signaling (26, 30, 49, 50). By contrast, we discovered soluble Cripto-1-Fc inhibits Nodal and BMP-4 signaling. To reconcile these two opposing activities we examined how endogenously expressed and overexpressed Cripto-1 affects BMP-4 signaling (Fig. 2-7). We found Cripto-1 was efficiently overexpressed in transiently transfected HepG2 cells (Figs. 2-7A, B) and strongly knocked down by shRNA in endogenously expressing NT2/D1 cells (Fig. 2-7C). Consistent with the potentiating activity of membrane-anchored Cripto-1, BMP-4 signaling was 2- to 3-fold higher in HepG2 cells transfected with Cripto-1 expression vector compared with HepG2 cells transfected with control vector (Fig. 2-7D). But Cripto-1
did not potentiate signaling by the BMP-4 homolog BMP-2, which we found does not bind Cripto-1 (Fig. 2-2A). In agreement with our earlier findings, soluble Cripto-1-Fc neutralized the potentiating activity of membrane associated Cripto-1 in HepG2 cells (Fig. 2-7E), revealing key functional differences between soluble and membrane bound forms. In support of our findings using HepG2 cells and Cripto-1 overexpression, BMP-4 signaled effectively in NT2/D1 cells transfected with scrambled shRNA vector, while Cripto-1 shRNA knockdown strongly suppressed BMP-4 signaling activities (Fig. 2-7F). Taken together, our findings indicate that membrane-anchored Cripto-1 can potentiate signaling by its cognate ligands, whereas the soluble form can inhibit signaling and outweigh the activities of the membrane-anchored form.
Figure 2-7. Signal-potentiating activities of membrane associated Cripto-1.

(A) Western blot of Cripto-1 overexpression in HepG2 cells. Cells were transfected with a control (pVector) or Cripto-1 (pCripto-1) expression vector at indicated concentrations. Expression of membrane associated (GPI-anchored) Cripto-1 was detected using the monoclonal anti-Cripto-1 antibody ab108391. (B) Western blot of Cripto-1 overexpression in HepG2 cells as used for reporter assay (D and E). Cells were transfected with 100 ng control (pV) or Cripto-1 (pC1) expression vector. (C) Western blot of Cripto-1 knockdown in NT2/D1 cells as used for the reporter assay (see F). Cells were transfected with 100 ng scrambled (pSs) or Cripto-1 (pC1s) shRNA vector. (D) Comparison of BMP-4 signaling (squares, solid lines) and BMP-2 signaling (circles, dotted lines) in HepG2 cells transfected with Cripto-1 expression vector (dark shade) or control vector (light shade). Signaling was induced with increasing concentrations of BMP-4 or BMP-2 as shown. Membrane bound Cripto-1 potentiates BMP-4 but not BMP-2 signaling. (E) Inhibition of signal potentiation with soluble Cripto-1. HepG2 cells transfected with control (pVector) or Cripto-1 (pCripto-1) expression vector were treated with 1 nM BMP-4 or with 1 nM BMP-4 and 500 nM Cripto-1-
Figure 2-7 (cont’d)
Fc. Soluble Cripto-1-Fc inhibits BMP-4 signaling even with co-expression of membrane bound Cripto-1. (F) Signal potentiation in Cripto-1 expressing NT2/D1 cells. Cells were transfected with 100 ng Cripto-1 shRNA vector (sC-1, light grey bars) or scrambled shRNA vector (sSc, dark grey bars). Cells were treated with 1 or 10 nM BMP-4. Cripto-1 knockdown (light grey bars) reduces BMP-4 signaling relative to the scrambled shRNA control (dark grey bars). Data are expressed as mean ± SE of four biological replicates. Of note, previous studies have demonstrated that the magnitude of the luciferase signal is cell line dependent (44).

Discussion

The EGF-CFC family proteins Cripto-1 and Cryptic are essential regulators of TGF-β family signaling (2). They appear to have dual functions: as co-receptors of Nodal related ligands (3, 30, 31), and as antagonists of Activins and TGF-βs (28, 34-36). To reconcile these dichotomous activities, we undertook to elucidate their mechanism of action. Using recombinant human Cripto-1 and mouse Cryptic, we discovered that both molecules interact with a limited number of TGF-β family ligands. Cripto-1 interacted with Nodal and BMP-4, Cryptic interacted with Activin B. Notably, it has been suggested that Cripto-1 and Cryptic have similar, possibly redundant functions. But our biophysical evidence indicates there are clear functional differences between the two molecules. Thus, we propose Cripto-1 and Cryptic have distinct, non-overlapping ligand binding and regulatory functions.

Previous studies have indicated Cripto-1 binds the TGF-β family receptor ALK4. This interaction is thought to be critical for the Cripto-1 co-receptor function and for Nodal signaling (26, 28, 50). To evaluate its functional significance, we investigated whether Cripto-1 or Cryptic bind ALK4 or other TGF-β family receptors directly. Using SPR, we detected a response when probing Cripto-1 binding to ALK4. However, although these results appear to confirm an interaction, they are not conclusive as the response is dominated
by a non-specific binding component. Significantly, Cripto-1 did not cross-link with ALK4 in solution or improve Nodal–ALK4 complexation. We therefore conclude that the direct interaction between soluble Cripto-1 and ALK4 is weak, possibly non-specific and of limited consequence.

But our findings do not exclude a role for Cripto-1 in ALK4-dependent Nodal signaling. Previously, this interaction was investigated by co-IP. These studies showed Cripto-1 co-precipitated with ALK4. It is possible that the cell-based approach masked a more complex behavior. Namely, Cripto-1 – ALK4 binding could have been bridged by ligands that are present in the cell-growth medium. Alternatively, cell-surface proteins like LRP5, LRP6 or glypican could have facilitated Cripto-1 – ALK4 complexation (57, 58). Or ALK4 could have contacted the GPI linker, which is not present in the Fc fusion forms. While we show that the direct Cripto-1 – ALK4 ectodomain interaction is weak and possibly non-specific, whether Cripto-1 interacts with ALK4 indirectly and what the function of this complex is, remains to be determined.
Figure 2-8. Molecular basis of ligand binding.

(A) Ligand-receptor complex based on the BMP-9-ALK1-ActRIIB structure (59). The disulfide-linked homodimeric ligand (center, orange) binds the extracellular domains of type I Activin receptor-like kinases (light blue) and type II Activin and BMP receptors (dark blue). Cripto-1 prevents ligand binding to type I and type II receptors indicating it contacts the receptor interaction surfaces on ligands. (B) Ipsilateral binding model. Receptor binding surfaces on the homodimeric ligand (orange) are shown. Light blue surfaces contact type I receptors, dark blue surfaces contact type II receptors. In this binding model, a Cripto-1/Cryptic protomer (red) contacts one side of the dimeric ligand. (C) Contralateral binding model. Receptor binding surfaces on the ligand are shown. Light blue surfaces contact type I receptors, dark blue surfaces contact type II receptors. In this model, a Cripto-1/Cryptic protomer (red) contacts both interaction surfaces of one ligand protomer.

The most widely recognized function of Cripto-1 is as Nodal ‘co-receptor’ (2). It is suggested Cripto-1 binds Nodal and potentiates Nodal signaling by stabilizing Nodal–ALK4 complexes (9, 23, 25, 26, 30). But Cripto-1 also antagonizes Activin and TGF-β signaling (28, 35, 36). To reconcile these divergent functions, we investigated how Cripto-1 and Cryptic recognize ligands. We speculated that molecular knowledge of this interaction could help clarify their biological functions. Using an SPR based approach that enables binding site
mapping (37), we discovered Cripto-1 and Cryptic contact ligand surfaces that are also recognized by type I or by type II receptors (Fig. 2-8). Although unexpected, these findings are not surprising, as ligands are small and a large fraction of their surface is covered by receptors when they form signaling complexes (38, 59). As our findings indicated there is significant overlap between the Cripto-1, Cryptic and receptor binding sites on ligands, we hypothesized soluble Cripto-1 and Cryptic could function as inhibitors of their cognate ligands in vitro. As predicted, Cripto-1-Fc inhibited BMP-4-dependent reporter gene expression. By contrast, Cryptic-Fc inhibited Activin B dependent reporter gene expression, supporting the conclusion that Cripto-1 and Cryptic have differing activities. Strikingly, the Cryptic-Fc reaction revealed a biphasic dose-response. As Cryptic-Fc was a far more effective inhibitor of Activin B – BMPRII than of Activin B – ActRIIA binding, we propose the biphasic response reflects differential inhibition of BMPRII and ActRIIA signaling complexes in vitro.

Taken together, our biophysical and in vitro studies show Cripto-1 and Cryptic can compete with receptors for ligand binding, thus revealing the molecular basis of their interaction with ligands. As Cripto-1 and Cryptic appear to bind ligands at or near receptor binding sites (Fig. 2-8), it is not surprising that the soluble Fc-fusion forms effectively inhibit signaling by their cognate ligands. But our findings raise critical questions about the co-receptor function. How can Cripto-1 or Cryptic potentiate signaling when their soluble forms prevent ligand-receptor complex formation? We submit that this mechanism has precedent in the repulsive guidance molecule (RGM) family of GPI anchored co-receptors (60-62). Like Cripto-1 and Cryptic, membrane-anchored RGMs potentiate BMP signaling, while their soluble forms inhibit BMP signaling (63). Recent crystal structures explain the inhibitory
function of RGMs: Similar to Cripto-1 and Cryptic, they occupy type I receptor binding-sites on ligands and thus inhibit signaling (64). To reconcile the RGM co-receptor and inhibitor functions, the authors propose RGMs help target BMP ligands into endosomes (64), which are enriched with TGF-β family receptors (65). By promoting internalization into receptor-rich endosomes, RGMs could help potentiate signaling. We propose Cripto-1 and Cryptic could have similar trafficking functions, which are mediated by GPI dependent membrane attachment and endosomal membrane localization (42). Indeed, overexpression of GPI anchored Cripto-1 on the cell surface potentiates BMP-4 signaling, whereas knockdown of endogenously expressed Cripto-1 reduces BMP-4 signaling, revealing a distinct, but critical function of the membrane associated forms. We propose that Cripto-1 and Cryptic may provide a mechanism for ligand capture at the cell surface and help target cognate ligands into receptor rich endosomes for signal potentiation.

In conclusion, we have elucidated the molecular basis of ligand recognition by the EGF-CFC family co-receptors Cripto-1 and Cryptic. Our findings reveal an unexpected molecular function that may be paralleled by the RGM family of GPI-anchored co-receptors. Namely, like RGMs, Cripto-1 and Cryptic contact receptor interaction-surfaces on TGF-β family ligands. Thus, their soluble forms can function as inhibitors of ligand-receptor binding. But our findings also raise many new questions. Does the inhibitor function have a biological role? Does endocytosis or trafficking explain how membrane-anchored Cripto-1 and Cryptic potentiate signaling (41, 42)? Can the co-receptor and inhibitor functions be reconciled?
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CHAPTER 3 -

HUMAN CERBERUS PREVENTS NODAL-RECEPTOR BINDING, INHIBITS NODAL SIGNALING, AND SUPPRESSES NODAL-MEDIATED BREAST CANCER PHENOTYPES

Abstract

The Transforming Growth Factor-β (TGF-β) family ligand Nodal is an essential embryonic morphogen that is associated with progression of breast and other cancers. It has therefore been suggested that Nodal inhibitors could be used to treat breast cancers where Nodal plays a defined role. As secreted antagonists, such as Cerberus, tightly regulate Nodal signaling during embryonic development, we undertook to produce human Cerberus, characterize its biochemical activities, and determine its effect on human breast cancer cells. Using quantitative methods, we investigated the mechanism of Nodal signaling, we evaluated binding of human Cerberus to Nodal, and we characterized the mechanism of Nodal inhibition by Cerberus. Using cancer cell assays, we examined the ability of Cerberus to suppress aggressive breast cancer cell phenotypes. We found that human Cerberus binds Nodal with high affinity, blocks binding of Nodal to its signaling partners, and inhibits Nodal signaling. Moreover, we demonstrated that Cerberus profoundly suppresses migration, invasion, and colony forming ability of Nodal expressing and Nodal supplemented breast cancer cells. Taken together, our studies provide mechanistic insights into Nodal signaling and Nodal inhibition with Cerberus and highlight the potential value of Cerberus as anti-Nodal therapeutic.

Introduction

The Transforming Growth Factor-β (TGF-β) family ligand Nodal is an essential regulator of vertebrate embryonic development that plays a critical role in formation of the primary body axes and in germ layer specification (1–3). Beyond embryogenesis, the
biological roles of Nodal appear to be limited and, in mammals, Nodal is thought to be largely absent from adult tissues, with exception of some adult stem cell populations and highly dynamic reproductive tissues (4–7). However, a number of recent studies have shown that Nodal is re-expressed in various metastatic carcinomas, including melanoma and breast cancers, and that Nodal plays a critical role in promoting cancer progression (8–12). For example, Nodal has been shown to be expressed by aggressive melanoma cells and contributes to their tumorigenicity and plasticity (8), Nodal levels correlate with invasive phenotypes in several breast cancer cell lines (4, 10, 12), and Nodal is significantly overexpressed in tissue samples from patients diagnosed with advanced stage, invasive breast disease (11).

Nodal knockdown, pharmacologic inhibition of Nodal signaling, and Nodal blockade with polyclonal antibodies or with Embryonic Stem Cell (ESC) conditioned medium have been shown to suppress the invasive and tumorigenic phenotype of Nodal expressing, melanoma and breast cancer cells in vitro and in vivo (4, 8–10, 12–14). Thus, Nodal is a potential therapeutic target in treatment of melanoma and breast cancers. However, Nodal inhibition is currently not a feasible clinical option, as existing small molecule inhibitors suffer from poor bioavailability and/or inadequate specificity (15, 16), and function-blocking anti-Nodal monoclonal antibodies have yet to be identified.

During fish, frog, chick and mouse embryonic development, Nodal signaling is regulated by the secreted proteins Lefty and Cerberus (1). Both Lefty and Cerberus co-immunoprecipitate (co-IP) with Nodal and antagonize Nodal signaling (17–23). In addition, Lefty blocks Nodal receptor complex formation (17). Thus, it has been suggested that these embryonic Nodal-signaling antagonists could serve as Nodal inhibitors and potential anti-
Nodal therapeutics (24). Indeed, Lefty purified from stem cell conditioned medium inhibited the colony forming ability of Nodal-expressing human melanoma cells in vitro and decreased tumor cell proliferation and increased tumor cell apoptosis when injected into tumors formed from Nodal-expressing human melanoma cells in vivo (4). In contrast to Lefty, the embryonic Nodal antagonist Cerberus is less well understood and its molecular role during development as well as its potential as Nodal inhibitor in cancers have yet to be explored. We therefore undertook to elucidate, using purified, recombinant human proteins, the mechanism of Nodal signaling and Cerberus inhibition, and to characterize biological activities of human Cerberus in several human breast cancer cell lines.

Like all members of the TGF-β family, Nodal signals by binding the extracellular domains of ‘type I’ and ‘type II’ receptor kinases, thus initiating a phosphorylation cascade that leads to SMAD2/3 mediated expression of Nodal target genes (25–31). In addition, Nodal signaling during development requires membrane-anchored ‘co-receptors’ (5, 26, 32, 33) (Fig. 3-1). Here, using human proteins, we identified receptors and co-receptors that associate with Nodal. We showed that Cerberus binds Nodal with high affinity, blocks binding of Nodal to its receptors and co-receptors, and we demonstrated that Cerberus inhibits Nodal signaling. In addition, we discovered that Cerberus profoundly suppresses aggressive phenotypes in Nodal expressing, human breast cancer cell lines. Taken together, our studies demonstrate that human Cerberus is an inhibitor of Nodal and a potential therapeutic for treatment of breast cancers where Nodal plays a role.
Genetic interaction and co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) studies have shown that the TGF-β family ligand Nodal (orange) interacts with the extracellular domains of type I Activin receptor-like kinases, including ALK4 and/or ALK7 (light blue), and type II Activin receptor kinases, including ActRIIA and/or ActRIIB (dark blue). Simultaneous binding of Nodal to both receptors initiates a phosphorylation cascade that leads to translocation of phosphorylated SMAD2 or SMAD3 (light green) transcription factors to the nucleus and expression of Nodal target genes. Nodal signaling also requires the EGF-CFC ‘co-receptors’ Cripto-1 and/or Cryptic (purple) during embryonic development. Co-IP studies have shown that EGF-CFC co-receptors interact with Nodal. The secreted protein Cerberus (light orange) binds Nodal and inhibits Nodal signaling.
Materials and Methods

Materials

Recombinant Activin A, GDF-8, GDF-11, GDF-1, TGF-β1, BMP-2, BMP-9, ALK7-Fc and BMPRII-Fc were obtained from R&D Biosystems or Life Technologies. Activin A was also produced in-house.

Construction of expression plasmids

Synthetic human Cerberus-hIgg-Fc, human ActRIIA-hIgg-Fc, human ActRIIB-hIgg-Fc, human ALK4-hIgg-Fc and human Cryptic-hIgg-Fc genes were obtained from GeneArt. Fusion constructs included full-length Cerberus (amino acid 1–267), extracellular domains (ECD) of human ActRIIA (amino acid 1–120), ActRIIB (amino acid 1–120), ALK4 (amino acid 1–110), and Cryptic (amino acid 1–158). Functional domains (Cerberus and ECDs) were linked to human IgG1-Fc via a 22 amino acid long linker containing a TEV cleavage site, a glycine/serine rich region, and a FLAG-tag. Cripto-1 was cloned from cDNA obtained from Thermo Scientific. An amplicon encompassing Cripto-1 (amino acid 1–151) was fused to hIgg1-Fc domain using PCR.

Protein purification

All proteins were expressed using CHO cells. Cerberus-Fc, ActRIIA-Fc, ActRIIB-Fc, Cryptic-Fc, and Cripto-1-Fc were purified from condition medium using Protein A capture. Proteins were eluted with 100 mM Glycine, pH 3.0 and immediately neutralized with 2 M Tris, pH 8.5. Proteins were further purified or analyzed by SEC to ascertain monodispersity. Purified proteins were dialyzed PBS, pH 7.5 and stored at -20°C. The purity of the proteins was checked with SDS-PAGE under reducing and non-reducing conditions. The Fc portion
from recombinant Cerberus-Fc was removed using TEV protease followed by protein A affinity and SEC.

**Cell lines**

MDA-MB-231 (HTB-26), BT549 (HTB-122), Hs578t (HTB-125), MCF-7 (HTB-22) and T47D (HTB-133) were purchased from ATCC by Michigan State University researchers Kathleen Gallo and Chengfeng Yang and made available for these studies (34, 35). Cell lines were maintained according to ATCC culture conditions. Briefly, MDA-MB-231 cells were grown in DMEM/F12 medium supplemented with 5% FBS (Corning, 35–010-CV) and 1% P/S. MCF-7 and Hs578t cells were maintained in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% P/S. BT549 cells were maintained in RPMI medium supplemented with 6% FBS and 1% P/S. T47D cells were maintained in RPMI medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 0.2 units/ml bovine insulin (SigmaAldrich, 11070–73–8) and 1% P/S. All cell lines were grown at 37°C under humidified, 5% CO₂ atmosphere. Freshly thawed cells were passaged at least three times before performing assays.

**Immunoblotting**

Cells were grown to 80% confluency, washed with 1X PBS and grown for an additional 24 h in fresh medium. Protein lysate was prepared by using ice cold RIPA lysis buffer (150mM NaCl, 1% NP40, 0.1% SDS, 50mM Tris, pH 8.0, protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, 11836153001)). Cells were harvested in lysis buffer and stored at -80°C. Protein concentration of lysates was determined using Bradford. For Western blot, equal amounts of protein were separated on SDS-PAGE gels under reducing conditions and transferred to Hybond-P membranes. Membranes were blocked with 5% dry milk and incubated with primary Nodal antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-28913) at 1:1000 dilution followed
by incubation with Horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody at 1:5000 dilution. For Cerberus immunoblots, purified Cerberus was separated on SDS-PAGE and transferred to Hybond-P membranes. Membranes were probed with 1 ug/ml primary Cerberus antibody (RnD Systems, AF1075) followed by incubation with Horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody at 1:1000 dilution. For p-SMAD2 immunoblots, ~ 1.0×10^5 cells were plated to 24-well plate and grown to 80% confluence in complete media, washed with 1X PBS, starved overnight and grown for an additional 24 h in serum free medium+0.1%BSA with or without 178 nM Cerberus-Fc. For p-SMAD2 immunoblots of T47D cells, ~ 2.0×10^5 cells were plated to 24-well plate and grown to 80% confluence in complete media, washed with 1X PBS, starved overnight and grown for additional 24 h in serum free medium with or without 39 nM Nodal and/or 17.8 or 178 nM Cerberus. Protein lysate was prepared by using ice cold RIPA lysis buffer (150mM NaCl, 1% NP40, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 50mM Tris pH 8.0, 1X ‘Recom Protease Arrest’ protease inhibitor cocktail (G-Biosciences, 786–436) and 2X ‘Phosphatase Arrest’ phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (G-Biosciences, 786–450)). Cells were harvested in lysis buffer and cell lysis supernatant was stored at -80ºC. Protein concentration of lysates was determined using Bradford Assay. Equal amounts of protein were separated on SDS-PAGE and transferred to Hybond-P membranes. Membranes were blocked with 5% BSA and incubated with primary p-SMAD2 (Cell Signaling, 3108S), SMAD2 (Cell Signaling, 5339S) antibodies at 1:1000 dilution and followed by incubation with Horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody at 1:2000 dilution. WesternBright ECL HRP substrate was used for detection (Advansta, K-12043-D20). Western blots were visualized by exposing the gel to autoradiography film or by using a Bio-
Rad ChemiDoc imaging system. Quantification of immunoblots was done by using ImageJ software.

**Surface plasmon resonance**

Receptor-ligand binding affinities were determined by SPR using the Biacore 2000. Anti-human IgG (Fc) antibody was immobilized onto four channels of a CM5 chip using amine coupling chemistry. 200–300 RU of purified Cerberus-Fc, ActRIIA-Fc, ActRIIB-Fc, ALK4-Fc or Cripto-1-Fc was captured on the experimental flow channels. A reference channel was monitored to account for nonspecific binding, drift, and bulk shifts. For kinetic analysis, a concentration series of Nodal and other ligands (Activin A, GDF-8, GDF-11, GDF-1, TGF-β1, BMP-2 and BMP-9) was injected over experimental and control flow channels at 50 μl/min flow rate. Associations were performed for 300 seconds and dissociations were performed for 750. For selected concentrations, dissociations were also performed for 4000 seconds. Only 750 second dissociations are shown in figures. For inhibition analysis 80 nM Nodal was combined with 0 nM, 40 nM or 400 nM Fc-free Cerberus. The pre-assembled Nodal/Cerberus complexes were injected over experimental and control flow channels at 50 μl/min flow rate. After each binding cycle, the antibody surface was regenerated to base line. All experiments were carried out at 25°C in HBS-EPS buffer (0.01 M HEPES, 0.5 M NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, 0.005% (v/v) Tween 20, pH 7.4). Receptors and ligands, except Nodal, were kept in running buffer containing 0.5mg/ml BSA (Sigma-Aldrich, A3059). Nodal containing samples were kept without BSA, as the presence of BSA causes rapid inactivation of recombinant human Nodal. Running buffer for all experiments, except those involving Nodal, contained 0.5 mg/ml BSA. Sensograms were analyzed by double referencing. To obtain kinetic rate constants, the processed data was fitted to 1:1 Langmuir interaction model.
using Scrubber or BiaEvaluation software. The equilibrium dissociation constant $K_d$ was determined by calculating the ratio of binding rate constants $k_d/k_a$. Binding rate constants are summarized in Table 3-1.

**Migration assay**

MCF-7, Hs578t, BT549, and MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded in an Ibidi insert (Ibidi GmbH, 81176) in complete growth medium. Once cells reached ~ 80% confluence, the insert was removed and medium was replaced with complete medium containing 2.5 µg/ml Mitomycin C and 17.8, or 178 nM Cerberus-Fc or no Cerberus control. Cells were monitored for up to 48 h and images were taken using an inverted microscope with 10X magnification at 0 h and 24 h. Migration was quantified using Vimas software (Ibidi).

**Invasion assay**

Experiments were performed using a Cultrex 96 Well Basement Membrane Extract (BME) Cell Invasion Assay kit (Trevigen) and medium containing 2.5 µg/ml Mitomycin C. For Nodal induction, ~ 50,000 T47D cells in serum free medium containing 0, or 39 nM (500 ng/ml) Nodal were seeded in the top chamber of the BME coated Boyden chamber plate. Serum free medium containing 0.2 units/ml bovine insulin was added to the bottom chamber. For Cerberus inhibition, ~10,000 MCF-7, Hs578t, BT549, and MDA-MB-231 cells in serum free medium were seeded in the top chamber of the BME coated Boyden chamber plate. Complete medium was added to the bottom chamber. Top and bottom chamber contained 0 nM, 17.8 nM, or 178 nM Cerberus-Fc and 2.5 µg/ml Mitomycin C. Cell invasion was determined after 24 h by monitoring Calcein-AM fluorescence in the bottom chamber.
**Soft agar colony formation assay**

MCF-7 or MDA-MB-231 cells (~ 2,500) were resuspended in 0.35% SeaPlaque agarose (Lonza, 50101) in complete medium containing 0 nM, 17.8 nM, or 178 nM Cerberus-Fc and plated on a layer of 0.7% SeaPlaque agarose containing complete medium. Cells were fed twice weekly with complete medium and the corresponding concentrations of Cerberus-Fc. After three weeks, cells were stained with 0.005% crystal violet and images were taken. Cell clusters were quantified using ImageJ software. Colony forming ability was calculated by dividing the number of colonies by the number of initial cells. Percent colony forming ability was determined by dividing the number of colonies formed with Cerberus-Fc relative to no Cerberus-Fc control.

**Reporter assay**

~ 50,000 T47D cells in complete medium were seeded in each well of a 96-well plate and grown overnight. The next day, each was transfected with a solution containing 200 ng of the pSBE4-luc (experimental luciferase reporter plasmid, firefly luciferase), 2 ng of the pRL-CMV-luc (control luciferase reporter plasmid, renilla luciferase) and 0.25 μl Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies). Transfection reagent containing medium was removed the following day, and medium was replaced with serum free RPMI medium containing test proteins. After 16 h incubation at 37°C, luciferase activity was detected with the Dual-Glo Luciferase Assay System (Promega). Relative luciferase units were calculated by dividing firefly luciferase units with renilla luciferase units.

**Statistics**

2D cell-based assays with exception of cell migration were performed in quadruplicates and were repeated at least three different times. Colony forming assays were performed in
triplicate. Statistical significance was determined using a two-tailed T-test. P values < than 0.05 marked *, P values < than 0.01 were marked **. Cell invasion assays were performed at least three different times.

Results

Nodal binds ALK4, BMPRII and Cripto-1

Mouse, frog and fish Nodal have been shown to signal and/or co-IPs with the ‘type I’ Activin receptor-like kinases ALK4 and ALK7, the ‘type II’ receptor kinases ActRIIA and ActRIIB, and the co-receptors Cripto-1 and Cryptic (26, 27, 32). To confirm that the homologous human receptors and co-receptors interact with Nodal, we examined their binding to Nodal using purified human-hIggFc fusion proteins and SPR. We captured receptor/co-receptor extracellular domain-Fc (ECD-Fc) fusion proteins by immobilizing an anti-hIggFc antibody on a CM5 SPR sensor chip and we injected recombinant Nodal (RnD Systems) over the captured human receptor and co-receptor extracellular domains.

Our SPR sensograms showed that Nodal binds both ActRIIB and ActRIIA (Fig. 3-2A, B); however, the interaction between Nodal and ActRIIA is very weak by TGF-β-family ligand/receptor standards (Kd ~ 100 nM). ActRIIB appears to bind Nodal more stably, as reflected in the slow dissociation of this complex (kd = 4.9×10^-4 (s^-1), Fig. 3-2A, Table 3-1); however, we were unable to obtain a satisfactory kinetic model to describe this interaction. Thus, our data indicate that Nodal binds ActRIIB over ActRIIA, but neither receptor interacts with Nodal in a manner that is characteristic of cognate TGF-β family ligand-type II receptors complexes (36–38). These unexpected findings led us to ask whether other type II receptors may interact with Nodal in a more characteristic manner. We therefore tested binding of Nodal to the type II TGF-β family receptors TGFβRII and BMPRII. We found
that Nodal alone does not bind TGFβRII (data not shown). By contrast, we discovered that Nodal binds BMPRII with very high affinity (Fig. 3-2D, Table 3-1). This interaction can be described satisfactorily with a standard kinetic model and the resulting binding rate constants are consistent with those determined for other TGF-β family ligands and their cognate type II receptors ($k_a = 3.1 \times 10^5$ (M$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$), $k_d = 4.6 \times 10^{-5}$ (s$^{-1}$), $K_d = 0.15$ nM) (36–38).

Figure 3-2. Nodal-receptor interactions.

Nodal binding to (A) ActRIIB-Fc, (B) ActRIIA-Fc, (C) ALK4-Fc, (D) BMPRII-Fc, (E) Cripto-1-Fc. (A-E) ActRIIB-Fc, ActRIIA-Fc, ALK4-Fc, BMPRII-Fc and Cripto-1-Fc were immobilized on an SPR sensor chip and different concentrations of Nodal were injected as
Figure 3-2 (cont’d) shown. Fitted curves (orange lines) are superimposed over experimental curves. (F) Comparison of Nodal binding to Cripto-1, Cryptic, ALK4 and ALK7. Equal amounts of Fc fusion proteins as determined by SPR response units were immobilized on the SPR sensor chip and 80 nM Nodal was injected. Cripto-1 (red) binds Nodal as co-receptor, but not Cryptic (green). ALK4 (blue) binds Nodal as type I receptor, but not ALK7 (purple).

Our SPR sensograms further revealed that Nodal binds ALK4, but not ALK7 (Fig. 3-2C, F). The interaction between Nodal and ALK4 (Fig. 3-2C); however, is not as well defined or as strong as, for example, the interaction between Activin A and ALK4, which fits a standard kinetic model very well (data not shown, Table 3-1). Concerning co-receptors, Nodal binds strongly the co-receptor Cripto-1, whereas Nodal doesn’t bind Cryptic (Fig. 3-2E, F). Significantly, Nodal binding to Cripto-1 is stable and can be described well with a standard kinetic model (Fig. 3-2E, Table 3-1). In summary, we conclude that, in humans, the cognate type II receptor for Nodal is BMPRII and to a lesser degree ActRIIB (Fig. 3-2A, D), that the cognate type I receptor for Nodal is ALK4 and not ALK7 (Fig. 3-2C, F), and that the primary co-receptor is Cripto-1 and not Cryptic (Fig. 3-2E, F).
Table 3-1. Equilibrium dissociation and binding rate constants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Interacting</th>
<th>$k_a$ (M$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_d$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$K_d$ (nM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nodal</td>
<td>ActRIIA</td>
<td>2.0x10$^4$</td>
<td>2.0x10$^{-3}$</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ActRIIB</td>
<td>4.9x10$^4$ (est)</td>
<td>4.9x10$^{-4}$ (est)</td>
<td>10 (est)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BMPRII</td>
<td>3.1x10$^5$</td>
<td>4.6x10$^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALK4</td>
<td>4.6x10$^4$ (est)</td>
<td>3.2x10$^{-4}$ (est)</td>
<td>15 (est)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALK7</td>
<td>No Binding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cripto-1</td>
<td>1.0x10$^4$</td>
<td>2.6x10$^{-4}$</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cryptic</td>
<td>No Binding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activin A</td>
<td>ActRIIA</td>
<td>1.1x10$^6$</td>
<td>2.5x10$^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ActRIIB</td>
<td>1.5x10$^6$</td>
<td>2.7x10$^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALK4</td>
<td>2.0x10$^5$</td>
<td>4.8x10$^{-4}$</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodal</td>
<td>Cerberus</td>
<td>1.3x10$^4$</td>
<td>1.4x10$^{-5}$</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDF-11</td>
<td>Cerberus</td>
<td>~1.2x10$^3$</td>
<td>~0.014</td>
<td>~5,800†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-2</td>
<td>Cerberus</td>
<td>~2.4x10$^4$</td>
<td>~0.072</td>
<td>~3,000†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(est): Binding rates were calculated by separately fitting association and dissociation rate constants for each concentration and taking the average of the calculated binding rate constants.
†: Binding rates were calculated by fitting each individual concentration and taking the average of the calculated binding rate constants.

Human Cerberus binds Nodal with high affinity

The secreted protein Cerberus is a negative regulator of Nodal signaling during frog and mouse embryonic development and co-IPs with frog Nodal (Xnr1) (18, 22, 23, 40). To demonstrate that human Cerberus binds human Nodal and inhibits Nodal signaling, we expressed it as fusion protein with human Iggl-Fc (Cerberus-Fc) (Fig. 3-3A). We purified Cerberus-Fc to homogeneity (Fig. 3-3B), and examined binding of Nodal to Cerberus by SPR (Fig. 3-3C). Our sensograms showed that Nodal bound immobilized Cerberus-Fc with low nanomolar affinity ($K_d = 1.1$ nM, Fig. 3-3C, Table 1). Its slow dissociation rate ($k_d = 1.4\times10^{-5}$ (s$^{-1}$)) indicates that this complex is very stable.

Cerberus from different species has been shown to interact with Nodal and with other TGF-β family ligands. For example, functional antagonism, co-IP, or direct binding studies in
frog and mouse showed that Cerberus interacts with BMP-2, and Activin A (18, 23, 41–43). We therefore examined by SPR binding of human Cerberus-Fc to these ligands. We also tested binding of TGF-β family ligands that interact with ActRIIB, including GDF-8, GDF-11, and BMP-9. Our sensograms revealed that of all tested TGF-β family ligands only BMP-2 and GDF-11 also bound Cerberus-Fc; however, both molecules bound Cerberus-Fc considerably more weakly than Nodal ($K_d$ 3,000 and 5,800 nM, respectively, Table 3-1). In contrast, human Cerberus-Fc did not bind any other tested TGF-β family ligand with consequential affinity. We therefore conclude that human Cerberus binds Nodal with high affinity and Cerberus seems to be more specific relatively to TGF-β family receptors.

Figure 3-3. Cerberus ligand binding.

(A) Recombinant Cerberus construct. Full length human Cerberus was fused at the C-terminus to a human IgG1-Fc fragment via a linker containing a TEV cleavage site. (B) Coomassie Blue stained SDS-PAGE of Cerberus shown on the left side of the panel, Western blot using anti-Cerberus antibody is shown on the right side of the panel. Recombinant Cerberus is purified from CHO cell conditioned medium using protein A capture. Overall, Cerberus-Fc is pure; size heterogeneity may be introduced by variations in glycan structure. The observed smaller Cerberus-Fc fragment could correspond is likely a proteolytic product.
Figure 3-3 (cont’d)
(C) Nodal-Cerberus interaction. Cerberus-Fc was immobilized on an SPR sensor chip and different concentrations of Nodal were injected as shown. Fitted curves (black lines) are superimposed over experimental curves.

As others have shown by single SPR injection that BMP-2 stably associates with mouse Cerberus (Cer1) (42), we were surprised to discover that the human Cerberus-BMP-2 complex is not very stable. This can be seen in its fast dissociation rate ($k_d = 0.072 \text{ (s}^{-1})$). To resolve this unexpected observation, we compared the amino acid sequences of Cerberus and several TGF-β family ligands and receptors from different species (Table 3-2). As expected, we found that sequence conservation in TGF-β family ligands and receptors is very high throughout a wide range of vertebrate species. For example, mature domains of TGF-β family ligands are essentially identical between mice and humans (98–100% sequence identity). By comparison, the primary sequence of Cerberus differs significantly between species and shows only 69% identity between mice and humans. We propose that considerable variations in amino acid sequence could result in unique binding specificities and function of Cerberus in different species.

Table 3-2. Sequence comparison between TGF-β family proteins of different species

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mouse</th>
<th>Chick</th>
<th>Xenopus</th>
<th>Zebrafish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cerberus</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>47 (Caronte)</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>29 (DAND5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodal</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>68 (NR2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-4</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activin A</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDF-11</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>89 (GDF-8)</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActRIIB$^{ecd}$</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALK4$^{ecd}$</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cripto-1</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>36 (OEP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Mature ligand and receptor/co-receptor ecto domains were compared. Identities were calculated relative to the human proteins over the entire conserved region.
**Human Cerberus prevents Nodal interactions and inhibits Nodal signaling**

Cerberus is an inhibitor of Nodal signaling and Nodal mediated phenotypes during mouse, chick and frog embryonic development (18, 22, 23, 40, 43, 44). To elucidate the mechanism of Cerberus inhibition, we tested by SPR binding of pre-formed Nodal-Cerberus complexes to Nodal receptors and co-receptors. This format enabled us to identify specific Nodal interactions that Cerberus blocks. We immobilized the Nodal interacting proteins ActRIIB-Fc, BMPRII-Fc, ALK4-Fc and Cripto-1-Fc on an SPR sensor chip and flew Nodal or pre-assembled Nodal-Cerberus complexes over the receptor or co-receptor bound sensor chip. In this format, we kept the Nodal concentration constant at 80 nM. Our SPR sensograms revealed that Cerberus effectively blocks binding of Nodal to ActRIIB, ALK4 and Cripto-1 in a concentration dependent manner (Fig. 3-4A-D). Cerberus also blocks binding of Nodal to its high affinity receptor BMPRII, however, this inhibition is not as efficient or complete as that of Nodal binding to ActRIIB (Fig. 3-4A, B) and appears to be driven primarily by a change in interaction kinetics. To evaluate if Cerberus-Fc is a competitive Nodal inhibitor, we determined the $K_d$ of Nodal binding to ActRIIB, BMPRII, ALK4 and Cripto-1 in the presence of Cerberus-Fc. We found that for ActRIIB, ALK4 and Cripto-1, Cerberus-Fc obeys a competitive inhibitor binding-model (data not shown).
Figure 3-4. Cerberus inhibition of Nodal interactions.

(A) Cerberus inhibition of Nodal-ActRIIB binding. (B) Cerberus inhibition of Nodal-BMPRII binding. (C) Cerberus inhibition of Nodal-ALK4 binding. (D) Cerberus inhibition of Nodal-Cripto-1 binding. ActRIIB-Fc, ALK4-Fc, BMPRII-Fc or Cripto-1-Fc was immobilized on an SPR sensor chip. (A-D) 80 nM Nodal was preincubated with 0 nM (red), 40 nM (blue), 400 nM (green), or 4000 nM (purple) Cerberus. Preformed Nodal-Cerberus complexes were injected over the sensor chip. (A, C, D) Cerberus prevents binding of Nodal to ActRIIB, ALK4, and Cripto-1, as seen in the complete loss of an SPR response at the 400 nM Cerberus concentration (green). (B) Cerberus destabilizes the Nodal-BMPRII interaction, as seen in the altered curve shapes at 4000 nM Cerberus (purple).

As binding of Nodal to its cognate receptor kinases has been shown to initiate a phosphorylation cascade that leads to SMAD2/3 mediated gene expression (Fig. 3-1) (31), we undertook to demonstrate using a SMAD2/3 sensitive reporter gene assay that Cerberus suppresses Nodal mediated gene expression. We transfected T47D human breast cancer cells with pSBE4-luc (45) as SMAD2/3 responsive reporter, and pRL-CMV-luc as control. We treated transfected cells with Nodal and/or Cerberus-Fc to final concentrations of 39 nM and 178 nM, respectively. Our reporter assay showed that Nodal induces luciferase activity
approximately 2.2 fold relative to control and that Cerberus-Fc strongly inhibits the Nodal dependent luciferase signal (Fig. 3-5A). To demonstrate that this effect is linked with SMAD2/3 phosphorylation, we performed a phospho-SMAD2 Western blot (Fig. 3-5B). We treated T47D cells with 39 nM Nodal and/or 178 nM Cerberus-Fc. Consistent with the reporter assay results, Nodal alone causes a small increase in SMAD2 phosphorylation. Cerberus-Fc alone has no effect on SMAD2 phosphorylation in T47D cells. However, Cerberus-Fc reverses Nodal mediated SMAD2 phosphorylation. Together, our results support the conclusion that Cerberus prevents binding of Nodal to its receptors and co-receptors and thus suppresses Nodal dependent transcriptional programs.

Figure 3-5. Nodal inhibition with Cerberus in cell lines.
(A) Nodal induced gene expression. T47D cells were transfected with the pSBE4-luc reporter plasmid and the pRL-CMV-luc control plasmid. Cells were treated with 39 nM Nodal, and/or
Figure 3-5 (cont’d)

178 nM Cerberus. Nodal signaling was detected by firefly luciferase activity and normalized against renilla luciferase activity. (B) Nodal induced SMAD2 phosphorylation. T47D cells were treated with 39 nM Nodal, and/or 17.8 or 178 nM Cerberus. 10 µg of whole cell lysate per lane were loaded on an SDS-PAGE gel and probed with an anti-p-SMAD2 antibody. A small increase in SMAD2 phosphorylation can be seen when recombinant Nodal is added. Cerberus inhibits Smad2 phosphorylation. (C) Western blot detection of Nodal in five breast cancer cell lines. 10 µg of whole cell lysate per lane were loaded on an SDS-PAGE gel and probed with an anti-Nodal antibody. MCF-7, Hs578t, BT549 and MDA-MB-231 human breast cancer cells were tested. Human MDA-MB-435 melanoma derived cells and mouse 4T-1 breast cancer cells were also probed. (D) Western blot detection of SMAD2 phosphorylation in five breast cancer cell lines. Cells were grown in serum free medium with or without 178 nM Cerberus. 5 µg of whole cell lysate per lane were loaded on an SDS-PAGE gel. The gels were probed with an anti-SMAD2 antibody. Total SMAD2 and Actin were used as controls. (E) Quantitation of p-SMAD2 western. The image shown in Fig. 3-5D was scanned and quantitated using ImageJ. SMAD2 phosphorylation is normalized with untreated cells. Both MDA-MB-231 and BT549 cells show a significant decrease in SMAD2 phosphorylation when treated with Cerberus. By contrast Hs578t, T47D and MCF-7 SMAD2 phosphorylation is not affected by Cerberus.

**Nodal is expressed in invasive breast cancer cell lines and induces invasion**

Nodal expression has been found to be elevated in invasive and poorly differentiated breast cancer cell lines and Nodal has been shown to promote aggressive breast cancer cell phenotypes (10–13, 46, 47). To evaluate Cerberus as Nodal inhibitor in human breast cancers, we examined by Western blotting Nodal expression in several human breast cancer cell lines that exhibit different invasive properties *in vitro* and *in vivo*, including MDA-MB-231, BT549, Hs578t, and MCF-7. In agreement with previous studies, we found that triple negative, highly invasive and metastatic MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells express high levels of Nodal and that hormone receptor positive, weakly invasive and non-metastatic MCF-7 breast cancer cells express low levels of Nodal (Fig. 3-5C) (10, 11, 13, 48, 49). In addition, we found that Nodal is expressed in triple negative, highly invasive and metastatic BT549 breast cancer cells, in MDA-MB-435 melanoma cells, but not in triple negative, invasive but non-metastatic Hs578t human or in 4T1 mouse breast cancer cells. To test
whether Cerberus-Fc can directly impact Nodal mediated SMAD2/3 signaling in Nodal expressing breast cancer cells, we performed a phospho-SMAD2 Western blot (Fig. 3-5D, E). We grew breast cancer cells in serum free medium with or without 178 nM Cerberus-Fc. Consistent with our Nodal Western blot results (Fig. 3-5C), we found that Cerberus-Fc reduced p-SMAD2 levels in Nodal expressing breast cancer cell lines, including MDA-MB-231 and BT549, but not in cell lines where we did not detect a Nodal signal, including T47D, MCF-7 and Hs578t. Quantification of our Western blot results shows that Cerberus-Fc reduces SMAD2 phosphorylation by almost 50% in MDA-MB-231 cells and 75% in BT549 cells.

To demonstrate that Nodal mediates aggressive phenotypes in breast cancer cell lines, we examined the ability of recombinant Nodal to induce invasion in well differentiated, hormone receptor positive T47D human breast cancer cells, which are weakly invasive and express Nodal at low levels (10, 12, 13). We performed a transwell invasion assay to characterize Nodal induced cell invasion. We seeded T47D cells supplemented with Mitomycin C in the top chamber of a Boyden chamber plate and we quantified cell invasion through a Basement Membrane Extract (BME) coated filter by measuring Calcein-AM fluorescence in the bottom chamber. We found that 39 nM recombinant Nodal causes an approximately two fold increase in cell invasion relative to control (Fig. 3-6A). Thus, our results provide further evidence supporting the conclusion that Nodal is expressed in invasive, poorly differentiated human breast cancers, that Nodal can induce breast cancer cell invasion, and that Cerberus-Fc inhibits Nodal mediated SMAD2 phosphorylation.
Figure 3-6. Nodal induces breast cancer cell invasion.

(A) Nodal induced cell invasion. T47D cells were grown for 24 h in a Boyden Chamber. Growth medium contained 2.5 μg/ml Mitomycin C, 0 nM (left) or 39 nM (right) Nodal and 0 nM (blue), 17.8 nM (red), or 178 nM (green) Cerberus-Fc. A Cultrex Basement Membrane Extract (BME) coated filter separated the upper and lower chambers. Cell invasion was quantified using Calcein-AM fluorescence. (B) Cerberus inhibits invasion of Nodal expressing human breast cancer cells. MCF-7, Hs578t, BT549, and MDA-MB-231, were placed in the top well of Boyden chamber in serum free medium containing 0 nM (blue), 17.8 nM (red) or 178 nM (green) Cerberus and 2.5 μg/ml Mitomycin C. The bottom chamber was filled with matching medium supplemented with serum. The filter separating top and bottom chambers was coated with BME. Cell invasion was quantified using Calcein-AM fluorescence.

Cerberus suppresses aggressive phenotypes of Nodal expressing breast cancer cells

Nodal knockdown and pharmacologic inhibition of Nodal signaling in highly invasive MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell lines profoundly suppresses invasion and migration (13). We therefore undertook to evaluate the ability of Cerberus to suppress Nodal mediated cell invasion, migration, and colony forming ability in several human breast cancer cells. For these studies, we selected five human breast cancer cell lines that exhibit an array of characteristics, including invasive and metastatic breast cancer cell lines, which express high levels of Nodal (MDA-MB-231, BT549), invasive, weakly metastatic cell lines that express low levels of Nodal (Hs578t), as well as non-invasive breast cancer cell lines that express low
levels of Nodal (MCF-7, T47D) (Fig. 3-5C). To demonstrate that Cerberus suppresses invasion of Nodal expressing breast cancer cells, we characterized cell migration through a transwell filter coated with BME. We plated cells in the top well of a Boyden chamber and incubated cells for 24 h in serum free medium with 2.5 μg/ml Mitomycin C and 0, 17.8, or 178 nM Cerberus-Fc. The bottom chamber contained complete medium as chemoattractant, Mitomycin C and Cerberus-Fc matching the concentration of the top chamber. Our data showed that invasion by the Nodal expressing cell lines MDA-MB-231 and BT549 is profoundly suppressed by 17.8 nM and 178 nM Cerberus-Fc relative to untreated control samples (Fig. 3-6B). Indeed, at 178 nM Cerberus-Fc we observed a greater than 70% and 80% reduction in cells that invaded the lower chamber for MDA-MB-231 and BT549, respectively (Fig. 3-6B). By comparison, Cerberus-Fc only minimally affected Hs578t, and MCF-7 cell invasion, resulting in approximately 20% and 0% reductions respectively in invading cells relative to control samples (Fig. 3-6B).

To demonstrate that the observed effects are due to Nodal inhibition by Cerberus, we performed invasion assay using the non-invasive T47D breast cancer cell line. We supplemented growth medium with 39 nM recombinant Nodal to induce T47D invasion (Fig. 3-6A). In addition, we supplemented growth medium with 17.8 or 178 nM Cerberus-Fc to inhibit Nodal and Nodal mediated phenotypes. Our results showed that Cerberus-Fc suppressed Nodal induced invasion in a concentration dependent manner. Indeed, at 178 nM Cerberus-Fc we observed a substantial reduction in Nodal induced invasion relative to control (Fig. 3-6A).

To show that Cerberus inhibits migration of Nodal-expressing breast cancer cells, we performed a wound-healing assay (Fig. 3-7). We plated cells in an Ibidi culture insert. When
cells reached 80% confluence, we removed the insert to create a 500 µm gap and replaced medium with medium containing 2.5 µg/ml Mitomycin C and 0, 17.8, or 178 nM of Cerberus-Fc. Our results showed that the invasive cell lines MDA-MB-231, BT549, and Hs578t completely close the wound within 24 h when grown without Cerberus-Fc (Fig. 3-7A, B). When grown in medium supplemented with 17.8 nM Cerberus-Fc, the Nodal expressing cell lines MDA-MB-231 and BT549 did not close the wound. At a Cerberus-Fc concentration of 178 nM, we failed to detect any meaningful wound closure over the course of 48 h (not shown). In contrast, Hs578t and MCF-7 migration was not appreciably affected by Cerberus-Fc and the extent of gap closure did not change relative to untreated control samples.
Figure 3-7. Cerberus inhibits breast cancer cell migration.

(A) Cerberus prevents wound closure of Nodal expressing breast cancer cells. MCF-7, Hs578t, BT549 and MDA-MB-231 cells were plated in Ibidi culture insert dishes. Cells were grown in complete medium to 80% confluence, inserts were removed to create a gap and medium was replaced with complete medium supplemented with 2.5 μg/ml Mitomycin C and 0 nM (left panel), 17.8 nM (middle panel), or 178 nM (right panel) Cerberus. Images were taken at 0 h and 24 h after removing insert. (B) Wound closure evaluation. Images taken at 0 h (blue) and 24 h (green) were analyzed using Wimasis software (Ibidi) to quantify cell migration. Graphs within a panel correspond to experiments carried out with 0 nM (left), 17.8 nM (middle), or 178 nM (right) Cerberus.
To evaluate the potential in vivo response of Nodal expressing breast cancer cells to Cerberus inhibition, we examined the effect of Cerberus-Fc on colony forming ability of two human breast cancer cells, MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231. We grew cells for 3 weeks in agarose containing growth medium lacking or supplemented with 17.8, or 178 nM Cerberus-Fc and determined the number of colonies formed. Our data showed that MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7 cells formed colonies when grown without Cerberus-Fc (Fig. 3-8A, B); however, the colony forming ability of MDA-MB-231 cells was significantly reduced when cells where grown with Cerberus-Fc. Indeed, less than 20% colonies formed when MDA-MB-231 cells where treated with 178 nM Cerberus-Fc relative to control (Fig. 3-8A, B). By comparison, the colony forming ability of MCF-7 cells was not changed when cells where grown with 178 nM Cerberus-Fc. Thus, we conclude that Cerberus can suppress proliferation, invasion, migration, and colony forming ability of Nodal expressing or Nodal supplemented human breast cancer cell lines.

![Figure 3-8. Cerberus suppresses breast cancer cell colony-forming ability.](image)

(A) Representative images of colony formation assay for MCF-7 (left) and MDA-MB-231 cells (right) (10X magnification). Cells were grown in serum containing medium supplemented with 0 nM (top, control), 17.8 nM (not shown) or 178 nM (bottom) Cerberus.

(B) Analysis of colony formation assay for MCF-7 (right) and MDA-MB-231 (left) cells.
Figure 3-8 (cont’d)
Images were analyzed using ImageJ to determine number of colonies. Experiments were carried out with 0 nM (blue), 17.8 nM (red), or 178 nM (green) Cerberus. Colony formation assays were performed in triplicates in 6-well plates.

Discussion

Our goal for this work was to demonstrate that the embryonic Nodal antagonist Cerberus could suppress Nodal-mediated phenotypes. To demonstrate that human Cerberus functionally inhibits Nodal, we first dissected the mechanism of Nodal signaling using quantitative methods and purified human proteins (50). Our studies showed that recombinant Nodal binds the type I Activin receptor-like kinase ALK4 and the co-receptor Cripto-1 as expected (50). The Nodal-ALK4 interaction is weak compared to the analogous Activin A-ALK4 interaction (Table 3-1), but is consistent with the observation that many TGF-β family ligands interact with type I receptors with intermediate or low affinities (51). On the other hand, the putative type I Nodal receptor ALK7, which we obtained commercially, does not bind Nodal as tested and may not directly contribute to Nodal signaling. By comparison, Nodal forms a stable complex with the co-receptor Cripto-1. The co-receptor Cryptic, on the other hand, doesn’t bind Nodal, which would suggests that human Cryptic doesn’t play a significant role in the Nodal signaling pathway in humans. Surprisingly, we found that recombinant Nodal does not bind its expected type II receptors ActRIIA and ActRIIB with affinities and kinetics that are characteristic of ligand-cogante type II receptor complexes. Many TGF-β family ligands bind their cognate type II receptors with picomolar equilibrium dissociation constants ($K_d$) and slow dissociation rate constants ($k_d$) (36–38), whereas Nodal binds ActRIIA and ActRIIB with mid nanomolar dissociation constants and fast dissociation rate constants. This suggested to us that ActRIIA and ActRIIB are not the dominant, Nodal
interacting type II receptors. We therefore tested binding of Nodal to other type II receptors and we discovered that Nodal binds BMPRII with characteristically high affinity and standard kinetics. This finding indicates that BMPRII is the dominant Nodal-interacting human type II receptor. Moreover, this finding identifies for the first time a high affinity ligand for BMPRII, which until now has been thought to bind exclusively to BMP ligands with low affinity. While this finding was unexpected, a recent study showed that BMPRII-Fc co-IP’s with Nodal and that BMPRII-Fc inhibits Nodal signaling, while ActRIIA-Fc and ActRIIB-Fc do not (55). That BMPRII has high affinity ligands is of great consequence for the TGF-β family and needs to be explored further.

As Nodal has been shown to promote aggressive breast cancer phenotypes and as Nodal knockdown has been shown to reduce tumor incidence and blunt tumor growth in animal models of human breast cancer (8, 10, 11), we undertook to identify and develop a Nodal antagonist that could potentially inhibit Nodal in breast cancers. We hypothesized that the secreted human protein Cerberus could work as Nodal inhibitor, as its frog and mouse homologs co-IP with frog Nodal (Xnr1) and suppress Nodal mediated phenotypes during embryogenesis (18, 22, 23). To establish the inhibitory activity of human Cerberus, we characterized its interaction with Nodal and its mechanism of inhibition. We found that human Cerberus forms a stable, high affinity complex with Nodal. To elucidate the mechanism of Cerberus antagonism, we examined the ability of Cerberus to inhibit binding of Nodal to its signaling partners. We found that Cerberus blocks binding of Nodal to its receptors ALK4, ActRIIB and BMPRII, as well as to its co-receptor Cripto-1. As structural conservation within the TGF-β family indicates that the type I and type II receptor binding sites lie on opposite sides of a Nodal protomer (Fig. 3-9A, B) (56), our inhibition data
suggested that the homodimeric Cerberus could wrap around the Nodal homodimer and cover both receptor interacting surfaces at once (Fig. 3-9C, D). However, while Cerberus completely blocked Nodal binding to the type II receptor ActRIIB, Cerberus only appeared to destabilize Nodal binding to the type II receptor BMPRII by lowering the association rate and increasing the dissociation rate. This suggests that Cerberus is more effective at inhibiting the Nodal-ActRIIB interaction than the Nodal-BMPRII interaction. While this finding may reflect only the different affinities between Nodal and its type II receptors, it is also possible that BMPRII binds Nodal at a site that is distinct from that of ActRIIA/ActRIIB, which would cause BMPRII to behave differently from ActRIIB (56, 57).

Figure 3-9. Proposed mechanism of Cerberus inhibition.

(A) Structure of BMP-9/ALK1/ActRIIB complex (37). The disulfide-linked BMP-9 homodimer (center, orange) simultaneously binds the extracellular domains of the type I Activin receptor-like kinase ALK1 (light blue) and the type II Activin receptor kinase ActRIIB (dark blue). (B) Molecular model of Nodal-receptor interactions based on the BMP-9/ALK1/ActRIIB structure. The disulfide-linked Nodal homodimer (center, orange) binds the extracellular domains of the type I Activin receptor-like kinase ALK4 (light blue) and the type II Activin receptor kinase ActRIIB or BMPRII (dark blue), likely using canonical interaction surfaces (yellow lined circles). (C-D) Cerberus forms a stable homodimer in
solution (58), binds Nodal and prevents binding of Nodal to both receptors. Thus Cerberus blocks simultaneously the ALK4 interaction surface (light blue circle) and the ActRIIB interaction surface (dark blue circle). We propose that one Cerberus protomer could block interaction surfaces within one Nodal protomer (C) or two protomers (D). We expect the overall stoichiometry of this complex to be 2:2.

Previous studies showed that Nodal expression is elevated in breast cancer cell lines that are invasive and poorly differentiated, including MDA-MB-231 (10, 11, 13, 48, 49). Significantly, Nodal knockdown, small molecule Nodal receptor inhibitors and Nodal blockade with an anti-Nodal polyclonal antibody suppresses MDA-MB-231 invasion, proliferation and colony forming ability (10, 11, 13). As we demonstrated that human Cerberus is a functional Nodal antagonist, we undertook to evaluate its effect on breast cancer cells that express Nodal. We therefore investigated Nodal expression in human breast cancer cell lines that exhibit different characteristics. Based on previous studies (10, 11), we expected to find that Nodal levels are higher in invasive breast cancer cell lines. Indeed, our Western blot data confirmed that Nodal expression is higher in breast cancer cell lines that are invasive and that have the ability to metastasize in vivo, whereas Nodal levels are low in weakly or non-invasive and non-metastatic breast cancer cell lines. Within this limited panel of breast cancer cell lines, it appears that Nodal expression is elevated in triple negative breast cancer cells (10).

Next, we examined the effect of Cerberus on Nodal expressing breast cancer cells. We showed that Cerberus-Fc profoundly inhibited invasion, and migration of Nodal expressing MDA-MB-231 and BT549 cells. In contrast, the effect of Cerberus on breast cancer cells that don’t express Nodal and aren’t induced with recombinant Nodal, including Hs578t, MCF-7 and T47D, is minor. Similarly, we showed that Cerberus profoundly
suppresses the colony forming ability of the Nodal expressing MDA-MB-231 cells, whereas MCF-7 cells are minimally affected. Significantly, we confirmed that the Cerberus effect is directly related to Nodal inhibition, as Cerberus suppresses invasion induced with recombinant Nodal in well-differentiated and weakly invasive T47D cells. Taken together, our breast cancer cell line studies demonstrated that Cerberus could suppress Nodal-mediated, aggressive breast cancer phenotypes in vitro, including in physiologically predictive 3D culture assays, indicating that Cerberus could be an effective inhibitor of Nodal-mediated, aggressive breast cancers in vivo.
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NEW LIGAND BINDING FUNCTION OF HUMAN CERBERUS AND ROLE OF
PROTEOLYTIC PROCESSING IN REGULATING LIGAND RECEPTOR
INTERACTIONS AND ANTAGONISTIC ACTIVITY

3The work described in this chapter was published as the following manuscript: Senem Aykul, and Erik M. Hackert. (2016) New Ligand Binding Function of Human Cerberus and Role of Proteolytic Processing in Regulating Ligand Receptor Interactions and Antagonistic Activity. *Journal of Molecular Biology* 428, 590-602.
Abstract

Cerberus is a key regulator of vertebrate embryogenesis. Its biological function has been studied extensively in frog and mouse embryos. Its ability to bind and antagonize the transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) family ligand Nodal is well established. Strikingly, the molecular function of Cerberus remains poorly understood. The underlying reason is that Cerberus is a complex, multifunctional protein: It binds and inhibits multiple TGF-β family ligands, it may bind and inhibit some Wnt family members, and two different forms with distinct activities have been described. In addition, sequence homology between frog and mammalian Cerberus is low, suggesting that previous studies, which analyzed frog Cerberus function, may not accurately describe the function of mammalian Cerberus. We therefore undertook to determine the molecular activities of human Cerberus in TGF-β family signaling. Using purified proteins, surface plasmon resonance, and reporter gene assays, we discovered that human Cerberus bound and inhibited the TGF-β family ligands Activin B, BMP-4, BMP-6, and BMP-7, but not the frog Cerberus ligand BMP-2. Notably, full-length Cerberus successfully blocked ligand binding to type I and type II receptors, but the short form was less effective in type II receptor binding inhibitor. In addition, full-length Cerberus suppressed breast cancer cell migration but the short form did not. Thus, our findings expand the roles of Cerberus as TGF-β family signaling inhibitor, provide a molecular rationale for the function of the N-terminal region, and support the idea that Cerberus could have regulatory activities beyond direct inhibition of TGF-β family signaling.
Introduction

Cerberus is a secreted antagonist of Transforming Growth Factor-β (TGF-β) family signaling that belongs to the DAN family of cystine knot proteins (1, 2). It plays an important role in head formation and cardiogenesis during vertebrate embryonic development (3-8). Overexpression of frog Cerberus (xCer) in frog embryos induced formation of ectopic heads (3, 9), and Cerberus knockdown in mouse Embryonic Stem Cells prevented cardiac lineage specification (7). Beyond embryogenesis and cardiogenic progenitor cells, Cerberus functions are not known. However, mutations in the Cerberus gene are well correlated with an increased risk of low bone mineral density (BMD) in premenopausal women and osteoporosis in postmenopausal women (10-12). Significantly, how Cerberus regulates head formation, cardiac lineage commitment, and BMD is not well understood, because its molecular activities are poorly defined. The common view is that Cerberus is a multifunctional protein that binds and inhibits the TGF-β family ligands Nodal, BMP-2, BMP-4 and Activin A, as well as some members of the Wnt family (1, 13); however, contradicting activities have also been reported. For example, frog Cerberus inhibited frog Nodal (Xnr1 and Xnr2), BMP-2, BMP-4, and XWnt8 (frog Wnt8) (1), whereas mouse and human Cerberus only inhibited Nodal (13-15).

A possible reason for the different observations is limited sequence conservation between Cerberus from different species (13, 15). Human and mouse Cerberus, respectively, only share 35.7% and 33.8% sequence identity with frog Cerberus. Even between human and mouse Cerberus sequence identity is only 67.2% (2, 15). Notably, sequence identity in the C-terminal cystine knot domain is
approximately 50% between the mammalian and the frog species, whereas conservation in the N-terminal half of the sequence is nearly negligible. In addition, two forms of frog Cerberus with potentially distinct functions have been described (1). A long form (xCer-L) inhibited Xnr2, BMP-2, BMP-4 and XWnt8, whereas a short form (xCer-S), which is likely generated by proteolytic processing of xCer-L, only inhibited Xnr2 (1). Taken together, these findings indicate that the molecular functions of mammalian Cerberus need to be defined. Knowing which signaling pathways mammalian Cerberus regulates and how the long and short forms of Cerberus differ is critically important for elucidating the cellular programs that lead to head formation in developing embryos, to differentiation of mouse cardiogenic progenitors, and to low BMD and osteoporosis in women that carry the mutant Cerberus alleles.

To clarify the function of human Cerberus in TGF-β family signaling, we investigated its ligand binding specificity and its ability to inhibit signaling. Using purified proteins and SPR, we discovered three new TGF-β family ligands that bind human Cerberus with high-affinity: Activin B, BMP-6 and BMP-7. Using SPR and reporter gene assays, we showed that human Cerberus prevented type I and type II receptor binding and signaling by these ligands, but not by its putative ligands BMP-2, or Activin A, indicating that the activity of human Cerberus differs from the activity reported for frog Cerberus (1). Notably, full-length and short-form Cerberus bound and inhibited ligands equivalently, but the two forms differed in their ability to prevent ligand binding to type II receptors, suggesting that the cleavable, N-terminal region could play a role in blocking the type II receptor-
binding surface. In addition, full-length Cerberus profoundly suppressed migration of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells, whereas short form Cerberus did not, suggesting that the different forms of Cerberus could have distinct biological activities, such as regulation of Wnt signaling via the cleavable, N-terminal region. Indeed, full-length frog Cerberus (Cer-L) co-immunoprecipitated with the Wnt family ligand XWnt8, but the short form (Cer-S) did not (1). In conclusion, we have identified new TGF-β family signaling ligands that are antagonized by human Cerberus and we have elucidated molecular and biological activities of full-length and short-form Cerberus.

Materials and Methods

Materials
Recombinant human Activin A RnD, Activin B RnD, GDF-8 RnD, Nodal RnD, TGF-β1 RnD, TGF-β2 PC, TGF-β3 PC, GDF-1 RnD, GDF-3 RnD, BMP-2 LT, BMP-4 RnD, BMP-6 PC, BMP-7 PC, BMP-9 PC, and BMP-10 PC were obtained from R&D Biosystems (RnD) or PROMOCYTE (PC). Activin A, Activin B, GDF-8, and TGF-β1 were also produced in-house.

Construction of expression plasmids
Synthetic genes consisting of human Cerberus (O95813), ActRIIA (P27037) and ActRIIB (Q13705) fused to human IgG1-Fc were obtained from GeneArt. Human BMPRII (Q13873) was cloned from cDNA and fused to human IgG1-Fc by PCR. NCBI-protein accession numbers are shown in parenthesis. Cerberus fusion constructs included the full-length gene (amino acid 1-267, wtCer), a full-length construct with two mutations (amino acid 1-267, R82G and C206A, mutCer) and a truncated form (amino acid 1-17Δ83-267, C206A, CerS).
Mutants and deletions were obtained by PCR. Receptor fusion constructs included extracellular domains (ECD) of human ActRIIA (amino acid 1-120), ActRIIB (amino acid 1-120), and BMPRII (amino acid 1-136). Extracellular domains were linked to human IgG1-Fc via a 22 amino acid long linker containing a TEV cleavage site.

**Protein purification**

Proteins were expressed using CHO cells. wtCer-Fc, mutCer-Fc, CerS-Fc, ActRIIA-Fc, ActRIIB-Fc, and BMPRII-Fc were purified from condition medium using Protein A capture. Proteins were eluted with 100 mM Glycine, pH 3.0 and immediately neutralized by adding 2 M Tris, pH 8.5. To evaluate monodispersity, proteins were analyzed by SEC. For inhibition assays, the Fc portion of Cerberus constructs was removed using TEV protease. Cleaved Fc was removed with one step of protein A capture, followed by SEC. Purified proteins were dialyzed into PBS, pH 7.5 and stored at -20 °C or -80 °C. The purity of the proteins was checked with SDS-PAGE under reducing and non-reducing conditions.

**Surface plasmon resonance**

Ligand binding affinities and binding inhibition were determined by SPR using the Biacore 2000. All experiments were carried out at 25 °C. HBS-EPS buffer (0.01 M HEPES, 0.5 M NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, 0.005% (v/v) Tween 20, pH 7.4) containing 0.1 % BSA (SigmaAldrich,) was used as running buffer. To capture Fc fusion proteins, including wtCer-Fc, mutCer-Fc, CerS-Fc, ActRIIA-Fc, ActRIIB-Fc and BMPRII-Fc, anti-human IgG (Fc) antibody was immobilized onto four channels of a CM5 chip using amine-coupling chemistry. To characterize ligand binding specificity of Cerberus, different ligands at a concentration of 80 nM were injected, including Nodal, Activin A, Activin B, GDF-8, GDF-11, TGF-β1, TGF-β2, TGF-β3, BMP-2, BMP-4, BMP-6, BMP-7, BMP-9, and BMP-10. For kinetic analysis of
ligands that bound Cerberus, a series of concentrations was injected over experimental and control flow channels. To minimize mass transport artifacts, a high flow rate (50 μl/min) was used and low levels of purified wtCer-Fc, mutCer-Fc, or CerS-Fc (approximately 200-300 RU) were captured on the experimental flow channels. A reference channel was monitored to account for nonspecific binding, drift, and bulk shifts. To obtain kinetic rate constants, the processed data was fitted to a 1:1 Langmuir interaction model using BiaEvaluation software. Equilibrium dissociation constants ($K_d$) were determined by calculating the ratio of binding rate constants. After each binding cycle, the antibody surface was regenerated to baseline by injecting 3 M MgCl$_2$. For SPR inhibition analysis, ActRIIA-Fc, ActRIIB-Fc, or BMPRII-Fc were captured on the sensor chip. Activin B and BMP-6 at certain concentration were preincubated with different concentrations of Fc-free wtCer, mutCer or CerS. Preformed complexes were injected over experimental and control flow channels. Sensograms were analyzed by double referencing. IC$_{50}$ values for SPR inhibition data were determined using GraphPad. Results are summarized in Table 4-2.

**Cell lines**

A-204 rhabdomyosarcoma cells (HTB-82) and HepG2 cells (HB-8065) were obtained from ATCC. Cells were maintained according to ATCC culture conditions. A-204 cells were grown in McCoy's 5A medium supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% P/S. HepG2 cells were grown in Eagle's Minimum Essential Medium supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% P/S. Cells were grown at 37 ºC under humidified, 5% CO$_2$ atmosphere. Freshly thawed cells were passaged at least three times before performing assays.
**Reporter assays**

~ 50,000 A-204 or ~10,000 HepG2 cells in complete medium were seeded in each well of a 96-well plate and grown overnight. For transfection, each well was transfected with 0.2 μl lipofectamine 2000, 2 ng pGL4.48 [Luc2P/hRluc/TK] vector (control luciferase reporter plasmid, Promega, E6921) and 200 ng of the SMAD3 responsive reporter plasmid pGL4.48 [luc2P/SBE] or the SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter plasmid pGL3 [luc2P/BRE]. Transfection medium was removed the following day, and medium was replaced with assay medium (growth medium supplemented with 0.1% BSA) containing test proteins, including Activin A, Activin B, BMP-2 and BMP-6 (all 10 ng/ml) and/or the Cerberus-Fc constructs (0-10,000 ng/ml). Assay medium containing test proteins was incubated at 37 °C for 1 h before adding to cells. After addition of medium, A-204 cells were incubated for 6 h and HepG2 cells were incubated for 16 h at 37 °C. Luciferase activity was detected with the Dual-Glo Luciferase Assay System (Promega) or a homemade version of that assay (34). Luminescence was determined using FluoStar Omega plate reader. Relative luciferase units (RLU) were calculated by dividing firefly luciferase units with renilla luciferase units. IC$_{50}$ values were determined using GraphPad. Results are summarized in Table 4-2.

**Wound healing**

MDA-MB-231 human breast cancer cells (HTB-26) were seeded in an Ibidi insert in standard growth medium. Once cells reached 80% confluence, the insert was removed and medium was replaced with complete medium containing 2.5 μg/ml Mitomycin C and 17.8 nM wtCer-Fc, mutCer-Fc CerS-Fc or no Cerberus control. Cells were monitored for up to 24 h and images were taken using an inverted microscope with 10X magnification at 0 h and 24 h. Cellular migration was quantified using Vimasis software (Ibidi).
Statistics

Reporter gene assays were performed in quadruplicates and were repeated two different times. Statistical significance was determined by comparing control to treated sample using a two-tailed T-test. P values < than 0.05 were considered statistically significant and are marked by an asterisk in Figure 5.

Results

The design of Cerberus constructs

Cerberus is widely considered to be a multifunctional protein that inhibits Nodal, BMPs, Activin A and Wnt activity; however, conflicting findings regarding its function have been reported (1, 13, 14, 15). To clarify the molecular activities of human Cerberus, we expressed a number of constructs as Fc fusion proteins using stably transfected CHO cells, including wild type Cerberus (wtCer-Fc), mutant Cerberus (mutCer-Fc), and short form Cerberus (CerS-Fc) (Fig. 4-1A, B). For wild type Cerberus, the complete wild type human sequence was used. For mutant Cerberus, a putative proprotein convertase processing site (Arg82Gly) and an unpaired Cysteine were modified (Cys206Ala) (16, 17). For short Cerberus, the sequence between signal peptide and a predicted proprotein convertase processing site was deleted (∆18-85) and the unpaired Cysteine was mutated (Cys206Ala). Cerberus was fused at the C-terminus to the Fc portion of human IgG1 via a 22-amino acid linker containing a TEV cleavage site (Fig. 4-1B).

Cerberus-Fc fusion proteins were purified from conditioned medium by protein A affinity chromatography followed by SEC (Fig. 4-1C-E). Preparative SEC showed that wtCer-Fc and CerS-Fc were significantly aggregated, whereas mutCer-Fc was almost free of aggregates (data not shown). Monodisperse peaks corresponding to a dimeric species could
be obtained by sequential SEC purification cycles (Fig. 4-1C). To produce the Fc-free forms for SPR and other inhibition studies, we digested purified fusion proteins with TEV. The Fc portion was removed by passing the digested form over a protein A column followed by SEC. Fc-free Cerberus constructs were monodisperse by SEC (Fig. 4-1D). Cerberus elution volumes corresponded to a dimeric form for the full-length constructs, but the elution volume of the CerS construct appeared to be consistent with a monomeric species (Fig. 4-1D).

To determine the dimerization state of Cerberus and the role of its unpaired cysteine, we used SDS-PAGE mobility assays. Molecular weights of Cerberus-Fc constructs were approximately ~ 65-75 kDa under reducing conditions and ~ 130-150 kDa under non-reducing conditions, as expected for the disulfide-linked Fc fusion proteins (Fig. 4-1E, FC). The Fc-free forms migrated as ~ 30-35 kDa proteins on SDS-PAGE both under reducing and non-reducing conditions, demonstrating that human Cerberus, like its homologs PRDC and NBL1, does not form disulfide-linked homodimers (Fig. 4-1E, TEV) (16, 17). Notably, glutaraldehyde cross-linking of the purified Fc-free Cerberus fractions showed that both full-length and short-form Cerberus, like its homologs PRDC and NBL-1, forms non-covalent dimers in solution (Fig. 4-1D) (16, 17).
Figure 4-1. Construct design and purification.

(A) Multiple sequence alignment of the DAN family proteins PRDC (mouse), and Cerberus (human, mouse and frog). DAN family proteins are secreted regulators of TGF-β family signaling that have a signal peptide for secretion (SP) and a conserved cystine knot domain (highlighted in green, Cerberus amino acids 156-267). Cerberus has a unique N-terminal region of unknown function (highlighted in purple, Cerberus amino acids 19-155). Cerberus molecules are post-translationally processed and have a predicted proprotein convertase processing site, marked by the purple arrow for mammalian Cerberus and by a blue arrow for frog Cerberus (29), or a proposed processing site marked by a pink arrow (1). Cerberus molecules also have an unpaired Cysteine (Cys206 in human Cerberus, orange arrow). Arginine 82 and Cysteine 206 were mutated for functional analysis. (B) Domain organization of Cerberus and construct design. Cerberus consists of three distinct regions, the cleavable N-terminal region (amino acids 19-85, light purple), the residual N-terminal region (amino acids 86-155, dark purple), and the cystine knot domain (amino acids 156-267, green). Three different constructs were created: Full-length human Cerberus with the wild-type sequence (wtCer-Fc), full-length Cerberus with mutations at Arginine 82 and Cysteine 206 (mutCer-Fc), as well as a short form lacking the N-terminal region (amino acids 18-85) and mutated at Cysteine 206 (CerS-Fc). Cerberus genes were fused at the C-terminus to human IgG1-Fc via
22 amino acid linker containing a TEV cleavage site. (C) Purification of wtCer-Fc, mutCer-Fc and CerS-Fc expressed in CHO cells. Following two purification steps, molecules migrate as a single, well-defined peak in a size exclusion chromatographic column. The molecular weight of each protein corresponds to the dimeric species. (D) Purification of wtCer, mutCer, and CerS after removal of the Fc domain. All molecules migrate as a single, well-defined peak in a SEC column. For wtCer and mutCer, the molecular weight corresponds to the dimeric species. CerS elutes at a volume that corresponds to a monomeric form, but also forms dimers in solution. The inserted SDS-PAGE shows glutaraldehyde cross-linking of CerS and wtCer. The dimeric forms are highlighted by the red asterisk. For functional studies, only the main peak fractions were used and fractions corresponding to higher molecular weight species were discarded. (E) SDS-PAGE gels of purified proteins. The two left panels show non-reducing (-βME) and reducing (+βME) SDS-PAGE gels of the Fc fusion forms (W: wtCer-Fc, M: mutCer-Fc, S: CerS-Fc). Expected molecular weights are 57 kDa for wtCer-Fc, 57 kDa for mutCer-Fc and 49 kDa for CerS-Fc. Higher apparent molecular weights are due to glycosylation. wtCer-Fc and mutCer-Fc have three N-linked glycosylation sites per protomer, two in the Cerberus moiety and one in the Fc moiety. CerS-Fc has two N-linked glycosylation sites per protomer, one in the Cerberus moiety and one in the Fc moiety. Fc fusion constructs form disulfide-linked dimers via the Fc domain. The two right panels show Fc-free Cerberus. The molecular weights of the three cleaved Cerberus constructs correspond to a monomeric form under reducing and non-reducing conditions. Deglycosylation with PNGase F alone (P) or with PNGase F and Sialidase (PS) reduces the molecular weight of mutant Cerberus to the theoretically expected value. The red star designates processed Cerberus.

Cerberus constructs migrated with elevated motility on SDS-PAGE gel and both full-length forms contained degradation products. To clarify the contribution of glycosylation and proteolytic cleavage to SDS-PAGE heterogeneity and elevated molecular weight, we digested mutCer with deglycosylation enzymes (Fig. 4-1E, DEG). Treatment with PNGase F alone decreased the molecular weight of full-length Cerberus to approximately 30 kDa. Simultaneous treatment with PNGase F and Sialidase produced a homogenous band that corresponded to the theoretical molecular weight of full-length Cerberus, which is 28 kDa, indicating that Cerberus is heavily N- and O-glycosylated. Based on SDS-PAGE mobility the degradation product of full-length Cerberus corresponded approximately to the cloned, short-form Cerberus, indicating that Cerberus can be proteolytically processed, and that cleavage
occurs at or near the predicted proprotein convertase processing site (Fig. 4-1E, red star). SEC elution volumes of the short form and the degradation product are the same, indicating that the oligomeric state and apparent molecular weight of the two proteins are the same.

**Different forms of Cerberus have similar ligand binding profiles**

Co-immunoprecipitation studies have indicated that frog and/or mouse Cerberus bind Nodal, BMP-2, BMP-4 and possibly Activin A (1, 13). By contrast, we previously showed that out of 7 tested TGF-β family ligands (chapter 3), including BMP-2, Activin A, and Nodal, only Nodal bound human Cerberus with significant affinity (1, 13, 15, 18). To investigate more broadly the ligand-binding specificity of human Cerberus, we used a high throughput, SPR-based binding assay. We captured purified wtCer-Fc on a Biacore sensor chip that was cross-linked with an anti-human Fc antibody and we injected 15 different TGF-β family ligands at a concentration that exceeds physiological levels (80 nM) (19, 20, 21). As expected, most of the tested TGF-β family ligands did not bind Cerberus with appreciable affinities, including Activin A, BMP-2, TGF-β1, TGF-β2, TGF-β3, GDF-1, GDF-3, GDF-8, and BMP-9 (Fig. 4-2A) (15). Notably, we discovered three new ligands that bind human Cerberus in addition to Nodal and BMP-4: Activin B, BMP-6 and BMP-7.
Figure 4-2. Cerberus ligand binding comparison.

(A) Ligand binding comparison of wtCer-Fc. Different ligands were injected over wtCer-Fc at 80 nM concentration. Activin B (red), BMP-4 (brown), Nodal (maroon), BMP-6 (teal) and BMP-7 (pink) bind wtCer-Fc with different affinities. All other tested ligands did not bind Cerberus. (B) Comparison of Activin B, Nodal, and BMP-6 binding to wtCer-Fc, mutCer-Fc, CerS-Fc. Equal amounts of wtCer-Fc, mutCer-Fc and CerS-Fc were immobilized on SPR sensor chip, and 80nM Activin B, Nodal or BMP-6 were injected. wtCer-Fc (red curves), mutCer-Fc (blue curves) and CerS-Fc (green curves) show very similar binding profiles.

Frog Cerberus exists in a long form and a processed, short form. Short form Cerberus is thought to bind and inhibit Nodal, but not other ligands (1). To evaluate the role in ligand binding of the proprotein convertase cleavable N-terminal region and of the unpaired Cysteine (Cys206), we determined the ligand binding profiles of CerS and mutCer using the high throughput, SPR-based binding assay. We captured purified CerS-Fc and mutCer-Fc on a Biacore sensor chip and we injected 15 different ligands at 80 nM concentration as we did for wtCer-Fc (Fig. 4-2A). Intriguingly, we found that ligand binding by CerS-Fc and mutCer-Fc was not significantly different from wtCer-Fc for Activin B, BMP-6 and BMP-7 (Fig. 4-
Thus, the cleavable N-terminus and the unpaired Cysteine of human Cerberus do not appear to have a major, direct role in ligand-binding affinity or specificity.

Figure 4-3. Cerberus ligand binding affinities.

(A) wtCer-Fc, (B) mutCer-Fc and (C) CerS-Fc were immobilized on the SPR sensor chip and different concentrations of Activin B were injected as shown. Different Cerberus forms bind Activin B with similar affinities. (D) wtCer-Fc, (E) mutCer-Fc and (F) CerS-Fc were immobilized on the SPR sensor chip and different concentrations of BMP-6 were injected as shown. Different Cerberus forms bind BMP-6 with similar affinities. (A-F) Fitted curves (black lines) are superimposed over all experimental curves.

To determine the binding affinity of the newly discovered Cerberus ligands Activin B, BMP-6 and BMP-7, we captured wtCer-Fc, mutCer-Fc and CerS-Fc on a Biacore sensor.
chip and we injected a concentration series for each one of these three ligands (Fig. 4-3, Table 4-1). wtCer-Fc bound Activin B with affinities that are comparable to refolded Nodal ($k_a = 2.3 \times 10^6$ (M$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$), $k_d = 2.2 \times 10^6$ (s$^{-1}$), $K_d = 0.096$ nM) (Fig. 4-3) (15). The association rate was very fast and the dissociation rate was very slow, as expected for a very strong, picomolar interaction. Binding of BMP-6 and BMP-7 was significantly weaker than Activin B binding to Cerberus. Even at this comparatively weak affinity, BMP-6 and BMP-7 bound Cerberus with several orders of magnitude higher affinity than the frog Cerberus ligands BMP-2 (15). In sum, Nodal, BMP-4 and Activin B are the highest affinity ligands of human Cerberus; however, human Cerberus also binds BMP-6 and BMP-7 with significant affinities.

Table 4-1. Equilibrium dissociation and rate constants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow</th>
<th>Chip</th>
<th>$k_a$ (M$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_d$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$K_d$ (nM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activin B</td>
<td>wtCer-Fc</td>
<td>(2.32 ± 0.1) x 10^6</td>
<td>(2.23 ± 0.2) x 10^{-4}</td>
<td>0.096 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mutCer-Fc</td>
<td>(1.95 ± 0.3) x 10^6</td>
<td>(3.06 ± 0.2) x 10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.016 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CerS-Fc</td>
<td>(1.17 ± 0.2) x 10^6</td>
<td>(1.66 ± 0.1) x 10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.014 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-6</td>
<td>wtCer-Fc</td>
<td>(5.54 ± 1.4) x 10^4</td>
<td>(1.06 ± 0.2) x 10^{-3}</td>
<td>19.1 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mutCer-Fc</td>
<td>(6.92 ± 1.0) x 10^4</td>
<td>(1.02 ± 0.1) x 10^{-3}</td>
<td>14.7 ± 3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CerS-Fc</td>
<td>(8.20 ± 0.4) x 10^4</td>
<td>(1.25 ± 0.1) x 10^{-3}</td>
<td>15.2 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-7</td>
<td>wtCer-Fc</td>
<td>(1.64 ± 0.2) x 10^5</td>
<td>(2.84 ± 0.1) x 10^{-3}</td>
<td>17.3 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mutCer-Fc</td>
<td>(1.26 ± 0.5) x 10^5</td>
<td>(1.24 ± 0.1) x 10^{-3}</td>
<td>9.8 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CerS-Fc</td>
<td>(1.37 ± 0.2) x 10^5</td>
<td>(2.13 ± 0.2) x 10^{-3}</td>
<td>15.6 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Units are $k_a$ (M$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$), $k_d$ (s$^{-1}$), $K_d$ (nM), Chi$^2$ (RU$^2$), $k_t$ (RU / (M * s)). N = 3.
Cerberus prevents ligand binding to both type I and type II receptors

Cerberus blocked binding of Nodal to its type I and type II receptors (chapter 3) (1, 13, 15). Inhibition of Nodal binding to the type II receptors ActRIIA and ActRIIB was more efficient than to BMPRII (chapter 3) (15). To validate the mechanism of Cerberus inhibition and to examine its potential for differential regulation, we investigated the effect of the different Cerberus constructs on ligand binding to the type I and type II receptors ActRIIA, ActRIIB, and BMPRII. Receptor-Fc fusion proteins were captured on a Biacore sensor chip that was cross-linked with an anti-human Fc antibody. Activin B and BMP-6 (10 nM and 80 nM, respectively) were preincubated with Fc-free Cerberus at concentrations ranging from 0 nM to 4000 nM. Preassembled ligand-Cerberus complexes were injected over the captured receptors (Fig. 4-4). In this format, Cerberus must be Fc-free to avoid binding of Fc to the anti-human Fc antibody cross-linked sensor chip.
Figure 4-4. Cerberus inhibition of ligand-type II receptor interactions.

wtCer inhibition of (A) Activin B-ActRIIA binding, (B) Activin B- BMPRII binding. mutCer inhibition of (C) Activin B-ActRIIA binding, (D) Activin B-BMPRII binding. CerS inhibition of (E) Activin B-ActRIIA binding, (F) Activin B-BMPRII binding. wtCer inhibition of (G) BMP-6-ActRIIA binding, (H) BMP-6-BMPRII binding. ActRIIA-Fc or BMPRII-Fc was immobilized on the SPR sensor chip. (A-F) 10 nM Activin B was preincubated with 0 nM (red), 5 nM (blue), 50 nM (magenta), 100 nM (brown), 400 nM (green), 4000 nM (grey) wtCer, mutCer or CerS. Preformed Activin B-Cerberus complexes
Figure 4-4 (cont’d)
were injected over the sensor chip. (G-H) 80 nM BMP-6 was preincubated with 0 nM (red), 40 nM (blue), 400 nM (magenta), 1600 nM (brown), 4000 nM (green) wtCer. Preformed BMP-6-Cerberus complexes were injected over the sensor chip. (A-H) wtCer, mutCer and CerS prevent binding of Activin B and BMP-6 to type II receptors ActRIIA and BMPRII, as seen in the almost complete loss of SPR response at the 4000 nM Cerberus concentration.

As expected, Cerberus prevented Activin B and BMP-6 binding to ActRIIA-Fc, ActRIIB-Fc and BMPRII-Fc in a concentration dependent manner (Fig. 4-4). Inhibition kinetics indicated that Cerberus is a competitive inhibitor of the ligand-type II receptor interaction, further supporting the conclusion that Cerberus binds ligands also by covering the type II receptor binding site (15). However, the different Cerberus constructs did not inhibit ligands equivalently. wtCer strongly inhibited the low picomolar ($K_d \sim 0.01$ nM) interaction between Activin B and the type II receptor ActRIIA ($IC_{50}$ of 26 nM, Fig. 4-4, Table 4-2), whereas mutCer and CerS were less effective ($IC_{50}$ 40 nM and 261 nM, respectively). 50 nM wtCer reduced binding of Activin B to ActRIIA by approximately 60% (Fig. 4-4). By contrast, 50 nM CerS only reduced binding of 10 nM Activin B to ActRIIA by approximately 10%. This trend extends to inhibition of ligand binding to ActRIIB-Fc (data not shown) and BMPRII-Fc (Fig. 4-4, Table 4-2), as well as Nodal. However, as Activin B and BMP-7 binding to BMPRII is weaker than to ActRIIA, inhibition of ligand binding to BMPRII is more effective for all Cerberus forms against these two ligands. By contrast, Cerberus does not completely block binding of Nodal to BMPRII. By itself, Cerberus does not bind ActRIIA, ActRIIB or BMPRII. Taken together, our findings indicate that all Cerberus constructs inhibit ligand binding to type II receptors. mutCer is as effective as wtCer, indicating that the unpaired Cysteine and/or the single point mutation in the proprotein convertase processing site do not contribute significantly to inhibition of the
ligand-type II receptor interaction. By contrast, the cleavable N-terminus appears to have a more direct role in blocking ligand binding to type II receptors, as an approximately 10 fold higher concentration of the short form was needed to inhibit receptor binding. We also evaluated type I receptor inhibition by using BMP-4 only because we currently don’t know which type I receptors are bound by Activin B, BMP-6, or BMP-7. We found that wtCer, mutCer and CerS inhibited type I receptor binding equivalently well, showing that the unpaired Cysteine, the single point mutation in the proprotein convertase processing site and/or N-terminal region do not contribute to inhibition of the ligand-type I receptor interaction (data not shown).

Table 4-2. IC₅₀ values for SPR binding inhibition and reporter assays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SPR-BINDING</strong> (IC₅₀ (nM))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ligand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actinin B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actinin B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>REPORTER-SIGNALING</strong> (IC₅₀ (nM))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ligand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activin B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 5 concentrations of inhibitor were used. *SPR-study was performed in duplicate, **Reporter-gene expression study was performed in quadruplicate.
**Cerberus inhibits intracellular SMAD signaling**

As Cerberus inhibited the ligand-type II receptor interaction and inhibited Nodal signaling *in vivo* (15, 22, 23, 24), we hypothesized that Cerberus could also inhibit signaling by its newly identified ligands. To test this hypothesis, we used a luciferase reporter gene assay. We transfected A-204 cells with control plasmid and the SMAD3 responsive reporter plasmid or HepG2 cells with the same control plasmid and the SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter plasmid (25, 26). Transfected A-204 cells were treated with 0.8 nM Activin A or Activin B, and HepG2 cells were treated with 0.8 nM BMP-2 or BMP-6 (25, 26). Both Activin A and Activin B induced luciferase expression with the SMAD3 reporter, and both BMP-2 and BMP-6 induced luciferase expression with the SMAD1/5/8 reporter, as expected (Fig. 4-5). Addition of wtCer-Fc inhibited Activin B and BMP-6 signaling in a concentration dependent manner, but not Activin A or BMP-2. mutCer-Fc and CerS-Fc also inhibited Activin B and BMP-6 signaling, their efficacy was similar to wtCer-Fc. To determine whether the Fc moiety had an impact on signaling inhibition, we also performed this assay with the Fc-free wtCer form. Its effect on signaling was comparable to wtCer-Fc (Fig. 4-5).
Figure 4-5. Cerberus inhibition of SMAD2/3 and SMAD1/5/8 signaling.

(A) SMAD2/3 signaling inhibition. A-204 cells were transfected with SMAD3 responsive reporter and control plasmids. Cells were treated with 0.8 nM Activin B, and wtCer-Fc (dark purple) / wtCer (light purple), mutCer-Fc (dark blue) or CerS-Fc (dark orange). Cerberus concentrations were 1: 0.089 nM, 2: 0.89 nM, 3: 8.9 nM, 4: 44.5 nM, 5: 178 nM. (B) SMAD1/5/8 signaling inhibition. HepG2 cells were transfected with SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter and control plasmids. Cells were treated with 0.8 nM BMP-6, and wtCer-Fc (dark purple) / wtCer (light purple), mutCer-Fc (dark blue) or CerS-Fc (dark orange). Cerberus concentrations were 1: 0.089 nM, 2: 0.89 nM, 3: 8.9 nM, 4: 44.5 nM, 5: 178 nM. (C) Single point comparison of SMAD2/3 signaling inhibition by Cerberus in A-204 cells. Cells were treated with 0.8 nM Activin B (left panel) or Activin A (right panel), and 178 nM wtCer-Fc, wtCer, mutCer-Fc, or CerS-Fc. (D) Single point comparison of SMAD1/5/8 signaling inhibition by Cerberus in HepG2 cells. Cells were treated with 0.8 nM BMP-6 (left panel) or BMP-2 (right panel), and 178 nM wtCer-Fc, mutCer-Fc, or CerS-Fc. Signaling was detected as firefly luciferase activity and normalized against renilla luciferase activity. Relative luciferase units (RLU) were calculated by dividing firefly luciferase units (fLU) with renilla luciferase units (rLU). Data are expressed as mean + SE of four independent measurements. Statistically significant differences calculated using a two-tailed T-Test are marked by * (P < 0.05).
Using the luciferase reporter gene expression data, we calculated IC\textsubscript{50} for inhibition with the different Cerberus constructs. Overall, IC\textsubscript{50} values are in agreement with, but are not identical to IC\textsubscript{50} values determined by SPR (Fig. 4-5). One possible reason for the observed differences is that with SPR we determined an IC\textsubscript{50} relative to individual receptors. By contrast, in the cell-based assay we determined an IC\textsubscript{50} that combines the contributions of all the receptors expressed on the cell surface. As Activin B and BMP-6 interact at least with ActRIIA, ActRIIB and BMPRII, an IC\textsubscript{50} determined by SPR should be similar, but cannot be identical to an IC\textsubscript{50} determined in a whole cell context, where all three receptors are present at the same time.

**Only full-length Cerberus can inhibit migration of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells**

Long form (xCer-L) and short form (xCer-S) frog Cerberus have distinct biological activities (1). As full-length human Cerberus fused to Fc (wtCer-Fc) inhibited migration of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells (15), we undertook to evaluate, using a wound healing assay, how different human Cerberus-Fc fusion constructs inhibit MDA-MB-231 migration (Fig. 4-6A, B). We plated MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells in an Ibidi culture insert. When cells reached 80% confluence, we removed the insert and replaced culture medium with fresh medium containing 2.5 µg/ml Mitomycin C with or without 17.8 nM wtCer-Fc, mutCer-Fc or CerS-Fc. As expected, the 500 µm gap created by the culture insert completely closed within 24 h in untreated cells (Fig. 4-6, control). By contrast, wtCer-Fc completely prevented wound closure, confirming its ability to suppress MDA-MB-231 migration (Fig. 4-6, wtCer-Fc) (15). mutCer-Fc also had a strong effect on migration, although it was slightly less effective that wtCer-Fc (Fig. 4-6, mutCer-Fc). Strikingly, CerS-Fc lost the ability to suppress migration, allowing greater than 75% wound closure relative to wtCer-Fc (Fig. 4-6, CerS-Fc). To
ascertain that the unpaired Cysteine had no direct role in suppressing MDA-MB-231 migration, we generated a construct that only carried the C206A mutation. This construct was as effective as wtCer-Fc (data not shown), demonstrating that the unpaired Cysteine does not have a prominent role in Cerberus inhibition of breast cancer cell migration. Importantly, the Fc domain did not have an effect on Cerberus activity, as the different Fc-free Cerberus constructs closely paralleled the effect of the corresponding Fc fusion forms (data not shown). Taken together, these findings suggest that the N-terminus of human Cerberus is critical for suppressing MDA-MB-231 cell migration and indicate that the long and short forms could have distinct biological activities, even if ligand binding affinities or the ability to inhibit signaling of the Fc-fusion constructs are not significantly different.
Figure 4-6. Cerberus inhibition of breast cancer cell migration.

(A) Inhibition of MDA-MB-231 wound closure by Cerberus. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were plated in Ibidi insert dishes and grown to 80% confluence. Inserts were removed to create a gap and medium was exchanged with complete medium containing 2.5 µg/ml Mitomycin C and 0 nM (control) or 17.8 nM wtCer-Fc, mutCer-Fc and CerS-Fc. Images were taken after insert removal (0 h) and after 24 h incubation with Cerberus (24 h). (B) Wound closure quantification. Images taken at 0 h and 24 h were analyzed using Wimasis software to quantify cellular migration. The dark orange bar corresponds to image taken at 0 h, the light orange bar corresponds to image taken at 24 h. Control correspond to experiment carried out without Cerberus.
Figure 4-7. The effect of different TGF-β family inhibitor on MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell migration.

MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were plated in Ibidi insert dishes and grown to 80% confluence. Inserts were removed to create a gap and medium was exchanged with complete medium containing 2.5 µg/ml Mitomycin C and (A) 0 mg/ml (control) or 10 mg/ml (approximately 15 nM) (B) wtCer-Fc, (C) TGFβRII-Fc, (D) ActRIIA-Fc, (E) ActRIIB-Fc, (F) BMPRII-Fc, (G) 0.5 µM SB-431542, and (H) 5 µM SB-431542. Images were taken after insert removal (0 h) and after 24 h incubation with inhibitors (24 h).
Discussion

Cerberus is a secreted regulator of TGF-β family signaling that has multiple antagonist activities and that exists in two functionally distinct forms. Which TGF-β family signaling pathways human Cerberus regulates and how the two forms function is poorly understood, as the molecular activities of human Cerberus are yet to be properly defined. As Cerberus is an important regulator of key developmental processes, including head formation and cardiogenesis, and as human Cerberus may play a critical role in adult bone homeostasis, elucidating its function is of considerable biological and biomedical significance. Thus, our goal here was to determine the TGF-β family ligand binding specificity of human Cerberus and to elucidate the function of the N-terminal region, which has a proprotein convertase recognition sequence and is cleaved to produce a processed form with a distinct activity.

Previous studies have indicated that frog Cerberus is an antagonist of the TGF-β family ligands Nodal, BMP-2 and BMP-4 (1). These findings have encouraged the consensus view that every Cerberus from every species is a ‘BMP’ antagonist (13, 27). However, while we and others have confirmed that human and mouse Cerberus bound and inhibited Nodal, we also discovered that human Cerberus did not bind or inhibit BMP-2 (13, 15). On the other hand, frog Cerberus antagonizes multiple TGF-β family ligands, suggesting that members of the Cerberus family could be promiscuous TGF-β family ligand inhibitors. To better understand the scope of human Cerberus function, we examined whether it could also bind and inhibit multiple TGF-β family ligands. In addition to Nodal and BMP-4, we found that human Cerberus bound Activin B, BMP-6 and BMP-7 with significant affinity, but not BMP-2, or other close homologs of Activin B, including Activin A. Notably, Activin A and Activin B are often considered to be functionally equivalent, and Nodal and Activin A are often used
interchangeably in biological assays. The exquisite specificity of the Cerberus-Activin B and Cerberus-Nodal interactions suggests, however, that Activin A could perform biological functions while Cerberus is proximally expressed in order to inhibit Nodal or Activin B signaling. In sum, we show that TGF-β family signaling regulation by human Cerberus is restricted to a small and specific group of ligands that is different from that reported for frog Cerberus (13, 15). Notably, we suggest that inhibition of Activin B by human Cerberus could play a role in regulating bone mineral density (28).

When frog Cerberus was first characterized, two different forms of the gene product were observed (1). Animal cap cells secreted a soluble protein of 46,000 kDa and a minor form of 33,000 kDa, human 293T cells almost exclusively produced the 33,000 kDa form (1). Notably, the two forms were found to have distinct activities, namely full-length Cerberus antagonized Wnt, Nodal and BMP signaling, whereas the short form only antagonized Nodal signaling (1). We found that CHO cells also produced two forms of human Cerberus, a full-length form and a short form. The two forms also differed by approximately 10-15 kDa. As the short form of Cerberus appears to exist in different species (frog and human), we speculated that post-translational processing could play a role in regulating Cerberus function. Sequence analysis of different Cerberus genes identified a conserved proprotein convertase processing site in mammalian Cerberus (amino acids 80-86 for human Cerberus, Fig. 4-1, RGFR|F; amino acids 125-128 for frog Cerberus, RRSFDKR|N) (29). Remarkably, frog Cerberus also has a predicted proprotein convertase processing-site near the engineered xCer-S N-terminus. As mutation of a key Arginine (Arg81) in the human Cerberus proprotein convertase recognition motif significantly reduced proteolysis, and as a construct lacking the N-terminal sequence produced a biologically active protein that migrated on SDS-PAGE
electrophoresis with a molecular weight corresponding to the processed form, we speculate that the short form of Cerberus can be obtained by pro-protein convertase processing at the predicted pro-protein convertase processing site.

To determine if the two forms of human Cerberus are functionally distinct, we compared their abilities to bind ligands and inhibit signaling. In contrast to frog Cerberus, we found that the two human Cerberus forms bound ligands more or less equally. However, they differed in their ability to block ligand binding to type II receptors. Full-length Cerberus effectively inhibited ligand binding to ActRIIA, ActRIIB and BMPRII, whereas a far higher concentration of the short form was needed to achieve comparable inhibition. On the other hand, both full-length and short form of Cerberus block ligand binding to type I receptor equivalently. As we previously demonstrated in chapter 3 that Cerberus blocked Nodal binding to both type I and type II receptors, and to the co-receptor Cripto-1 (15), we propose that the principal molecular function of the short form Cerberus fragment is to block the type I receptor binding-site. By contrast, the cleavable, N-terminal region does not contribute much to ligand binding-affinity, but improves blockade of the type II receptor binding-site. As the different Cerberus-Fc constructs inhibited signaling equivalently, our findings support the conclusion that inhibition of the ligand-type I receptor interaction is sufficient for Cerberus to inhibit signaling by its cognate TGF-β family ligands. This inhibition directly correlates with ligand binding affinity.

Strikingly, full-length Cerberus profoundly suppressed migration of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells, whereas the short form largely lacked this activity. This puzzling finding could indicate that the suppressive effect of Cerberus on aggressive phenotypes of certain human breast cancer cell lines requires simultaneously well inhibition of ligand binding to
both type I and type II receptors (15). Alternatively, the suppressive effect of Cerberus may not be due to inhibition of TGF-β family signaling. Instead, the N-terminal region could have roles beyond the TGF-β family, including inhibition of Wnt signaling (1). However, whether mammalian Cerberus inhibits Wnt signaling is not certain. After the initial characterization of frog Cerberus (1), follow up studies that combined mouse Cerberus and frog Wnt ligands could not reproduce this effect (13). As the N-terminal region of frog and mouse Cerberus share less than 18% sequence identity, we propose that a frog Wnt ligand that interacts with frog Cerberus will not necessarily interact with mouse Cerberus. Thus, whether mammalian Cerberus inhibits Wnt signaling by binding Wnt ligands has neither been demonstrated nor disproved. Our findings that other TGF-β family signaling inhibitors, including the decoy receptors ActRIIA-Fc, ActRIIB-Fc, BMPRII-Fc and TGFβRII-Fc (28, 30, 31), and the small molecule type I receptor kinase inhibitor SB-431542 (32, 33), failed to suppress MDA-MB-231 migration suggests that Cerberus inhibition of aggressive breast cancer cell phenotypes is complex and may also involve signaling pathways that don’t belong to the TGF-β family (Fig. 4-7). In future studies we will investigate whether human Cerberus inhibits Wnt ligands or other signaling pathways in aggressive breast cancer cells.
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CHAPTER 5 -

TRANSFORMING GROWTH FACTOR-β FAMILY LIGANDS CAN FUNCTION
AS ANTAGONISTS BY COMPETING FOR TYPE II RECEPTOR BINDING

The work described in this chapter was published as the following manuscript: Senem Aykul, and Erik Martinez-Hackert. (2016) Transforming Growth Factor-β Family Ligands Can Function as Antagonists by Competing for Type II Receptor Binding. *The Journal of Biological Chemistry* 291, 10792-10804.
Abstract

Transforming Growth Factor-β (TGF-β) family ligands are pleiotropic cytokines. Their physiological activities are not determined by a simple coupling of stimulus and response, but depend critically on context, i.e. the interplay of receptors, ligands and regulators that form the TGF-β signal transduction system of a cell or tissue. How these different components combine to regulate signaling activities remains poorly understood. Here we describe a ligand-mediated mechanism of signaling regulation. Based on the observation that the type II TGF-β family receptors ActRIIA, ActRIIB and BMPRII interact with a large group of overlapping ligands at overlapping epitopes, we hypothesized high affinity ligands compete with low affinity ligands for receptor binding and signaling. We show Activin A and other high affinity ligands directly inhibited signaling by the low affinity ligands BMP-2, BMP-7 and BMP-9. We demonstrate Activin A functions as competitive inhibitor that blocks the ligand binding epitope on type II receptors. We propose binding competition and signaling antagonism are integral functions of the TGF-β signal transduction system. These functions could help explain how Activin A modulates physiologic signaling during extraordinary cellular responses, such as injury and wound healing, and how Activin A could elicit disease phenotypes such as cancer related muscle wasting and fibrosis.

Introduction

Transforming Growth Factor-β (TGF-β) family signaling pathways play fundamentally important roles in stem cell fate determination, embryonic development, organogenesis, immunity, and cancer (1-3). The basic principles underlying TGF-β family action are well established: A dimeric ligand binds two type I and two type II receptors to
form a hexameric complex, thus initiating a signaling cascade that leads to phosphorylation of SMAD transcription factors, their translocation to the nucleus, and expression of target genes (4-9). Although this simple mechanism completely describes the molecular basis of signaling and response, it fails to explain the complex, sometimes opposite responses elicited by many TGF-β family ligands. For example, some TGF-β family can both inhibit and promote cell growth, both maintain pluripotency and induce differentiation, and both suppress and activate tumor cells. These paradoxical effects have supported the idea that cellular responses to a TGF-β family ligand depend not only on the ligand induced signaling cascade, but also on the cellular context, i.e. the molecular interplay of all the components that form the TGF-β signal transduction system of a particular cell type or tissue (10-14).

In humans, the TGF-β family consists of 33 ligand genes (TGF-βs, Activins, Bone Morphogenetic Proteins/BMPs, Growth and Differentiation Factors/GDFs, Nodal, and Lefty), seven type I receptors, (ALK1–7), five type II receptors (ActRIIA, ActRIIB, BMPRII, TGFβRII, and AMHRII), as well as number of co-receptors, regulators, and intracellular SMAD transcription factors (3, 15). A distinct feature of the family is the promiscuity of its members. Ligands can bind several different receptors, and receptors can bind multiple ligands. Yet ligand-receptor binding affinities vary greatly. Activin A, Activin B, GDF-8, GDF-11, and BMP-10 bind the type II receptors ActRIIA and ActRIIB with very high affinity (16-18). On the other hand, BMP-2 and BMP-4 bind ActRIIA and ActRIIB with low affinity, but they bind type I receptors with high affinity (19, 20). These observations have supported a model of sequential signaling complex assembly where Activins, GDF-8 and GDF-11 first bind type II receptors with high affinity, then recruit low affinity type I receptors (5, 21). By contrast, BMPs and GDFs first bind type I receptors with high affinity,
then recruit low affinity type II receptors (22). Exceptions include BMP-10, which binds both type I and type II receptors with high affinity (9, 23-25).

Significantly, high affinity and low affinity ligands bind the same type II receptors at the same epitope (26, 27). This raises the question, what happens to low affinity BMP or GDF signaling when high affinity ligands like Activin A, GDF-11 or BMP-10 are present at the same time? Thus far, it has been suggested low affinity BMP and GDF signaling is independent of high affinity ligands, because they uniquely utilize BMPRII for signaling (4, 7, 20, 27). But recent studies found Nodal, Activin A, Activin B and BMP-10 bind BMPRII with much higher affinity than most BMPs and GDFs (9, 18, 28, 29), indicating low affinity ligands do not have a dedicated type II receptor. Instead, low affinity ligands use the same type II receptors as high affinity ligands. We therefore hypothesized that high affinity ligands compete with low affinity ligands for type II receptor binding and antagonize low affinity ligand signaling. In this model, high affinity ligands can function both as signal carriers and as signaling regulators that mediate the biological activities of ligands that bind type II receptors with lower affinities.

To test this hypothesis, we examined ligand-type II receptor binding and ligand signaling. Activins and Activin related ligands like GDF-8 and GDF-11 generally bound type II receptors with higher affinity than most BMPs and signaled via the SMAD2/3 pathway. By contrast, BMPs generally bound type II receptors with lower affinity and signaled via the SMAD1/5/8 pathway, as expected. Notably, high affinity ligands directly inhibited SMAD1/5/8 signaling by low affinity ligands, while they activated their canonical SMAD2/3 pathways. Cross-inhibition was not restricted to low affinity ligands. High affinity ligands also inhibited other high affinity ligands. Significantly, cross-inhibition could be prevented
by blocking the Activin A-type II receptor interaction, but not by inhibiting the intracellular signal transduction pathway. These findings thus suggest cross-inhibition is due to competition for type II receptor binding. That ligands can act as antagonists has been suggested for BMP-3 (30-32), Activin A (33), GDF-5 (34) and Inhibin (35-37). We propose that ligand antagonism and signal transduction pathway switching is a general mechanism of TGF-β family regulation and an essential program during extraordinary cellular responses, such as wound healing (38). Cross-inhibition may also help explain how increased TGF-β family ligand expression can lead to pathophysiological responses, such as cancer cachexia (39, 40).

Materials and Methods

TGF-β family ligands

Human Activin B (Q53T31), GDF-8 (O08689), TGF-β1 (P01137), TGF-β2 (P61812), TGF-β3 (P10600), Nodal (Q96S42), GDF-1 (NP_001483), BMP-2 (P12643), BMP-3 (P12645), BMP-4 (P12644), BMP-6 (P22004), BMP-7 (P18075), BMP-9 (Q9UK05), and BMP-10 (O95393) were obtained from R&D Systems or PROMOCeLL, Activin A (P08476) was produced in-house. NCBI-protein accession numbers are shown in parenthesis.

Receptor-Fc constructs

Synthetic genes of human ActRIIA (P27037) and ActRIIB (Q13705) fused to human IgG1-Fc genes were obtained from GeneArt. Human BMPRII (Q13873) and TGFβRII (P37173) were cloned from cDNA (Open Biosystems) and fused to IgG1-Fc by PCR. Receptor-Fc fusion constructs included signal peptide (SP) and extracellular domains (ECD) of human ActRIIA (amino acid 1-120), ActRIIB (amino acid 1-120), TGFβRII (amino acid 1-166), or BMPRII (amino acid 1-136). ECDs were linked at the C-terminus to human IgG1-Fc via a 22
amino acid long linker containing a TEV cleavage site. NCBI-protein accession numbers are shown in parenthesis.

**Receptor-Fc purification**

Proteins were expressed using CHO cells. Secreted receptor-Fc fusion proteins were captured from condition medium using Protein A affinity chromatography, eluted with 100 mM Glycine, pH 3.0, and directly neutralized by adding 10% v/v 2 M Tris-HCl pH 8.5. Purified proteins were either dialyzed directly into PBS, pH 7.5 and stored at -80 °C, or further purified by SEC in PBS, pH 7.5 and stored at -80 °C. Purity of receptor-Fc fusion proteins was determined by SDS-PAGE under reducing and non-reducing conditions.

**Surface plasmon resonance**

All experiments were performed using a Biacore 2000, and carried out at 25 °C using HBS-EPS (0.01 M HEPES, 0.5 M NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, 0.005% (v/v) Tween 20, pH 7.4) containing 0.1 % BSA as running buffer. Experimental flow rate was 50 μl/min. For receptor capture, anti-human IgG (Fc) antibody was immobilized on four channels of a CM5 chip using amine-coupling chemistry. 250 response units (RU) of purified ActRIIA-Fc, ActRIIB-Fc, BMPRII-Fc, or TGFβRII-Fc were loaded on the experimental flow channels. A reference channel was monitored to account for nonspecific binding, drift, and bulk shifts. For ligand binding studies, different ligands at a concentration of 80 nM were injected, including Activin A, Activin B, GDF-1, GDF-8, GDF-11, TGF-β1, TGF-β2, TGF-β3, BMP-2, BMP-3, BMP-4, BMP-6, BMP-7, BMP-9, BMP-10 and Nodal. After each binding cycle, the antibody surface was regenerated to base line by injecting MgCl₂. For binding competition studies, anti-BMP-7 monoclonal antibody (MAB3542, R&D Systems) was immobilized on two channels of a CM5 chip using amine-coupling chemistry. 300 response units (RU) of purified
BMP-7 were captured on the experimental flow channel. ActRIIA-Fc (12 nM) preincubated with different amounts of Activin A was injected. After each binding cycle, the antibody-BMP-7 surface was regenerated to base line by injecting MgCl₂.

**Cell lines**

A-204 rhabdomyosarcoma cells (HTB-82) and HepG2 hepatocellular carcinoma cells (HB-8065) were obtained from ATCC. Cells were maintained according to standard ATCC culture conditions. Briefly, A-204 cells were grown in McCoy’s 5A medium supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% P/S. HepG2 cells were grown in Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% P/S. Cells were grown at 37 °C under humidified, 5% CO₂ atmosphere. Freshly thawed cells were passaged at least three times before performing assays. A 40 μm cell strainer was used to obtain a uniform, single-cell suspension of HepG2 cells for plating.

**Reporter assays**

~ 50,000 A-204 or ~10,000 HepG2 cells in complete medium were seeded in each well of a 96-well plate and grown overnight. For transfection, solutions containing lipofectamine 2000, assay medium (serum free growth medium supplemented with 0.1% BSA), pGL4.74 [Luc2P/hRluc/TK] vector (control luciferase reporter plasmid, Promega) and SMAD3 responsive reporter plasmid pGL4.48 [luc2P/SBE] or SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter plasmid pGL3 [luc2P/BRE] were prepared. Transfection medium was removed the following day, and medium was replaced with assay medium, which contained test proteins, including ligands (1-10 nM) and/or the receptor-Fc constructs (0-250 nM). Assay medium containing test proteins was incubated at 37 °C for 1 h before adding to cells. After addition of medium, A-204 cells were incubated for 6 h and HepG2 cells were incubated for 16 h at 37 °C,
luciferase activity was detected using a homemade dual-glow luciferase assay (41). Luminescence was determined using a FluoStar Omega plate reader. Relative luciferase units were calculated by dividing firefly luciferase units with renilla luciferase units. Data are expressed as mean of four independent measurements. Error bars correspond to SE of four independent measurements.

**Immunoblotting**

~ 8.0x10⁴ HepG2 cells were plated in 12-well plates and grown to 80% confluence in complete medium, washed with 1X PBS, starved overnight in serum free medium supplemented with 0.1% BSA (assay medium) and grown for additional 16 h in assay medium with or without treatment. After 16 h incubation at 37 °C, protein lysate was prepared by using ice-cold RIPA lysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 1% NP40, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1X ‘Recom Protease Arrest’ protease inhibitor cocktail (G-Biosciences) and 2X ‘Phosphatase Arrest’ phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (G-Biosciences). Cell lysates were stored at -80 °C. Protein concentration of lysates was determined using Bradford. For Western blot, equal amounts of protein (10µg) were separated under reducing conditions on SDS-PAGE and transferred to Hybond-P membranes (GE Healthcare). Membranes were blocked with 5% BSA and incubated with primary antibodies from Cell Signaling at 1:1000 dilution, including anti-phospho-SMAD2 (138D4), anti-SMAD2 (D43B4), anti-phospho-SMAD1/5 (41D10), anti-SMAD4 (9515), and anti-β-Actin (8H10D10), followed by incubation with Horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody at 1:2000 dilution (7074). WesternBright ECL HRP substrate was used for detection (Advansta). Western blots were visualized by exposing the gel to autoradiography film.
Statistics

Reporter gene assays were performed in quadruplicates and were repeated two to three different times. Statistical analysis was done with GraphPad Prism 6. To determine statistical significance for induction experiments, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Dunnett’s post hoc test were used. For inhibition experiments, two-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test were used. P values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. A bar marks statistically significant differences in Figure 2, horizontal lines between experimental pairs mark statistically significant differences in Figures 3-6. Light grey lines correspond to SMAD1/5/8 signaling experiments, dark grey lines correspond to SMAD2/3 signaling experiments.

Results

Type II receptors bind multiple ligands with high affinity

Most type II TGF-β receptors bind multiple ligands and many ligands bind multiple type II receptors. Because of this promiscuity, ligand-receptor interactions in the TGF-β family remain poorly defined. To characterize the ligand-binding specificity of the four major type II TGF-β receptors, ActRIIA, ActRIIB, BMPRII and TGFβRII, we used a high throughput, SPR-based binding assay (Fig. 5-1). We captured purified receptor-Fc fusion proteins on a Biacore sensor chip that was cross-linked with an anti-human Fc antibody and injected 16 different ligands at concentrations that exceeded physiological levels (80 nM) (42-44). As anticipated, ActRIIA-Fc and ActRIIB-Fc had similar ligand binding profiles (Fig. 5-1). Both receptors bound Activin A and Activin B with very high affinity as seen in the very fast association and very slow dissociation rates (Fig. 5-1A, B, red and cyan curves). Other ligands that bound both ActRIIA-Fc and ActRIIB-Fc with high affinity included GDF-
8, GDF-11, BMP-6, and BMP-10 (Fig. 5-1 A, B, green, blue, magenta, and maroon curves). However, either their association rates were slower or their dissociation rates were faster than those seen for Activin A or Activin B, resulting overall in a weaker interaction. Important specificity differences between these two highly homologous receptors were seen with BMP-7 and BMP-9, which bound ActRIIA-Fc and ActRIIB-Fc, respectively, with relatively high affinity.

Figure 5-1. Type II receptors bind a range of TGF-β family ligands with high affinity.

250 response units (RU) of protein-A purified (A) ActRIIA-Fc, (B) ActRIIB-Fc, (C) BMRPII-Fc, and (D) TGFβRII-Fc were captured on an SPR sensor chip, and ligands at 80 nM concentration were injected, including Activin A, Activin B, GDF-1, GDF-8, GDF-11, TGF-β1, TGF-β2, TGF-β3, BMP-2, BMP-3, BMP-4, BMP-6, BMP-7, BMP-9, BMP-10, and Nodal. Ligands that bound receptors as determined by a measurable SPR response are shown in relevant panels. Color of binding curve and ligand name are matched. Curves of ligands that did not bind are colored dark blue, their names are not shown.
Table 5-1. Ligand binding to ActRIIA-Fc, single injection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>$k_a$ (M$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$),</th>
<th>$k_d$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$K_d$ (M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activin A</td>
<td>2.29e$^{+6}$</td>
<td>9.93e$^{-3}$</td>
<td>4.33e$^{-11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activin B</td>
<td>8.42e$^{+5}$</td>
<td>5.16e$^{-3}$</td>
<td>6.13e$^{-11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-10</td>
<td>8.02e$^{+5}$</td>
<td>3.06e$^{+4}$</td>
<td>3.81e$^{+10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDF-11</td>
<td>4.15e$^{+5}$</td>
<td>2.38e$^{+4}$</td>
<td>5.73e$^{+10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-7</td>
<td>2.23e$^{+5}$</td>
<td>3.53e$^{-4}$</td>
<td>1.59e$^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-4</td>
<td>1.17e$^{+5}$</td>
<td>4.11e$^{-4}$</td>
<td>3.51e$^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDF-8</td>
<td>4.84e$^{+4}$</td>
<td>1.82e$^{-4}$</td>
<td>3.77e$^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-6</td>
<td>3.21e$^{+4}$</td>
<td>3.37e$^{-4}$</td>
<td>1.05e$^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-2. Ligand binding to ActRIIB-Fc, single injection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>$k_a$ (M$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$),</th>
<th>$k_d$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$K_d$ (M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activin B</td>
<td>4.09e$^{+5}$</td>
<td>2.11e$^{-6}$</td>
<td>5.16e$^{-12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activin A</td>
<td>1.13e$^{+6}$</td>
<td>6.84e$^{-5}$</td>
<td>6.05e$^{-11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-10</td>
<td>1.37e$^{+6}$</td>
<td>2.28e$^{-4}$</td>
<td>1.67e$^{-10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDF-11</td>
<td>4.48e$^{+5}$</td>
<td>2.75e$^{+4}$</td>
<td>6.13e$^{+10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-9</td>
<td>2.42e$^{+5}$</td>
<td>2.13e$^{+4}$</td>
<td>8.81e$^{+10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDF-8</td>
<td>9.94e$^{+5}$</td>
<td>1.60e$^{-4}$</td>
<td>1.61e$^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-6</td>
<td>7.93e$^{+4}$</td>
<td>4.10e$^{-4}$</td>
<td>5.17e$^{+9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-7</td>
<td>2.02e$^{+5}$</td>
<td>1.87e$^{-5}$</td>
<td>9.26e$^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5-3. Ligand binding to BMPRII-Fc, single injection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>$k_a$ (M$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_d$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$K_d$ (M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMP-10</td>
<td>9.13e+5</td>
<td>2.10e+4</td>
<td>2.30e+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activin B</td>
<td>3.10e+5</td>
<td>1.84e+4</td>
<td>5.98e+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodal</td>
<td>2.54e+4</td>
<td>2.02e+5</td>
<td>7.96e+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-9</td>
<td>8.54e+4</td>
<td>6.36e+4</td>
<td>7.44e+9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activin A</td>
<td>3.10e+5</td>
<td>2.79e+3</td>
<td>8.96e+9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-7</td>
<td>1.05e+5</td>
<td>4.08e+3</td>
<td>3.90e+8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP-6</td>
<td>3.68e+4</td>
<td>1.64e+3</td>
<td>4.45e+8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDF-11</td>
<td>1.35e+5</td>
<td>7.18e+5</td>
<td>5.33e+8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-4. Ligand binding to TGFβRII-Fc, single injection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>$k_a$ (M$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_d$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$K_d$ (M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TGF-β3</td>
<td>1.12e+6</td>
<td>1.02e+4</td>
<td>9.10e+11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGF-β1</td>
<td>3.83e+4</td>
<td>5.61e+5</td>
<td>1.49e+9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TGFβRII and BMPRII had very distinctive binding profiles. TGFβRII only bound TGF-β1 and TGF-β3 with very high affinity, but not TGF-β2 (Fig. 5-1D, light and dark gray curves) (45, 46). The BMPRII ligand profile was unexpected, as we found it also has high affinity ligands, namely Nodal, Activin B and, to a lesser degree, BMP-10 (Fig. 5-1C, olive green, red, and maroon curves). BMP-9, Activin A, and BMP-6 also associate with BMPRII, but these complexes are much weaker. Notably, some ligands, including GDF-1, BMP-2, BMP-3, and TGF-β2, did not bind any one of these type II receptors with high affinity. We estimated $K_d$ values based on single injections (Table 5-1, 2, 3, 4). These are comparable to published $K_d$ values determined from multiple injections (9, 16, 45, 46).
Ligands have distinctive, cell-line specific signaling profiles

TGF-β family ligands activate intracellular SMAD signal transduction pathways. Type I receptors determine which SMAD pathway is activated. It is suggested SMAD2/3 pathways are activated by the type I receptors ALK4, ALK5 and ALK7, while SMAD1/5/8 pathways are activated by ALK1, ALK2, ALK3, and ALK6 (47). To characterize the signaling activities of the tested ligands, we used a luciferase reporter gene assay and two different cell lines of human origin, A-204 rhabdomyosarcoma and HepG2 hepatocellular carcinoma cells (Fig. 5-2). Both cell lines expressed the principal TGF-β family receptors (Fig. 5-2A, R2: Genomics Analysis and Visualization Platform (http://r2.amc.nl, dataset id GSK950). Cells were transfected with control plasmid pGL4.74 [hRluc] and the SMAD3 responsive reporter plasmid pGL4.48 [luc2P/SBE] or the SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter plasmid pGL3 [luc2P/BRE] (48, 49). Transfected cells were treated with 1 or 10 nM ligand.
Figure 5-2. TGF-β family signaling activity is cell line dependent.

(A) Microarray data show expression levels of TGF-β family receptors in A-204 rhabdomyosarcoma and HepG2 hepatocellular carcinoma cells (Genomics Analysis and Visualization Platform (http://r2.amc.nl), dataset id GSK950). The left panel shows expression of type II receptors, the right panel shows expression of type I receptors. Normalized data is displayed as SQRT transformation. Ligand signaling in (B) A-204 and (C) HepG2 cells. Cells were transfected with control plasmid and SMAD2/3 or SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter plasmids. Dark grey bars and striped dark grey bars correspond to SMAD2/3 mediated reporter gene expression induced with 1 nM ligand and 10 nM ligand, respectively, light grey bars and stripped light grey bars correspond to SMAD1/5/8 mediated reporter gene expression induced with 1 nM and 10 nM ligand, respectively. Relative Luciferase Units (RLU) were calculated as the ratio of luminescence from the experimental reporter to luminescence from the control reporter. Horizontal bars denote statistically significant differences in luciferase activity relative to the ‘no-ligand’ control (p ≤ 0.05). The base line of the ‘no-ligand’ control is marked by the dotted line.

A-204 cells responded to Activin A, Activin B, GDF-8 and GDF-11, inducing a strong SMAD2/3 mediated response (Fig. 5-2B). By contrast, TGF-βs and BMPs did not induce luciferase gene expression in this cell line. Strikingly, HepG2 cells showed a completely different behavior. Both TGF-βs and BMPs induced a very strong luciferase
signal (Fig. 5-2C). Among BMPs that signal via the type I receptor kinases ALK2, ALK3 or ALK6, BMP-7 mediated SMAD1/5/8 signaling was strongest (165-fold over background) and BMP-2 signaling was weaker (40-fold over background). BMP-3 did not elicit a meaningful luciferase signal (Fig. 5-2B, C). Among BMPs that signal via ALK1, 1 nM BMP-10 elicited a small SMAD1/5/8 signal (6-fold over background), whereas BMP-9 required a 10 nM concentration. However, at this concentration, the BMP-9 signal was very strong (160-fold over background). Both TGF-β2 and TGF-β3 induced a strong SMAD2/3 mediated signal at 1 nM concentration. This signal was one order of magnitude greater than the response to TGF-β1 (Fig. 5-2C, approximately 4-fold over background for TGF-β1 compared with 45- and 50- fold over background for TGF-β2 and TGF-β3, respectively). Intriguingly, TGF-β2 induced a statistically significant SMAD1/5/8 mediated luciferase signal. This is consistent with previous findings that TGF-β ligands (i.e. TGF-β1, -β2 and/or -β3) can activate SMAD1/5/8 via ALK5 and/or ALK2/ALK3 (50-52). Differences in TGF-β isoform signaling activities may result from differences in type II receptor binding affinities or coreceptor expression.

Responses to Activin A, Activin B, GDF-8 and GDF-11 diverged in HepG2 cells. The SMAD2/3 mediated Activin B response remained constant in both A-204 and HepG2 cells (8-fold over background at 1 nM Activin B). In contrast to A-204 cells, the Activin A response in HepG2 cells was smaller at 1 nM concentration, but could be induced strongly at 10 nM concentration (Fig. 5-2B, C). Interestingly, GDF-8 signaling was reduced relative to A-204 cells, whereas GDF-11 signaling increased significantly (from 16-fold over background in A-204 cells to approximately 40-fold over background in HepG2 cells) (Fig. 5-2B, C). Notably, 1 nM Activin B induced a strong SMAD1/5/8 mediated response in
HepG2 cells, which exceeded the canonical SMAD2/3 response (Fig. 5-2C, 18-fold compared with 8-fold over background).

To explain the differences in signaling, we analyzed expression of TGF-β family components in both cell lines (Fig. 5-2A, http://r2.amc.nl, dataset id GSK950). Levels of ActRIIB and TGFβRII are low in A-204 cells. By contrast, HepG2 cells express type II receptors at much higher levels. Notably, TGFβRII expression is so high in HepG2 cells that they rank in the top 8 percentile of 470 cell lines when comparing TGFβRII levels (dataset id gse57083). We suggest differences in ActRIIB and TGFβRII expression could account for significant differences in signaling. But HepG2 cells also express high levels of betaglycan, which helps increase cellular sensitivity to BMPs (53) and enhance responsiveness to TGF-βs (54). We speculate betaglycan could contribute significantly to the divergent signaling activities.

**Activin A antagonizes BMP-2 and BMP-7 signaling**

As BMPs, GDFs and Activins utilize the same type II receptors for signaling and bind these receptors at the same site (27), we hypothesized high affinity ligands like Activin A could directly inhibit low affinity ligand signaling. To test this hypothesis we first determined by titration the limits of Activin A signaling in HepG2 cells (Fig. 5-3A). The greatest increase in Activin A signaling occurred between 0 and 5 nM concentrations. Beyond that, signaling reached a plateau. Even a 10-fold higher concentration of Activin A (50 nM) did not increase the SMAD2/3 luciferase signal further (Fig. 5-3A). To evaluate cross-inhibition, we incubated Activin A with BMP-2 or BMP-7. Activin A strongly inhibited BMP-2 and BMP-7 mediated SMAD1/5/8 signaling (Fig. 5-3B, C). At a 5-fold excess, Activin A reduced the SMAD1/5/8 signal approximately 7-fold for BMP-2 and 10-fold for BMP-7. Even at
equimolar concentrations, Activin A attenuated the BMP-2 and BMP-7 mediated SMAD1/5/8 responses 4-fold. Notably, Activin A also activated its canonical SMAD2/3 signaling pathway. The SMAD2/3 signal was the same, whether BMP-2 or BMP-7 were present or not (Fig. 5-3A-C). Yet a small, statistically significant residual SMAD1/5/8 signaling activity remained for both BMP-2 and BMP-7 at the highest Activin A concentrations tested (Fig. 5-3B, C).
Figure 5-3. Activin A antagonizes BMP signaling.

HepG2 were transfected with control plasmid and SMAD2/3 or SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter plasmids and treated with various ligands. (A) HepG2 cells were treated with 0.1, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, and 50.0 nM Activin A. (B) HepG2 cells were treated with 0.1, 0.5, and 1 nM BMP-2. Signaling induced with 1 nM BMP-2 was then inhibited with 1.0, 5.0, and 10.0 nM Activin A. (C) HepG2 cells were treated with 0.1, 0.5, and 1 nM BMP-7. Signaling induced with 1 nM BMP-7 was then inhibited with 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, and 10.0 nM Activin A. (D) HepG2 cells were treated with 1.0 nM TGF-β2, 1.0 nM TGF-β3, and/or 10 nM Activin A. (E) HepG2 cells were treated with 1.0, 5.0, and 10.0 nM BMP-10. Signaling induced with 5.0 nM BMP-10 was then inhibited with 5.0, 10.0, and 50.0 nM Activin A. (F) HepG2 cells were treated with 1.0, 5.0, and 10.0 nM BMP-9. Signaling induced with 10.0 nM BMP-9 was then inhibited with 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, and 10.0 nM Activin A. Dark grey bars correspond to SMAD2/3.
mediated reporter gene expression and light grey bars correspond to SMAD1/5/8 mediated reporter gene expression. Relative Luciferase Units (RLU) were calculated as the ratio of luminescence from the experimental reporter to luminescence from the control reporter. Horizontal light grey lines indicate statistically significant differences in SMAD1/5/8 signaling and horizontal dark grey lines indicate statistically significant differences in SMAD2/3 signaling (p ≤ 0.05) between relevant experimental pairs.

We performed a similar inhibition experiment with TGF-β2 or TGF-β3 (Fig. 5-3D). Activin A did not inhibit the SMAD2/3 mediated TGF-β2 and TGF-β3 signals, as expected. Instead, the activities of Activin A and TGF-β2 or TGF-β3 were additive (Fig. 5-3D). We also examined if Activin A could inhibit ligands that bind the same type II receptors with high affinity, including BMP-9 and BMP-10 (Fig. 5-3E, F). As we show for BMP-2 and BMP-7, Activin A antagonized signaling by these two ligands, reducing their peak response approximately 2.5-fold for BMP-10 and 25-fold for BMP-9 at equimolar concentrations. Higher concentrations of Activin A further reduced BMP-9 and BMP-10 signaling, but a small SMAD1/5/8 signal remained.

**BMP-2 and BMP-7 signaling is antagonized by high affinity ligands**

To demonstrate ligand antagonism is not specific to Activin A, we examined BMP-2 and BMP-7 inhibition by other high affinity ligands, including Activin B, GDF-8, GDF-11, BMP-9 and BMP-10 (Fig. 5-4). These ligands also bind ActRIIA-Fc, ActRIIB-Fc and/or BMPRII-Fc to varying degrees: Activin B binds all three receptors, BMP-9 predominantly binds ActRIIB, GDF-8 and GDF-11 bind ActRIIA and ActRIIB, but not BMPRII (Fig. 5-1). Using HepG2 cells and 10 nM ligand concentrations, we confirmed GDF-8 and GDF-11 exclusively signaled via SMAD2/3. Notably, the GDF-11 signal was approximately 10 times greater than the GDF-8 signal (28.9 RLU vs. 3.0 RLU) (Fig. 5-4A). Activin B induced both
SMAD2/3 and SMAD1/5/8 pathways more or less equivalently (18.9 RLU vs. 22.2 RLU) (Fig. 5-4A). BMP-9 and BMP-10 exclusively induced SMAD1/5/8 signaling (Fig. 5-4B).

GDF-8 reduced the BMP-2 signal approximately 2-fold (from 24.7 to 11.5 RLU for BMP-2 and from 145.6 to 70.1 RLU for BMP-7). GDF-11 was more effective and reduced the SMAD1/5/8 signal approximately 4- to 6-fold (from 24.7 to 6.6 RLU for BMP-2 and from 145.6 to 24.4 RLU for BMP-7) (Fig. 5-4A). However, neither ligand inhibited signaling as powerfully as Activin A. The behavior of Activin B was more complex, as it also induced SMAD1/5/8 signaling in HepG2 cells (Fig. 5-4A). The SMAD1/5/8 response was similar whether cells were treated with BMP-2 alone or whether cells were treated with BMP-2 and Activin B. The effect of Activin B on BMP-7 signaling was clearer Activin B reduced the BMP-7 mediated SMAD1/5/8 signal approximately 6-fold (from 145.6 to 27.7 RLU). Notably, the SMAD1/5/8 signal intensity obtained with Activin B alone was virtually the same whether BMP-2 or BMP-7 were present (22.7, 27.7 and 22.2 RLU, respectively). We propose the residual SMAD1/5/8 activity is due to Activin B. In conclusion, GDF-8, GDF-11 and Activin B antagonize BMP-2 and BMP-7 signaling, although they inhibit less effectively than Activin A.
Figure 5-4. Antagonism of low affinity BMP-2 and BMP-7 signaling is common.

Inhibition of BMP-2 and BMP-7 signaling with (A) GDF-8, GDF-11 and Activin B, or (B) BMP-9 and BMP-10. HepG2 were transfected with control plasmid and SMAD2/3 or SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter plasmids. 1 nM BMP-2 or BMP-7 were added to induce signaling, 10 nM GDF-8, GDF-11, Activin B, BMP-9 or BMP-10 were added for inhibition. Dark grey bars correspond to SMAD2/3 mediated reporter gene expression and light grey bars correspond to SMAD1/5/8 mediated reporter gene expression. Relative Luciferase Units (RLU) were calculated as the ratio of luminescence from the experimental reporter to luminescence from the control reporter. Horizontal light grey lines indicate statistically significant differences in SMAD1/5/8 signaling and horizontal dark grey lines indicate statistically significant differences in SMAD2/3 signaling (p ≤ 0.05) between relevant experimental pairs.
The behavior of BMP-9 and BMP-10 was intriguing. Their ability to induce a response was nearly indistinguishable whether BMP-2 was present or not (118.7 vs 103.5 RLU for BMP-9 ± BMP-2 and 42.5 vs 42.2 RLU for BMP-10 ± BMP-2) (Fig. 5-4B). By contrast, both attenuated a BMP-7 mediated SMAD1/5/8 response. Significantly, the response converged (from 145.6 to 27.3 RLU for BMP-9 and from 145.6 to 26.7 RLU for BMP-10) (Fig. 5-4B). We speculate BMP-9 and BMP-10 override BMP-2 signaling, but remain in a competitive equilibrium with BMP-7 that leads to an attenuated, but defined response.

**ActRIIA-Fc and Follistatin, but not SB-431542, inhibit Activin A antagonism**

To demonstrate that cross-inhibition is due to ligand-receptor binding-competition, we examined how the extracellular inhibitors ActRIIA-Fc, Follistatin, and the intracellular kinase inhibitor SB-431542 affected Activin A antagonism (Fig. 5-5, 6, 7). We hypothesized ActRIIA-Fc and Follistatin would block Activin A antagonism, as both prevent binding of Activin A to type II receptors and preclude Activin A from competing with BMP-2 or BMP-7 (55). By contrast, SB-431542 would not prevent Activin A antagonism (56, 57), as Activin A would still bind type II receptors and compete with BMP-2 and BMP-7 for type II receptor binding. To test this model, we examined BMP-7 mediated reporter gene expression in A-204 and HepG2 cells (Fig. 5-5A, B), BMP-2 mediated reporter gene expression in HepG2 cells (Fig. 5-6A), and BMP-2 mediated SMAD phosphorylation in HepG2 cells (Fig. 5-6B).
Figure 5-5. The extracellular Activin A signaling inhibitor ActRIIA-Fc rescues BMP-7 activity.

Luciferase reporter gene expression was induced with BMP-7 in (A) A-204, and (B) HepG2 cells transfected with SMAD2/3 or SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter plasmids. 1 nM BMP-7 was added to induce signaling, 10 nM Activin A was added to antagonize BMP-7 signaling. 250 nM ActRIIA-Fc was used to block binding of Activin A to type II receptors, 5 µM SB-431542 was added to block Activin A mediated kinase activation and SMAD2/3 phosphorylation. Dark grey bars correspond to SMAD2/3 mediated reporter gene expression and light grey bars correspond to SMAD1/5/8 mediated reporter gene expression. Horizontal light grey lines indicate statistically significant differences in SMAD1/5/8 signaling and horizontal dark grey lines indicate statistically significant differences in SMAD2/3 signaling (p ≤ 0.05) between relevant experimental pairs.
ActRIIA-Fc inhibited SMAD2/3 mediated Activin A signaling, but not SMAD1/5/8 mediated BMP-2 or BMP-7 signaling (Fig. 5-5A, B, 6A). Significantly, Activin A strongly inhibited BMP-7 and BMP-2 signaling when alone, but not when ActRIIA-Fc was also present. (Fig. 5-5A, B, 6A) Likewise, Follistatin inhibited SMAD2/3 mediated Activin A signaling and rescued BMP-7 signaling in the presence Activin A (Fig. 5-7A). But Follistatin also inhibited BMP-7 signaling at high concentrations (58, 59). In sharp contrast to ActRIIA-Fc and Follistatin, SB-431542 did not prevent Activin A antagonism. Activin A reduced BMP-7 and BMP-2 signaling equally whether SB-431542 was added or not (Fig. 5-5A, B, 6A). Importantly, these findings were paralleled by SMAD phosphorylation (Fig. 5-6B), indicating that the response measured by reporter gene expression is directly linked to SMAD mediated signal transduction pathways. Thus, our findings show inhibition of BMP-7 and BMP-2 signaling by Activin A can be rescued by trapping Activin A with ActRIIA-Fc or Follistatin and preventing Activin A-receptor binding. But suppressing signal transduction pathway activation with intracellular kinase inhibitors does not block the Activin A antagonist activity.
Figure 5-6. Activin A role in BMP-2 signal transduction and inhibition with BMP-10.

(A) Luciferase reporter gene expression was induced with BMP-2 in HepG2 cells transfected with SMAD2/3 or SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter plasmids. 1 nM BMP-2 was added to induce signaling, 10 nM Activin A was added to antagonize BMP-2 signaling. 250 nM ActRIIA-Fc was used to block binding of Activin A to type II receptors, 5 µM SB-431542 was added to block Activin A mediated kinase activation and SMAD2/3 phosphorylation. Dark grey bars correspond to SMAD2/3 mediated reporter gene expression and light grey bars correspond to SMAD1/5/8 mediated reporter gene expression. (B) Western blots showing BMP-2 and Activin A mediated SMAD phosphorylation in HepG2 cells. 1 nM BMP-2 was added to induce SMAD1/5/8 phosphorylation, 10 nM Activin A was added to antagonize BMP-2 mediated SMAD1/5/8 phosphorylation, 250 nM ActRIIA-Fc was used to block binding of Activin A to type II receptors, 5 µM SB-431542 was added to block Activin A mediated kinase activation and SMAD2/3 phosphorylation. (C) HepG2 cells were transfected with SMAD2/3 or SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter plasmids. 5 nM Activin A was...
Figure 5-6 (cont’d) added to induce signaling, 50 nM BMP-10 or BMP-3 were added to inhibit Activin A mediated SMAD2/3 reporter gene expression. Dark grey bars correspond to SMAD2/3 mediated reporter gene expression. Light grey bars correspond to SMAD1/5/8 mediated reporter gene expression. Horizontal light grey lines indicate statistically significant differences in SMAD1/5/8 signaling and horizontal dark grey lines indicate statistically significant differences in SMAD2/3 signaling (p ≤ 0.05) between relevant experimental pairs.

**Activin A inhibits BMP-7 – ActRIIA binding**

To demonstrate directly that Activin A inhibits binding of BMP-7 to type II receptors, we developed a competition SPR binding assay (Fig. 5-7B). We captured BMP-7 on the sensor chip using a cross-linked, BMP-7 specific monoclonal antibody and we flowed ActRIIA-Fc preincubated with different concentrations of Activin A. ActRIIA-Fc (12 nM) bound captured BMP-7 with an association rate that was nearly the same as that determined using our standard setup (data not shown). ActRIIA-Fc binding to BMP-7 decreased with increasing Activin A concentrations and a 4-fold molar excess of Activin A (48 nM) completely inhibited the ActRIIA-Fc – BMP-7 interaction. Thus, Activin A can function as competitive inhibitor of BMP-7 binding to ActRIIA.
Figure 5-7. Follistatin suppresses Activin A antagonism.

(A) Luciferase reporter gene expression was induced with BMP-7 in HepG2 cells transfected with SMAD2/3 or SMAD1/5/8 responsive reporter plasmids. Follistatin inhibited BMP-7 signaling at high concentrations (40 and 100 nM), but less at lower concentrations (10 and 20 nM). Activin A (10 nM) effectively inhibited BMP-7 signaling. Follistatin (10-20 nM) inhibited Activin A signaling and prevented antagonism of BMP-7. Dark grey bars correspond to SMAD2/3 mediated reporter gene expression and light grey bars correspond to SMAD1/5/8 mediated reporter gene expression. Horizontal light grey lines indicate statistically significant differences in SMAD1/5/8 signaling and horizontal dark grey lines indicate statistically significant differences in SMAD2/3 signaling (p ≤ 0.05) between relevant experimental pairs. (B) Activin A inhibits binding of ActRIIA-Fc to BMP-7. BMP-7 was captured on the SPR sensor chip using an anti-BMP-7 monoclonal antibody (top right panel). 12 nM ActRIIA-Fc preincubated with 0 nM (blue), 3 nM (red), 6 nM (magenta), 12 nM (green), 24 nM (maroon), 48 nM (grey) Activin A was injected over the sensor chip. Activin A prevented binding of ActRIIA-Fc to BMP-7 in a concentration dependent manner. The bottom right panel shows a dose response curve. RU values were taken at 290 seconds after starting injection of ActRIIA-Fc.
BMP-10 is a weak Activin A antagonist

As the antagonist activity of TGF-β family ligands was not limited to Activin A (Fig. 5-3), we hypothesized some ligands may antagonize Activin A signaling. Previous studies have indicated BMP-3 inhibits Activin A signaling (30-32), and we speculated BMP-10 could potentially antagonize Activin A as it is a high affinity ligand of the three type II Activin A receptors (Fig. 5-1). To test this hypothesis, we examined Activin A mediated reporter gene expression in HepG2 cells and antagonism by BMP-3 and BMP-10 (Fig. 5-6C). Notably, 50 nM BMP-3 did not inhibit signaling by 5 nM Activin A, even after we tested three different BMP-3 samples. On the other hand, a 10-fold excess of BMP-10 reduced the Activin A mediated SMAD2/3 signal about 2-fold (from 37.4 to 21.7 RLU), while Activin A attenuated the BMP-10 mediated SMAD1/5/8 response as expected (from 45.3 to 16.6 RLU). Although BMP-10 antagonism was not as potent as Activin A antagonism, this finding shows Activin A signaling could also be inhibited by some TGF-β family ligands.

Discussion

Our goal was to test the hypothesis that TGF-β family ligands can function as signaling antagonists by competing for type II receptor binding. We showed several TGF-β family ligands directly inhibited signaling by other members of the family. The antagonist activity could be suppressed by blocking the type II receptor binding-site on antagonistic ligands, but not by inhibiting their signal transduction cascade. Moreover, we demonstrated ligand antagonism is mediated by direct competition for receptor binding. We propose ligand antagonism is a common mechanism that can be used to modulate TGF-β family signaling. We speculate the precise combination of ligands available to a cell or tissue will profoundly affects how they read a particular TGF-β family signal (60).
Figure 5-8. Model of ligand antagonism.

(A) Molecular structures of Activin A, BMP-2, BMP-9 and BMP-7 in complex with type II receptors ActRIIA or ActRIIB, based on PDB coordinates 1NYU (74), 2H62 (7), 4FAO (9), and 1LX5 (26) displayed in corresponding orientations. Ligands are shown as orange ribbon diagrams. Type II receptors are shown as molecular surface colored blue with surface atoms that contact ligands colored grey. The ligand binding-site on the type II receptors ActRIIA and ActRIIB is highly conserved (grey surface area). (B) Signaling in the TGF-β family is induced when dimeric ligands (orange/khaki ovals) bind the extracellular domains of type I Activin receptor-like kinases (grey/brown) and type II receptors (blue). Formation of the hexameric ligand-receptor complex leads to phosphorylation of SMAD transcription factors. Ligands that bind type II receptors with high affinity (orange) out-compete ligands that bind type II receptors with lower affinity (khaki) and block low affinity ligand signaling. For example, low affinity ligands, like BMP-2 and BMP-7, induce SMAD1/5/8 phosphorylation via type I receptors ALK2, ALK3, or ALK6 (brown). High affinity ligands like Activin A block BMP-2 and BMP-7 binding to type II receptors, blocking SMAD1/5/8 phosphorylation whilst activating their canonical signaling pathways, i.e. SMAD2/3 phosphorylation via type I receptors ALK4, and ALK7 (grey). Low affinity ligands therefore likely signal only in the absence of high affinity ligands, or when type II receptors are expressed at such high levels that ligand competition is not possible.
An enduring conundrum in the TGF-β field is the promiscuity of its ligand-receptor pairings. This promiscuity is particularly relevant to the ‘Activin receptors’ ActRIIA, ActRIIB, and the ‘BMP receptor’ BMPRII. They interact with a large group of overlapping ligands, including Activins, BMPs, GDFs and Nodal. As these ligands bind receptors at a common site (Fig. 5-8A), we hypothesized that ligands can compete for receptor binding and high affinity ligands can suppress low affinity ligand signaling (Fig. 5-8B). We show the high affinity ligand Activin A effectively inhibited signaling by the low affinity ligand BMP-2, the medium affinity ligand BMP-7 and the high affinity ligands BMP-9 and BMP-10 (Fig. 5-3, 5, 6, 7). The ability to inhibit signaling was not specific to Activin A. GDF-8, GDF-11, BMP-9, BMP-10, and Activin B also inhibited BMP-2 and BMP-7 signaling. However, Activin A was the most powerful BMP-2 and BMP-7 antagonist. Notably, BMP-10 antagonized Activin A signaling with some efficacy. The pervasiveness of competition and antagonism between ligands suggests they are a key feature of the TGF-β family. But they depend on shared receptor utilization, as TGF-β1 cannot inhibit BMP-6 or BMP-9 signaling (33). We speculate competition and antagonism could play an important role in the biological activities of ligands that are involved in acute biological responses, such as injury, infection, and inflammation (61-63). Thus, by acting as antagonist, Activin A secreted in wound healing could shift the signaling equilibrium from a state that supports tissue homeostasis to a state that leads to regeneration (64-66). Importantly, while Activin A suppressed BMP-2 and BMP-7 mediated SMAD1/5/8 signaling, it also activated its canonical SMAD2/3 signaling pathway, causing a switch in signal transduction pathway utilization.

ActRIIA-Fc, Follistatin and SB-431542 are potent Activin A signaling inhibitors with distinct modes of action. ActRIIA-Fc binds Activin A and shields its type II receptor binding-
site (26). Follistatin binds Activin A and blocks both type I and type II receptor binding-sites (67). SB-431542 inhibits type I receptor kinase activity (57). Activin A trapped by ActRIIA-Fc or Follistatin cannot bind type II receptors. By contrast, Activin A can bind type II receptors when SB-431542 is present. We show ActRIIA-Fc and Follistatin rescued BMP-2 and/or BMP-7 signaling in the presence of Activin A, but SB-431542 did not. The antagonist function of Activin A thus can be suppressed by blocking Activin A binding to type II receptors, but not by inhibiting its signal transduction cascade. As Activin A, BMP-2 and BMP-7 share type II receptors and bind receptors at the same site, we speculated that Activin A is a competitive BMP inhibitor that blocks the weak BMP-type II receptor interaction (Fig. 5-8). Indeed, Activin A prevented BMP-7 binding to ActRIIA in vitro, providing direct evidence for a competitive inhibitor function. Notably, binding competition and signaling antagonism are not new concepts in the TGF-β family. Functional antagonism was described for the Activin A/BMP-7 pairing in human embryonic carcinoma cells (30) and for the GDF-8/BMP-7 pairing in C3H10T1/2 cells (68). Inhibin A, an Activin A related ligand that lacks signaling activity, inhibited BMP responses by competing for type II receptor binding (35-37). Binding competition was also proposed for some BMPs together with type II receptors (69), for Activin A combined with type I receptors (70), and for Activin A with BMP-9 (33). We propose that binding-competition and signaling antagonism is a common regulatory mechanism in the TGF-β family enabled by receptor promiscuity and binding site conservation (19).

TGF-β family ligands play critical roles in many human diseases, including cancer, fibrosis, bone loss, and muscle loss (10). It is suggested elevated ligand expression leads to hyper-activation of their canonical signaling pathways and, consequently, to disease onset
and progression (71). However, the ability of a TGF-β family ligand to hyper-activate its signaling pathways can be limited; TGF-β family ligands can have a ‘signaling ceiling’. On the other hand, we found that ‘high affinity’ ligands like Activin A, attenuated or antagonized signaling pathways that were activated by ‘lower affinity’ ligands like BMP-2 and BMP-7. Thus, while hyper-activated signaling could occur in the appropriate context and may be the root cause of a number of diseases, we speculate binding-competition and signaling antagonism between ligands could also play a role in the pathobiology of Activin A and other TGF-β family ligands. Significantly, a recent study indicated Activin A mediated progression of fibrodysplasia ossificans progressive (FOP) by competing for type I receptor binding (70).

Inhibiting Activin A signaling has considerable therapeutic potential. Several approaches have been explored, including blocking the receptor kinase activity with SB-431542, and preventing formation of Activin A-receptor signaling complexes using ActRIIA-Fc (55-57, 72). Both SB-431542 and ActRIIA-Fc inhibited Activin A signaling, as determined by SMAD2/3 phosphorylation and SMAD2/3 mediated luciferase expression. But they differed drastically in their ability to prevent Activin A antagonism. Only extracellular Activin A inhibitors rescued low affinity ligand signaling. As Activin A could either hyper-activate its canonical signaling pathway or antagonize low affinity BMP signaling in disease, our findings indicate selection of an appropriate therapeutic approach to inhibit Activin A signaling should depend on the mechanism of pathogenesis. Even so, extracellular inhibitors that target ligands and prevent receptor binding offer a more defined approach for rescuing the effects of excess ligand in disease.

In sum, we show that high affinity TGF-β family ligands like Activin A compete with low affinity ligands for receptor binding and antagonize low affinity ligand signaling. Several
diseases associate with Activin A overexpression, including inflammation, fibrosis and cancer related muscle wasting (39, 40, 73). How elevated Activin A levels lead to disease is not well understood. It is thought hyper-activated signaling causes pathogenesis. But our findings indicate a second possibility. Namely, ectopic Activin A could antagonize normal signaling, and thus promote disease. Significantly, a recent study indicated Activin A antagonism may be critical for progression of fibrodysplasia ossificans progressiva (70).
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CHAPTER 6 –

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Discover how Cerberus suppresses breast cancer cell migration and invasion

In chapter 3, we discovered that human Cerberus suppresses migration, invasion and colony formation of triple negative MDA-MB-231 and BT549 breast cancer cell. This effect is unique to Cerberus because other tested TGF-β family inhibitors (at least alone) didn’t have this suppressive effect on the tested cell lines (chapter 4). In chapter 3 and 4, we demonstrated that human Cerberus is a specific inhibitor of the TGF-β family ligands Nodal, BMP-4, Activin B and BMP-6. The tested Cerberus responsive breast cancer cell lines overexpress Nodal, BMP-4 and RGMb (one of the RGM co-receptors that has roles in BMP signaling potentiation). It has been also known that Nodal and BMP-4 are overexpressed in several breast cancer types, and both have key roles in breast cancer progression and metastasis. By considering this information, we could hypothesize that Cerberus suppresses migration, invasion and colony formation in MDA-MB-231 and BT-549 by blocking Nodal and/or BMP-4 signaling or RGM potentiated Nodal and/or BMP-4 signaling. In order to test this hypothesis, we need to probe the specific roles of these ligands and in combination with co-receptor by knocking down the expression of them in these two cell lines and by overexpressing them in non-invasive T47D breast cancer cell line or non-invasive mammary epithelial cell line MCF10A. The effect of both knockdown and overexpression of ligands alone and in combination with co-receptor should be tested in signaling, migration and invasion assays to understand which combination contributes to invasive breast cancer cell phenotypes and be affected by Cerberus treatment. These studies will help identify biomarkers associated with breast cancer cell invasion and Cerberus responsiveness, and might reveal new targets for breast cancer treatment.
Establish the effect of Cerberus in vivo

In addition to determining the molecular basis of Cerberus effect in vitro, it is also critical to expand its function to in vivo studies to potentially consider it as a therapeutic agent in the future. The good start point would be testing the function of Cerberus on orthotopic tumor growth and spontaneous metastasis by using Cerberus sensitive human breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231. By considering the other in vivo studies done with similar proteins, up to 10 mg/ml Cerberus-Fc (in PBS) can be injected twice a week to tumor implanted mice. After 4 weeks of treatment (or when tumor volume reaches the maximum limit), the effect of Cerberus on the growth of orthotopic tumors will be determined by analyzing tumor volumes, and the effect of Cerberus on the spontaneous metastasis from orthotopic tumors will be determined by examining the number of lung and liver surface nodules from the organs. This study will provide direct evidence for Cerberus function as a growth, invasion and/or colonization inhibitor at least in one animal model. Furthermore, this study will help understand which step (growth or metastasis) Cerberus is effective on and create the connection with in vitro studies.

Determine how EGF-CFC family members recognize TGF-β family ligands

In chapter 2, we showed that EGF-CFC family member Cripto-1 has a dual function. In the soluble form, Cripto-1 prevents the assembly of the signaling complex and antagonizes the downstream signaling, but its membrane-anchored form has a signal potentiating activity. In order to determine how Cripto-1 or other EGF-CFC family members recognize ligands, we need to have structural information. Unfortunately, there is no available crystal or NMR structure of any EGF-CFC family member. This is mostly because these molecules are composed of multiple domains, they are very flexible, and it is hard to obtain the active form
of them and their ligands. Our biochemical studies showed that Cripto-1 binds BMP-4, and Cryptic binds Activin B with high affinity. In order to reveal the basis of EGF-CFC family ligand recognition, the crystallization of Cripto-1 – BMP-4 and Cryptic – Activin B complexes will be tried. This structural study (in combination with mutagenesis studies) will help understand how EGF-CFC family co-receptors recognize TGF-β family ligands and create a correlation with biophysical studies. Because Cripto-1 is overexpressed in many cancer types, it would be very beneficial to obtain Cripto-1 – BMP-4 or Cripto-1 – Nodal structure to create inhibitors targeting the ligand binding surfaces.